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Empathy is a state.
Contribution is behaviour.
The latter is a natural outflow of the former.
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Foreword
It’s been my privilege to call Jerry Schuitema a friend for more years than either of us would care to
acknowledge. Through these decades he has always pushed the envelope, ever challenging
convention, spurring the rest of us to apply our minds to issues so easily taken for granted. That’s
been both his gift and his curse. Not everyone appreciates being asked the difficult questions.
I remember chatting to Jerry after he had returned from sharing a stage with the late Chris Hani,
then torch-bearer for nationalisation and State control of national resources, and listening in wonder
as he explained although there were fundamental divergences, there was actually far more on which
they agreed than disagreed. As always, he was ahead of popular perceptions. Mine very much
included.
This book does not deviate from the difficult path my friend has chosen. It explores new options
in a world looking for fresh answers. It shines a harsh spotlight onto “isms”, exposing why all are far
from perfect. It questions why South Africa continues with an outdated debate and it provides some
rational, well considered suggestions.
This book will appeal to those who believe harmony is achieved through knowledge and
understanding. A fine contribution from one of the deepest thinkers I know.
Alec Hogg
Founder and former Editor in Chief: Moneyweb Business News
Founder and Editor in Chief: Biznews.com

Preface
Repairing broken links
The concept of the broken link has for centuries been focussed on the so-called “generation gap”. One
can’t help thinking, though, that in modern times there are many more broken links than one between
generations, which is endlessly repetitive in any case. There is some inkling of this in an unassuming
French “book” Indignez vous (Cry Out) whose 13 pages of text have smashed all publishing records
in France, selling more than 600 000 copies in the first 3 months. It has been written by 93 year old
French resistance hero and activist, Stephane Hessel who urges people to recapture the spirit of war
time resistance against the Nazi’s to challenge what he claims is today’s market tyranny. Against the
background of popular protests against austerity in much of Europe one can’t avoid seeing Hessel’s
pamphlet as striking a chord of popular discontent in many parts of the world.
The broken links are many and profound.
The link is broken between population growth and what the planet can sustain. In turn this has
broken other links such as that between consumption driven prosperity and sustainable resources;
between growth and bio-diversity; and between human activity and the balance in nature.
The link is broken between prosperity and contentment. Despite an 8-fold increase in prosperity
in the last 50 or so years, there has been little increase in human contentment as argued by Richard
Easterlin. This may be because of our difficulty to determine what makes us happy as individuals, or
even the definition and measurement of contentment itself. But economies clearly fail in an important
respect if they do not enhance social contentment, whether perceived or not.
The link is broken between economic systems and equitable wealth distribution. As World
economic forum reports have recognised in the past number of years, it is no longer an ideological or
emotive issue when it starts to ferment social disquiet. Classical theorists will find it difficult to
present rational arguments to an irrational mob, whether at the polls or in the streets. The truth is that
there is no solid market argument for the huge income disparities. Failing to recognise that envy based
on comparisons is the main source of human discontent is not much different from Marie-Antoinette’s
famous “let them eat cake” remark.
The link is broken between expectations and reality. This deadly economic virus is still being
nurtured. An example is the political promise in South Africa to create millions of jobs within a
specific period. However laudable the intent and perhaps even plans themselves, pegging a “big,
hairy, audacious goal” to something so exposed to market uncertainties is needlessly flirting with
social discontent. Another is the let-down many matriculants and even graduates must feel when many
can’t find jobs within a year or more.
Global protests are a reflection of unrealistic expectations. But it is more than the let down from
the “good years” which in turn were based on another broken link: that between prosperity and
tangible wealth creation or the froth generated in a cappuccino economy. It is clearly based on an
expectation that governments can do something about it: like borrowing to roll over debt – which
most of them have done. The expectation that there won’t be a future price to pay in greater austerity
or inflation is unrealistic. It is also a tab that we may have to pick up sooner than we think.
This shows that the link between popular politics and sound economic policies is also broken.
Some may argue that it has never existed and is impossible. We have seen time and again that the

popular thing is not always the right thing. We have come to understand democracy as being about
elections rather than about governance, transparency and accountability and the ability to make the
right rather than the popular decision during tenure, even with a well informed electorate.
The link is broken between economic models and reality. This is understandable. According to
t h e Wall Street Journal , economic models simply have not come to grips with that erratic,
unpredictable, complex and most important component of all – human nature. It’s a component that
simply cannot be reduced to a mathematical formula and it has made attempts to model the economic
future inaccurate at best and futile at worst.
Very few of us understand ourselves, let alone the nature of others. A growing realisation of this
defect is bound to challenge our understanding of all economic theory. It will also challenge our
stance on systems, measurements, policies and ideologies all of which are based on preconceived
ideas of human responses. This need not imply rejecting proven best practices, but a more
comprehensive understanding of our world and human responses will help us avoid unintended
consequences: such as labour laws that destroy jobs, social grants that may encourage layabouts, and
interest rate cuts that fail to stimulate job creation.
Let us join the optimists who proclaim that with a bit of luck, the absence of major sovereign debt
defaults, fewer floods, tsunamis, earthquakes and other displays of nature’s wrath, we will “muddle”
though the next decade or so. But in the meantime, this is also a time to “let a thousand flowers
bloom” as Robert Johnson of the Institute for New Economic Thinking put it. Such a process will be
infinitely enhanced by extending economic modelling to seriously include other disciplines such as
psychology, the social sciences, science itself, religion, and medicine – indeed all branches of
knowledge. The existing firewalls between these disciplines have to be dismantled completely.
Such a vastly extended model will come closer to the truth: that economics is much more complex
than what we have thought, perhaps not in basic principles, but certainly in the human dynamic that
drives it. Yet it is simply unthinkable than human kind with its superior intellect, vast accumulation of
knowledge and the information revolution, cannot find solutions.
It is not too outlandish to say that economics as we know it, is itself broken and we cannot rebuild
new structures on broken foundations. Returning to old ideological paradigms and assumptions will
not do. We should be pursuing new holy grails rather than protecting old holy cows.
Perhaps the most serious broken link is that between capital growth, income from it and wealth
creation itself. It is a perilous polarisation between rich and poor one which for some years now has
been ranked by World Economic Forum as the biggest risk factor of modern times. The inequality
debate is starting to reflect an awe inspiring possibility – that in the grappling with it, we may
challenge and rewrite economic theories that for centuries have dominated our thinking.
What makes the current inequality crisis so different to demand a rethink of conventional theory is
not only the level itself – shown by World Bank research to have nearly doubled since the 1820’s –
but also its seemingly unstoppable nature, its focus on returns on assets rather than on tangible wealth
creation, technology, nano-second speculative trading, short-termism, lack of restrictions on and
regulation of capital, and the latter’s unbridled and cavalier behaviour in the past few decades.
Fuelling sentiment is the vastly increased distribution of information via amongst many others, the
social media.
While there has been some improvement in the lives of many, it is self-evident that the more
wealth is concentrated in the hands of a few, the less chance it has of spreading through “spending on

luxury” to the many. This inexorable gearing up of the wealth gap has been conclusively demonstrated
in ground breaking research by French economist Thomas Pikkety, who has found that capital, and the
money that it produces, accumulates faster than economic growth. Pikkety’s work is increasingly
being viewed by many of his peers as the game changer in economic thinking.
Inequality thought leaders agree that it is a crisis that cannot be ignored. American economist
Joseph Stiglitz insists it must be added to the Millennium Development Goals and he is part of a
growing consensus that at the very least equality inducing tax structures and regulation of capital are
part of the answer.
Those are perhaps complex policy issues that no doubt will be debated at the highest levels of
economic and political institutions. What we cannot ignore are those things more directly in control of
some of the grass roots institutions who ultimately may have a bigger effect on defusing the crisis.
Here we are thinking of companies themselves, more specifically those things that labour and capital
could do jointly. The obvious are the de-commoditisation of labour and the pegging down of
shareholder expectations to a cost+ benchmark. These are fundamental principles of common purpose
and common fate that automatically address perceptions of inequality.
The more things change, the more we have to change with them. But there is one constant: it is the
one that made us the greatest species on the planet – the capacity for empathy.
This book is intended to encourage the leaders of our economy, business leaders in particular, and
those at the helm of any business big and small, on implementing an empathy model by addressing
real practical issues in the workplace, in forging principles of common purpose and common fate
through measures that make sound and sustainable business sense.
It provides a workable structure for an organisational intervention and can be tackled from a
variety of angles from training to communication to intense strategic redirection and operational
transformation.
What this book does is to arm an organisational practitioner with tools including:
•
•
•
•

Strategic reorientation of business to create sustainability by being service driven.
Implementing principles of common purpose and common fate.
Creating a cycle of contribution as opposed to a cycle of entitlement amongst employees.
Providing an understanding of how wealth is created and a methodology on how it should
legitimately be shared with all those that contribute to its creation.

Fundamentally the authors offer this book as a milestone in finding a better way for the three
estates namely government , labour and capital to work together to create wealth and share that
wealth legitimately with those who contribute to creating wealth, in particular employees. This book
is ideologically neutral but challenges current paradigms to find a better way of working together for
the prosperity of a country and its people.
References to the 1st person in the singular in this book are based on experiences and
observations of the primary author. The rest are from both collaborators on the work.

Introduction
A two faced business
All economic debate is based on assumptions about humanity. Yet surprisingly, despite our scant
knowledge of ourselves, we are prepared to assume fanatical stances on economic theory to the point
of risking violent conflict.
It’s self-evident that our economic construct cannot be too far removed from the essence of our
humanity, our basic instincts, and that we will always strive to express ourselves in an optimally free
environment. The latter implies freedom of transaction and markets.
The two mutually supportive predominant instincts that define human behaviour are survival and
empathy. The convergence of the two creates a vast number of permutations – as many as the
variables in individual DNA’s and fluctuating constantly according to time and circumstance. These
characterisations can also be applied to our understanding of companies, giving us broadly two
definable approaches or models: a survival model and an empathy model. While their behaviours
may show similar variations as those displayed by individuals, their purpose or intent is what defines
them and will drive their predominant behaviour.
The survival model is the most commonly understood definition of business. It has a money focus,
and is driven by self-gain, immediate self-interest, maximum profit and shareholder value. It mostly
feigns empathy as a means of survival.
The empathy model has a people focus and a service motive. It is driven by customer and societal
interests, and sees profits and wages as an essential means to service, rather than as an end in itself.
Common assumptions about both models need to be tested.

A survival motive accounts for success.
• Survival is based on fear and insecurity which promote greed and short term thinking. It’s
inconceivable that one will get the best out of people by appealing to the worst in them.
• It contradicts an axiomatic truth that the true value of anything depends on the contribution it
makes to others.
• It makes an arbitrary and highly questionable, if not false, assumption about the intent or
motive of great entrepreneurs, sustainably successful companies, and individuals.
• Virtually all successful entrepreneurs have professed to have been driven by their passion and
desire to make a difference to other people’s lives and not by profit.
• Long standing research by Collins and Porras of successful companies has shown that profit
maximisation ranked fairly low if at all in their thinking.

Ensures prosperity for all in the profit driven deployment of capital.
• This is the most vehement defence of the survival model based on the quaint belief that wealth
is created in its accumulation and deployment. Tangible wealth is and always has been the
result of creating something of value for others. Capital accumulation and deployment is at

best a result of that act.
• It is based on the fallacy that profit is equal to wealth creation or value added.
• It is extremely difficult to avoid short term thinking in a survival model which has led to
serious economic ailments such as unsustainable wealth disparities, and marginalisation of
other constituents particularly customers and labour. The “trickle-down” effect becomes
severely impeded.
• Paramountcy of capital which is synonymous with “capitalism” leads to accounting for profit
maximisation and shareholder value. It inevitably develops in its structural and operational
processes, a conflict environment by seeing other constituents as exploitable resources and as
costly commodities.

The survival model is synonymous with market orientation and free enterprise.
• Nothing is further from the truth. Market orientation means being driven by the needs and
wants of others. The profit focus in the survival model means being driven by self-gain and
your own needs. They are actually opposites in intent.
• “Capitalism” more appropriately defines a self-gain behavioural trait within free markets – a
trait which has become self-destructive and a threat to freedom itself. The economic ailments
it has caused have led to increasing rules, regulations, interventions and calls for bigger
government.
• The above assumption relies on a misinterpretation of classical masters such as Adam Smith.
While he did propose that freedom would lead to the pursuance of self-interest, he also
believed that this self-interest would be mostly enlightened and driven by humankind’s
instinctive empathy for each other – not predatory material self-gain.

Ensures competition and customer care.
• In the absence of a genuine intent to serve others, the survival model becomes hostile to
competition, seeking either to destroy it or collude with it.
• This often leads to customer neglect.
• It also attracts further rules and regulations to govern its behaviour, which ultimately
discourages new entrants, and favours big above small.

Ensures maximum productivity and efficient use of resources.
• This is partly true. But the standard macro measurement of productivity (output over input) is
synonymous with profitability which again puts emphasis on the paramountcy of capital.
• Productivity is more easily achieved by reducing input rather than increasing output,
encouraging containment rather than growth.
• This emphasis also prefers to grow output through mergers and takeovers, rather than through
organic growth. In the process it also reduces relative input, reduces competition and
marginalises other constituents.

The empathy model also conjures up many assumptions that have to be challenged.

The empathy model is leftist, socialist, Marxist and anti-free market.
• Without a strong underpinning of empathy our world would fall apart and humanity would
self-destruct.
• As Adam Smith implied in “Theory of Moral Sentiments”, empathy is nurtured in freedom.
Freedom in turn cannot flourish without empathy.
• Empathy cannot be institutionalised in a system. Coerced empathy is an intolerable oxymoron
and creates resentment and envy.

It goes against classic business principles.
• There is no institution in society that relies more on empathy with others than business – albeit
some more than others such as mining.
• Empathy is not about charity, but about sustainable service.
• The model relies on and has to be guided by the rules of free legitimate transaction of supply,
demand and price.
• It should embrace competition as enhancing choice in its market and in identifying more
opportunities in the needs and wants of its customers.
• A sincere empathy model is better equipped than its survival peers to adopt principles of
common purpose and common fate.

It is revolutionary and untested.
• The empathy model is followed by more companies than many believe. Empathetic behaviour
has been the hallmark of great sustainable companies and entrepreneurship and is particularly
prevalent in small and medium enterprises.
• It is, however, difficult to recognise with the obsession and near exclusive focus on
shareholders in accounting and in turn strategic and operational processes.
• These processes become toxic and counter-intuitive when they start dictating purpose, and
then behaviour, which in turn impede the forging of common purpose and common fate, as
well as tarnishing the image of and trust in business.
We are witnessing a struggle to change the course of business behaviour, with a plethora of new
demands and rules. The answer is a lot simpler and requires going back to the basics of the inherent
benevolence of any business.
But freedom itself will be threatened without a serious review of the company scoreboard to
reflect empathy, maximum wealth creation and sensible distribution, all of which are far more
supportive of and subservient to free markets than the survival model.
Sensible distribution in particular is not arbitrary but has to meet the legitimate expectations of all
of the stakeholders. The key pre-requisite is not only that distribution has to be informed by factors
such as supply and demand for skills and qualifications, and be comparatively attractive to capital

investment, but that these rewards in turn are linked to and influenced by wealth creation and
empathetic behaviour.
Shareholder expectations have to be defined and legitimised to what is defensible. Benchmarking
informed by the relative cost of and competition for capital is easily achieved and some benchmarks
already exist. Shareholder expectations cannot be legitimised under the banner of unbridled
maximisation. This is a wanton challenge to social trust and constantly perverts the instinctive
empathetic behaviour of business.
Indeed, enlightened and serious long term investors should favour the empathy model. In time, it is
conceivable that all companies will be assessed on the basic criteria of which model they live by.
The real difference between the two models however, is a philosophical one. The survival model
is about being alive; the empathy model is about having a life.
If you Google the term “homo empathicus”, you will see that this is receiving much attention,
including a call by former Finance Minister Pravin Gordhan supported by Cosatu, for business
leaders to adopt this mantle. It has also become a growing feature of socio-economic discourse. As
shown later, we will take issue with exorbitant executive pay. At the same time, we will argue that
apart from those builders and creators of business, who mostly have only a passing interest in wealth
and profits as affirmation of their contribution, the market for executive “skills” and “talent” is
thoroughly broken and remuneration criteria based on shareholder value is misplaced. Appealing to
them for “charity” seems to confirm the validity of their pay, not challenge its flawed make-up.
But here’s the rub. To see the term homo-empathicus as “soft” and “fluffy” or leftist and socialist
is totally out-of-place. It’s the same hypocrisy that can be challenged in capitalism claiming to be
“market driven”… It is not… It is profit and self-gain driven which is the opposite of being market
driven. Taking those motivators to extremes has been the root cause of our modern economic ills.
Homo empathicus is being expediently used in most cases to champion the plight of employees.
What nonsense! They are clearly asking employers to adopt empathy for their (the implorer’s) selfgain. It is the ultimately insult to empathy itself—in the same vein as using scripture to justify crimes,
or insisting that someone else must act charitably towards yourself.
Business may soon find itself overwhelmed by this new rhetoric, and no doubt soon there will be
a plethora of “empathy” consultants to show them ways of faking it. On the other hand – and here is
the real opportunity for business – they can seize the initiative and forge the genuine model which is
the very foundation of service, common purpose and common fate. Empathy by its very nature is
always externally focussed and in business means everyone having empathy for the customer. All it
requires for business is to do what should come naturally, having an external focus on the needs and
wants of others in society and then serve those needs with the best product or service at the best
price. Rewards in the form of wages, taxes and profits are there to sustain and grow that activity.
They are not the purpose.
Inner empathy (for each other as partners in wealth creation) simply makes good business sense
as long as it sticks to the fundamentals of sensible wealth distribution which means meeting the
legitimate expectations of all of the stakeholders and encouraging continued contribution. But inner
empathy is a means. External empathy is purpose. Of course it is highly praiseworthy for business and
the wealthy to be philanthropic and charitable to those in need. Many of them are over and beyond the
taxes they pay. It is simply inappropriate, if not obscene for the recipients of “charity” to manipulate,

emotionally blackmail, or even extort their benefactors to be charitable.
Empathy is a human instinct and a state. Contribution is a behaviour that naturally follows this
state. Contributory behaviour is the fundamental requirement for wealth creation, prosperity, job
creation and national competitiveness. It is based on the self-evident axiom that when people by and
large are giving more than they are taking, they create surpluses and prosperity. The converse creates
deficits and poverty. The survival model of business, including profit and wage maximisation, has
distorted this focus and has created many economic imbalances.
You cannot expect empathy from others when you yourself are not empathetic. It is a very moot
point whether labour itself has been homo empathicus – especially to those who are the intended
beneficiaries of their efforts: customers and society as a whole. At the same time they have
relinquished real power. Power based on threats, extortion and self-gain is seldom sustainable.
Power based on empathy and contribution is far more sustainable.

Common purpose and common fate
Companies and business enterprises are the wheels that keep our entire transactional lives turning. In
the following chapters we will offer a different perspective of a crucial feature of our lives as
consumers, employees, business executives, shareholders, civil servants, small business owners,
entrepreneurs and also those in the accounting profession.
A business enterprise is nothing more than a collective of individuals. It’s one of those
expressions of the human condition that make us social animals. There is an inherent need in all of us
to be part of a society in a broader sense, and of smaller and different collectives or groups in a
specific sense.
Such groupings satisfy a basic and fundamental need to belong. More importantly, they act as
reflectors of ourselves, giving us a mirror that does much more than show the physical appearance
reflected by glass with a silver backing. This is a mirror of comprehensive identity; it defines the
human self or the ego. A human being living from the earliest years in total isolation will simply not
possess such a definition and would no doubt be completely dysfunctional. On the other hand, many
remain trapped in a particular definition only, and become totally disoriented when one of the
definitive states such as “husband”, “wife”, “employee”, “CEO” disappears.
Belonging to any collective, being a member of a pack, not only gives security but also satisfies
the need to be needed. It is often the most tangible expression of our preparedness to ignore
immediate self-interest for the sake of a greater cause or of another person. This is most clearly seen
in healthy families. But it has an enormous downside. Too often, our own sense of right and wrong
and our universal values are apt to be clouded by the pack mentality. The Mafia is an obvious
illustration. History abounds with other examples, of which religious fanaticism and nationalism are
the most powerful and invidious. Membership of any group or collective should be based on one key
principle alone: the fact of its being the means to unleash our true value, which lies in our capacity to
make a contribution to the good of others.
The group or collective is not an end in itself, but a means to that end. If the collective itself does
not serve the broader other, then it will amount to little more than multiples of self-interest, enslaving
us to our lower and grosser qualities and destroying others around it. It often then becomes an
instrument to alleviate our individual fears and insecurities. Of course, many collectives exist for the
limited purpose of serving their members only. While there is not much wrong with that, the moment
such a collective sees its purpose as taking or “getting” from others for the group’s interest, it loses
its legitimacy and becomes little more than a means of hiding behind a flag and escaping individual
accountability.
This is not empowering for the individual. Indeed it is disempowering and debilitating. One of the
more complex examples is the labour movement. Its legitimacy may be questionable in the light of the
above argument, but then it also has to be seen as a response to other factors, notably the unacceptable
aspects of behaviour in the capitalist model. We will deal with this later. For now, let us accept that
the existence of a union is a sign of failure on the part of the corporate or company collective: failure

to meet the aspirations of employees, and failure to give them a sense of belonging to something
whose purpose is laudable and whose values are sound.
The success of any collective depends on adherence to principles of common purpose and
common fate. Common purpose should be tangible, definable, indivisible and clearly understood by
all. The value of this purpose, both for individual members and the group, will be manifest in service
to others outside the group. Common fate means both joint and individual accountability for the
collective’s actions, as well as equitable sharing in the fortunes and misfortunes of the group.
We have seen how effectively this principle works on both an individual and country level. If we
were to hold the modern company up to this norm, we would have to concede that it fails dismally in
many respects. Even as a conventional collective the modern corporation has severe shortcomings.
For one thing, many people in that sort of collective have very little sense of belonging. This feature
is automatic and spontaneous in most other collectives, whereas companies have to go to great lengths
in holding social events, handing out T-shirts with logos, rah-rah occasions, and team-building
exercises, to instil some sense of common belonging.
The sense of belonging was until recently a great strength of post-war Japanese companies.
Remarkably and somewhat inexplicably, Japan and, more recently, Korea have abandoned the labourfocused, common-fate approach. They have been dragged into the “labour cost” definitions of their
Western counterparts. It’s perhaps more than coincidence that both economies have lost their growth
momentum in recent years.
Linked to the absence of belonging, indeed probably the cause of it is the fact that companies
seldom have a common purpose anyhow. Virtually all involved in a company have defined the
purpose of their involvement primarily as a means of material self-enrichment. So a company is
prejudicially defined as a place of getting. Of course this definition starts by declaring the purpose of
any company as maximising profit – which simply and crassly translates into being a means of
enriching owners. In the pursuit of this profit, employees are needed as a resource, or as a commodity
called labour that has to be factored in as a cost.
At this level already, loyalty to a common purpose not only wavers but actually disappears, to be
replaced by conflicting purposes. It takes little accounting skill to see that the quickest and easiest
way to increase profit is to reduce the payroll. Employees on the other hand get restless and more
demanding when they are informed (mostly by external media) that the company has made a
substantial profit. As we will see later, very few ESOPs (employee share option programmes)
actually work. At a general staff level they simply don’t amount to enough in tangible terms to defuse
the conflict between capital and labour. They work better at a senior management level but very often
at the cost of alienating management and staff.
Establishing common purpose in a company is actually very simple. It is rooted in the natural
economic law that supply exists to serve demand. The purpose of a company is to serve its customers.
It is the purpose of the entire collective, including shareholders, employees, and even arguably the
state through its involvement in providing infrastructure and services. The alignment of all individual
behaviour to this common purpose will unleash the full potential of the company and become the
ultimate empowering tool for everyone involved.
Despite its logical and existential simplicity, we are always amazed at how much resistance one
runs into when proposing the application of the premise to companies. If one wanted a quick view of
a company, one would ask three simple questions: What does the company do? How does it do this?

Why does it do this? In our workshop groups, the answers to the first two questions seldom led to any
debate or differences in opinion. To the third the response was mostly “for profit”. Occasionally the
response was “to create jobs”; rarely “to provide a service”. This is sad. Most people at heart prefer
to behave and be viewed as contributors. Most prefer to be seen as givers rather than takers.
The fact that the working environment is not conducive to focusing on contribution and in
unleashing the best in the human potential, must clearly have an eventual effect on company success
and sustainable national prosperity. It’s not the premise that’s at fault, but perceptions, behaviour,
language, and of course, the most powerful of all, the accounting system. All of these will be dealt
with in greater detail later.
The rallying points for common purpose in any company should be its mission statement, its
vision and its values. Despite their being plastered on walls many employees don’t know them,
understand them, believe in them or experience them as being the true and vital driving force of the
company. Yet many companies spend large amounts of time, effort and money on some consultancydesigned mission statement which, interestingly, nowadays in most cases reflects a purpose of serving
or contribution. Whether such statements reflect what people really think and do from day to day is
another matter. Most companies have in fact gone a long way towards fulfilling their stated intentions
towards their customers or markets. The mission statement is indeed being translated into action, no
small thanks to growing customer awareness and competition! What seems to be missing, however,
are perceptions, sincerity and reinforcing behaviour.
Common fate is closely linked to common purpose, for without common purpose common fate
would not make sense. Broadly, it means common accountability and sharing in the fortunes or
misfortunes of a company. In a specific and more tangible sense it’s reflected in rewards such as
shareholder returns, employee pay, and government revenue or tax. The extreme difficulty in
achieving common fate is already clear. The three reward categories are perceived to be in conflict
with each other.
Very often rewards are out of alignment with the actual fate of the company, so an essential link in
common fate is destroyed. It becomes even more incongruous when executives are awarded huge
bonuses after employee lay-offs. Common fate is also destroyed if labour is seen as a “market”
commodity and not as an integral contributor to common purpose. It spawns another collective in an
organisation, in the form of labour unions whose existence depends on an assumption of inherent
conflict between the parties involved. Organisation-theory-speak prefers the term “stakeholders”, but
this one is rapidly losing credibility.
The rift is fully endorsed and reinforced by the accounting focus on the bottom line or profit.
Because it fallaciously expresses everything that isn’t part of shareholder rewards as a drag and a
cost and a burden, it is the least common to all the contributors. No amount of profit- or gain-sharing
where profit is the effective trigger will enhance a common-fate understanding and approach in a
company. For that to happen one needs a measurement that is truly and genuinely common to all. It is
wealth created or value-added.
There is a deeper logic to the use of this key measurement. It is absolutely essential to common
fate to have common purpose in place. Picture a group of people going to work singing “Sho-sha-loza!”, the Zulu song praising work…it is difficult to believe that they could be so enthused by the
thought of a cheque for near-minimum pay at the end of the month or week. It would be easier to
believe that they are excited by the idea of doing something meaningful that day and being part of a

collective that is making some contribution to the good of their fellow beings.
The real power of the value-added measurement is that it reflects both the collective reward and
the contribution. As we will show later, common purpose and common fate are combined in one
unifying measurement.
Establishing full common purpose and particularly common fate is undoubtedly almost impossible
to achieve. It would contradict our earlier assumption that there is no single generic definition of
human nature. Individuals represent a myriad different aspirations and expectations. We can without
question though move substantially beyond the current point of assuming an inherent and inevitable
conflict between the different stakeholders. We can start by redefining our perceptions about company
models.

Company models
Definitions of models in a particular environment are often presumptuous and esoteric. We will try to
avoid this trap by insisting that the models we are identifying are not cast in a definite mould. Rather,
they are informed by decades of observing the behaviour of companies and the perceptions people
have of this behaviour. What we have done is simply to ask groups of people to define the purpose of
companies and then help us make up a visual illustration of their ideas.

The first model (Figure 1) is essentially a survival model and may be called the Anglo-Saxon
profit model. We know this is a loaded and perhaps prejudicial term. In itself that says everywhere
we have to deal with perceptions. Most people identify their understanding of business with this
model. It is based on the assumption that companies exist because someone – an entrepreneur or
another company – sees an opportunity to make money by investing in a certain activity. This is called
profit. Profit goes back to the investor. The activity is sustained by exploiting a market (despite its
unfortunate connotations, the term “exploit a market” is actually used in many business educational
programmes).
No company can be totally self-sustaining, so it has to use materials or services from others,
generally called suppliers. Then it has to complete the activity with a commodity called manpower –
the term is no longer politically correct, of course, and the now more usual term is “human
resources”. These are bags of kilojoules obtainable in the labour market and they occupy buckets in
an “organogram” or organisation chart. They are expendable and replaceable. They are easily
manipulated under conditions of fear and insecurity or by appeals to their avarice and greed. This is
necessary in order to counteract their propensity to become bothersome or threatening by joining
together in a labour cartel called a union. They can also be abandoned in favour of outsiders in
“outsourcing”, or replaced by passive machines.
Interestingly, while most people perceive this to be the reality of business today (obviously in

less caustic terms) they clearly are uncomfortable with its exploitive nature. Everything about this
model is about getting and self-gain. It rests on the theory that in pursuit of our own immediate selfinterest we will create a win-win situation even for those whom we exploit. Yes, it has been very
successful in quantitative terms such as profits and individual wages, as well as national
measurements such as Gross Domestic Product, but it has also created he imbalances referred to
earlier.
This perception of business is rooted in a long history dating back to the Industrial Revolution in
Britain in the 18th and early 19th centuries. The foundations of its subsequent growth and expression
were cast in a society that had clear class distinctions between rulers, property owners, titles and
nobility on the one hand and subsistence farmers and the working class on the other. That was
supposedly the Age of Enlightenment, and yet these class barriers were difficult to cross. As business
activity demanded more and more capital, the owners with few exceptions would invariably come
from the upper class. Business simply replicated what was happening in society for purposes of
mass-production processes where people fell into the ruling capitalist class, a management or
technocratic middle class, or a broad working class.
Many economists look back at this period with approval, believing that it uplifted a largely
poverty-stricken pastoral society and turned it into a mostly flourishing urban society. But some
historians are not so sure. Certainly there was a wave of invention and innovation, but living and
working conditions were often quite horrific, with 12-year-olds working in coal mines. A lasting
comment on the social conditions of the time is to be found in the novels of Charles Dickens,
particularly Hard Times, published in 1848.
The fact that all was not well in the capitalist paradise was further reflected in the birth of a
rebellious labour movement. It may be worth noting that the greatest degree of labour unrest since that
time and until the mid-1980s took place in the Anglo-Saxon or English-speaking world. The
oppressiveness of the model also played a role in the great emigrations to new lands such as
America, Canada, Africa and Australia. The supreme irony is that, having turned their backs on the
iniquities of the Old World and the evils of colonialism and imperialism associated with it, the
pioneers then proceeded to impose the same system. Interestingly, the Afrikaner group in South Africa
has often argued that the real architects of apartheid were the colonial British.
There was an ideological revolt in the form of Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels and the
publication of the Communist Manifesto in 1848. This led to the great rift between two opposing
schools of economic thought that ultimately brought the world to the brink of a third World War. The
rift also played a substantial role in the first two World Wars, as well as in many regional conflicts.
Of course there are those who would deny that the economic model we’ve just discussed is a
reflection of today’s reality; that, regardless of what many people may still think, companies simply
no longer behave in such a crassly exploitive manner. And they would be right. Over the years, the
philosophy and purpose behind the model has not changed, but behaviour within it certainly has:
social and community pressure, competition and the need to woo markets, sophisticated
communication techniques, advertising and the desire to appease labour have all contributed to
making a much friendlier and cuddlier wolf. Certainly competition, greater choice and more
discerning consumers have promoted the concept of customer sovereignty, at least in form if not in
meaning. A supplier may fantasise about a customer as a bag of money walking in and an empty bag
walking out. But he/she would never dare voice the idea.

The wolf has indeed not only donned the sheep’s clothing, but has learned to grow its own warm
woollen coat. But has it lost its teeth?

The model we can next identify is essentially also a survival model. We can call it the Marxist
labour-driven model. Figure 2 suggests that companies exist because people do things. The main
purpose of doing something is to generate employment for a reward or income. So labour gets
involved in companies to make money, which means wages and salaries. The relationship with the
market is the same as in the capitalist model; it’s about exploiting the market for income. Here too one
also needs to rely on supplies of materials and services. The difference is that the relationship with
capital is reversed. Capital is seen as a commodity or external resource. Contrary to the capitalist
model, the use of capital does not imply control or ownership by capital.
Those we have shown it to in our workshops somehow greet this illustration of an alternative
interpretation of a company with much greater favour. This may be because most of the participants
are employees. The fact that labour is in control seems to suggest that the model is less exploitive
than the profit-driven one. But in essence it is not. By simply swapping the role of capital and labour,
we have merely changed the exploiter. Some may believe that this is preferable because capital has
shown that it cannot be fully trusted with the destiny of a company. But one has to wonder whether
labour, if it were similarly focused on maximising an income from the business, wouldn’t get up to the
same tricks.
The preference for a labour-controlled model is also based on a mistaken perception that
employees mostly outnumber shareholders, and therefore gains are no longer ill-gotten and are more
equitably shared. In most organisations this is simply not true. Certainly in public companies,
individual shareholders outnumber employees, particularly if some of the block holdings such as
pension, provident and other investment funds are taken into account.
Few people are aware of a successful labour-driven model. It tends to be associated with
communist ideology and, since communism has failed, the model too is seen to have failed. Hence the
perhaps provocative description: Marxist-driven model. Communist preoccupation with labour as an
opposing force to capital, or the proletariat versus the bourgeoisie, created a strong ideological
distinction, as if these two factors in economics were inherently in conflict with each other.
It is far more useful to think of labour and capital not as institutional states, but rather as

existential states of doing and owning. Conflict will remain present for as long as the issue is seen to
be about control and governance, and not about common purpose and common fate. The real failure of
the labour model in the communist or command economies was that no distinction was made between
labour and state. Failure to recognise demand as a reflection of individual needs and wants, and to
understand the servant role of supply, led to all kinds of controls and interferences. The concept of a
free market was proved correct.
But it has never been proved that a labour model won’t work in a market-driven society. The
Israeli kibbutz is one form of a labour-driven model. The reason why such places haven’t become
corporate giants is that it’s not their purpose. But they are arguably successful in their purpose of
serving communities in which they exist and providing sustenance for their members. The post-World
War II success of the Japanese economy can be attributed to the adoption a largely labour-protective
approach. Indeed after the war and some initial labour unrest in Japan, there was a conscious move
away from rigidly-determined pay structures in favour of protected employment. In a homogeneous,
admittedly feudal-type, society it was perhaps easy to have a national focus on full employment, with
less emphasis on the requirements of capital and profit. South Africa today has some ventures of a
cooperative type, mainly in agriculture, born out of a need to create jobs.
There is a huge difference between labour/owner ventures and ESOP’s discussed later. The
world’s biggest labour co-operative, the Spanish Mondragon Corporation was founded on the efforts
of a Catholic priest and some students. From making paraffin heaters, the co-op has developed into
one of the largest multi-national business organisations in Spain with nearly 80 000 employees
worldwide and an annual revenue exceeding €14bn. Labour receives 75% of wealth created.
Mondragon has 10 basic cooperative principles that would have die hard profit maximisation
capitalists shaking in their libertarian boots: Open Admission, Democratic Organisation, the
Sovereignty of Labour, Instrumental and Subordinate Nature of Capital, Participatory Management,
Payment Solidarity, Inter-cooperation, Social Transformation, Universality and Education.
In Ohio, in the U.S., what began with the efforts in 1977 of a young steelworker Gerald Dickey,
has developed into what Maryland academic Gar Alperovitz describes as “many, many workerowned businesses in the state, and the support system for building them is one of the best in the nation.
There is also a very energetic organization, the Ohio Employee Ownership Center at Kent State
University that provides assistance to workers and others who want to establish such firms.”
Mondragon itself got involved in Ohio in 2009.
Consider the efforts by a handful of employees at Aurora (the South African gold mine where the
incumbent owners fraudulently stripped the mine of its assets). Those workers bravely but vainly
fought against a scavenging group of shareholders showing that the power inherent in a committed
group of workers becomes nothing short of inspiring. Or Albert Koopman who in the early 80’s
handed over much of the destiny of his newly founded Cashbuild to a rebellious workforce.
We’ve had some highly questionable attempts in South Africa at involving employees in
ownership through this curious delusion of the “worker-capitalist” and ESOP’s. Best known, is the
much vaunted KUMBA scheme, where workers went on strike within weeks of becoming semimillionaires through the scheme.
The difference between my earlier examples and the misguided efforts we are witnessing at home
is patently obvious: the initiative in the former came from workers themselves. They were not
“seduced to think like owners” by a mistrusted shareholder body and their mostly overpaid

executives – a group that, driven by shareholder value and short term profit maximisation, has earned
the misgivings of a large body of the informed public globally. Even more puzzling is that
shareholders themselves are prepared to pay a high cost for this folly.
Another bit of hypocrisy in South Africa is the reluctance of Cosatu to invest their own or Union
controlled pension funds in taking over control of companies. Labour correspondent, Terry Bell says
“the rule was obviously applied to avoid the potential for embarrassment, should union members end
up striking or otherwise protesting about the actions of a business owned by their own investment
company.”
But that objection hides a much deeper truth: more than any other country in the world South
Africa is locked in an early 20th century expression of the relationship between labour and capital,
despite all the motivational bells and whistles that have spawned a huge empire of “human capital
consultants”. These, and the main actors involved have a powerful vested interest in keeping it that
way.
The real truth is that employees in worker owned companies see themselves as workers first, and
owners second. There is sufficient proof that they can do so without sending companies to the wall
and inhibiting their ability to raise capital.
What makes the Spanish cooperative a labour-driven model is the way it views it relationship
with capital. “The MCC views capital as only a means to an end,” says the website. “The goal is for
a happy and productive work environment and capital is a tool needed to achieve that.”
What is this economic mutant called a “worker capitalist”? On the surface it seems to be an
attempt to merge the employee and shareholder interests and create a new hybrid of fired up, loyal
and committed actors on the company stage. In one swoop, it seems to say, the “inherent conflict”
between capital and labour can be countered if not eliminated.
The idea has found favour with no less an influential capital investor than Elias Masilela, the new
head of the South African Public Investment Corporation (PIC). As the chief of an entity controlling
close to R1trn in assets, one is bound to sit up and listen. American Lawyer and Economist Louis
Kelso is credited with designing the concept in the late 1950’s and being the architect of instruments
such as the ESOP (Employee Share Ownership Plan) and CSOP (Consumer Share Ownership Plan).
But it has only been since the mid-seventies that wooing labour into the shareholder camp has gained
momentum and has given rise to a whole array of schemes with some of the most complex, costly and
imaginative forms of accounting targeted at the whole spectrum of employees from executives to the
general workforce.
There are as many champions of as detractors from this approach. The accounting conventions are
still not fully understood, polished or even universally supported. Returning to simple logic, I ended
with a similar conclusion to that of Warren Buffett who a few years ago ruled that they were based on
“fuzzy maths”. Of course, he was talking about executive remuneration, although the principles are the
same as when applied to a group of employees as a collective.
The principles may be the same, but the nature and behaviour both intended and unintended are
quite different for the two groups. It has become common cause among remuneration experts that as an
incentive, share options and share ownership appear to work better at the more senior level of
employment than at the general workforce level. Both are questionable. Those for general staff are of
suspect value and those for executives perhaps even an evil.
We also do not discount the value of such programmes in facilitating leveraged “empowerment”

actions and management, employee, or customer buyouts. This was the intention of Kelso’s original
design. Most ESOPs today do not have that as their purpose.
We may be poor “Googlers” but as far as general staff are concerned, nowhere have we found
definitive, conclusive and comprehensive evidence that ESOPs do what they are supposed to do –
create a more committed and involved group of employees. The evidence is sketchy, anecdotal and
largely sourced by vested interests. The point really is that from a simple cost benefit point of view,
there is more evidence to show that ESOPs do not prove their value against the elaborate provisions
needed to put them in place such as the formation of trusts, individual accounts within the trusts and
the accounting dimensions of “expense” or liability against equity.
If ESOPs are created as an employee incentive, they will clearly fail and there is little evidence
to contradict this. Certainly in South Africa they cannot claim to have tempered wage demands or
labour unrest. The value of most ESOPs to the participants depends ultimately on the share price and
for quoted companies this can be very far removed from operational performance, especially labour
productivity, The value of each employee account is mostly only a fraction of what they earn in
normal wages and compromising the latter for an improvement in the former would not make sense to
anyone. Also, the full value for the employee is mostly only realised on retirement or departure,
becoming little more than a supplement to their pension or provident provisions. These seldom
motivate people in their day to day work.
But ESOPs fail as an incentive in one of the key requirements – line of sight, or visible and
tangible evidence of performance improving an outcome. They are far too remote at an individual
level. This means they can never serve as an instrument for gain sharing or flexible pay. A far more
tangible, direct line of sight trigger is value-added or wealth created which in turn forges a common
focus on service and creates empathy for common fate. These are ideal conditions for fortune sharing
and pay flexibility.
The champions of ESOPs defend more vehemently the role of such programmes as a tool for
involvement. Of course, this is firmly rooted in classic capitalism’s obsession with ownership. It’s an
important feature in economic philosophy and even psychology. People steadfastly adhere to the
belief that owning something is more important than doing something, that they only do things to own
things and that ownership and not action or behaviour is what gives them real worth. From this
perspective, ESOPs are an insult to the nobility of work.
ESOPs assume that ownership ensures involvement. Even if this were true, ownership is not a
blanket, indivisible entity. The more ownership is shared the more it is diluted. Owning one cell in
one body of a crowd of shareholders becomes meaningless especially if these shares have no voting
rights in the company. Then rather have the German system of appointing a labour representative to
the board. At least you can claim to have listened without necessarily having heard.
Incentives seldom guarantee genuine involvement, whereas genuine involvement mostly creates
incentive. Genuine involvement comes from behavioural things such as service, customer care, sound
leadership, shared values, ethics, trust, transparency, developmental communications and nurturing
aspirations.
Of course it is not a bad thing to create an understanding of and empathy with shareholding. But it
pales into insignificance in terms of understanding the real value of work and real labour issues that
should still be addressed in most companies.
Trying to mix shareholding and labour to create a “worker capitalist” is like trying to mix oil and

vinegar. It only works when they are shaken up to serve on a salad – when they serve a purpose
greater than themselves as individual components. In companies the salad has to be customers. You
cannot change the molecular structure of each to achieve this. Left to focus on their own needs, they
return to their separateness.
Of course “worker capitalists” do exist. We know many. They include the likes of Raymond
Ackerman, Johan Rupert, Bill Gates, Steve Jobs, Koos Bekker, Brian Joffe, Adrian Gore and many
others. They are the creators and builders of business.
But they were not created by a construct of ESOPs or narrow financial incentives. They created
themselves out of a passion for making a difference.

Remember that we are not trying to “define” three clearly distinctive models. We are merely
trying to illustrate how a definition of purpose influences the way we believe companies would
behave. If we were to define the purpose of a company as being service to its market, then it would
look something like the model in Figure 3. We can call this the Market-driven, or Empathy model.
In this model “company” is merely a means to an end. It is the means for a group of people called
capital, labour and the community or the state to serve their market. It is truly market-driven. We will
show later that, guided by natural economic laws of transaction, this act of service or contribution
results in added value or value-added or wealth created which is measurable. This then goes back to
the group who were part of the service or contribution. We can call this group the direct stakeholders.
We’ve always been uncomfortable with the broader concept of “stakeholder” in which the
customer is seen as having a “stake” in the business; it reduces the customer from being all-powerful
and overriding to a “member of the family” with an obligation to ensure and promote that family’s
welfare over that of any number of suppliers that she/he could choose from. The one clear outsider in
the market-driven model is the supplier of materials or services. Indeed in some accounting
conventions they are termed “outside supplies” or “outside costs”, implying a lower degree of
intimacy than among the direct stakeholders. In reality, of course, your business is to them what your
customer is to you and they owe you the same respect and homage that you should be giving your
customers.
The formidable strength of the market-driven, empathy model is in a clearly definable, indivisible
and powerful common purpose. This should unify all members of the collective – labour, capital and

state. (By “state” we mean primarily government at various levels. But it could also include
supporting organisations such as NGOs and welfare institutions that help companies and individuals
address issues in the community at large). This strength is substantially magnified by the clear
understanding that the value that is added to the customer’s life in terms of a product or service
provided is the same as the reward that finds its way back to the contributors or direct stakeholders.
What this means is that common fate is determined at the level it should be at: common purpose, or
contribution to the customer. This overriding principle is actually not negotiable. No matter how
much we quibble over how the common reward is to be shared – and quibble we do! – the fact is that
the size is determined by our ability and capacity to serve others. Again, the detail of the accounting
dynamic will be examined later.
How valid is each of the models? In our discussion groups we find near-unanimous support for
the third as being the best. For a moment we are excited at the prospect of fame for having introduced
the world to a whole new way of looking at things. But here’s the giggle! All the models do the same
thing. If ever there was a clear illustration of Russell’s “perception is reality” then this is it.
If three aliens from another world were to descend on Roswell with the express purpose of
studying the behaviour of Microsoft (or your company for that matter), each could easily come up
with one of the three definitions. We are of course assuming that they cannot read or understand any
terrestrial language so they would be untainted or distracted by all the chatter and verbiage flung
around. We would guess that if they stuck to a “spaceship” view, and were not influenced by “toyitoyiing”, placard-waving workers, or by executives engrossed in the latest figures or stock market
movements, they would probably all report back to their masters that business companies are
structured along the lines of the third model.
That is the existential reality of business. And so powerful is this natural state that it will ignore
all lofty and esoteric discussions around purpose, mission, visions and values. It will ignore all
conceivable accounting processes, scoreboards, scorecards and spreadsheets. It will insist on one
simple motto: “Serve or die!”
The three-dimensional view of business that we have illustrated is therefore not much more than a
smokescreen, created by perceptions and assumptions based on years of academic and esoteric
gymnastics. Like anything in existence, its health will depend on a variety of smoothly and efficiently
functioning parts subject to good maintenance. So it is with business. It’s good maintenance to ensure
that it can attract capital by making profits. It’s good maintenance to ensure that it can attract loyal
employees by empowering them to give the best of themselves and providing appropriate rewards.
It’s good maintenance to ensure that it has the latest and best of technology. It’s good maintenance to
ensure that the business contributes to its community by paying its taxes and involving itself in social
responsibility projects. It’s good maintenance to be transparent and apply sound governance.
All of this maintenance has one purpose only: to ensure the sustainability of a collective
dedicated to serving fellow human beings.
Increased competition is forcing companies to accept the necessity to be market-driven, which
means that they do not exist for themselves, but to serve others. The market-driven model is therefore
a reality for all companies and successful organisations. Most companies do indeed follow this
course. But at times, faced with pressure on profits that is threatening viability, a company may
behave as if it were profit-driven. At other times it may be facing labour unrest or a need to recruit
staff and it could behave in a labour-driven way. But in any event it should always try to return to its

empathetic and contributory purpose, and should remain faithful to it.
An interesting perspective of the three models is that they can be allocated to the broad
behavioural patterns of survival or empathy. We could argue that both the profit and labour driven
models are essentially about survival. The market driven model is essentially about empathy. It
illustrates again that the most appropriate behaviour for companies in a free market open society is
empathy.

Common purpose and inspired service
“Service excellence” must be one of the most overworked clichés in business, closely associated
with what we call smile courses. Our own orientation workshops have moved away from these
approaches because they merely cover “what” and “how”, and these are not sustainable if the “why”
is not addressed first.
To excel means simply to exceed the expectations of the other involved in the transaction. This
could involve a number of techniques and it’s useful to know them. But consistency is what is really
needed if one is to earn a reputation for good service, and this is going to involve much more than
techniques or skills. Today’s excellence in the customer’s eyes becomes tomorrow’s norm. But
nobody can be expected repeatedly to exceed expectations; no athlete can break records every time.
The least that one should do, however, is to keep up the standard one has set.
There is another sense in which the cards are stacked against excellence. As a rule, expectations
in a competitive environment are high, so the room for error is restricted. Advertising by nature
creates Samuel Johnson’s “large promise”, a promise which in the customer’s experience is seldom
fulfilled. In addition, research has shown that buyers generally don’t tolerate suppliers who fall short
of expectations. But it’s rare for them to acknowledge that someone has exceeded their expectations.
Perhaps this is because most people are by nature quick to complain but slow to acclaim. There is
evidence suggesting that if a customer’s expectations have been met or exceeded, she/he on average
will tell three others about it. But if the expectations are not met, 12 others will get to hear about it. If
you add social media to that process today, the multiples must be hundreds.
The problem cannot be addressed by any one technique or skill alone. We have to get our hearts
in the right place. The “why we serve” speaks to the heart.
Ultimately, service excellence and excellence in the self are the same thing. The consequences of
a gap between expectations and reality apply equally to a company and to an individual, and even at a
national level. If expectations exceed reality you will have anxiety and discontent. If reality exceeds
expectations you have peace and contentment. Insights such as these led to the development of the
Service Gaps model by V A Zeithaml, A Parasuraman and L L Berry in the United States in 1990, and
its further development into the Extended Service Gaps model. To this day we use it often in our
work, and we have found almost no way to improve on the practicality of detail and the simplicity of
its logic.
Like all templates it can be taken to extremes and become little more than four walls covered in
brown paper. We are including a short summary of the model in this work, although it is so widely
known and applied that academic institutions and consultants use it as a basis for their work. Many
instruments and extrapolating templates have been developed from the Gaps model for a variety of
industries and undertakings, including small businesses.
The model requires a keen understanding of customer expectations. Surprisingly few companies
that we know of do this basic requirement thoroughly. This neglect accounts for many a failure in
small business. Being market-driven means that the customer’s needs and wants are intimately known.
The fact that you as a supplier have identified their needs (or think you have) is of little use unless the

customer shares your view. We have found it helpful to arrange customer expectations under five
broad and mostly self-explanatory headings: tangibles, empathy, assurance, responsiveness, and
reliability.
While the Gaps model is aimed at improving a company’s relationship with its customers, we
find it handy in getting individual employees to think about areas where they can make a difference
internally as well as externally. The five categories are certainly helpful although they are not part of
the Gaps model design. We suggest to employees that after every interaction, whether with an internal
customer or an external customer, or for that matter in their personal lives, they should test the
experience against the five categories.
Pretend that every single person you meet has a sign on his or her neck that says, Make Me
Feel Important. Not only will you succeed in sales, you will succeed in life.
—Mary Kay Ash.
Tangibles are things that people can feel or touch, like that chocolate on the pillow in a hotel
room. They become more meaningful when they are unexpected and not routine. After attending one of
our programmes, an IT technician developed the habit of not only ensuring that every computer he
was asked to repair in the organisation was spotlessly clean but also of leaving a mint on the
keyboard. This was totally unexpected. Someone in a call centre of an insurance company was asked
for a copy of a policy document and on discovering that the person lived in an area she had to pass on
her way home, she delivered the copy personally. We know of a pharmacist in a local community
who sends her customers a “get well” card after they have come in for prescribed medication.
Clearly no-one questioned these acts on a cost/benefit basis.
Empathy is the one quality that cannot be rehearsed and depends very much on motive and deeper
intent. From a supplier point of view it’s the foundation of all categories of service and is based on
the principles of customer understanding. Customers on the other hand often experience “empathetic
behaviour” as overdone and rehearsed. There is a large computer retailing chain in South Africa that
recruits IT students to man the shop floors and they obviously receive commissions based on
purchases by customers they served. You can imagine how a customer must feel on entering the
shop – like prey being hunted. Ironically, it leaves little space for impulse purchases from relaxed
browsing, which many interested in the latest software programmes and games like doing.
Responsiveness in this case is destroyed by lack of empathy.
The assurance category has to do with reputation in a broad sense, such as branding, customer
perceptions and general image. Responsiveness speaks for itself but it’s one where the potential for
showing true empathy and service is often missed. Your most troublesome customers are your best
customers, as long as there is good reason for their agitation. They are your real inspiration for
continuous improvement. Few customers will take you to task for the occasional problem. The way
you respond will determine their assessment of you. Service commitment is tested not in the routine
but in the unexpected; as with Johnson & Johnson in the Tylenol case, the unexpected is the one area
where all considerations other than the customer’s interest go by the board. South African suppliers
are often amazed at how low the country ranks in terms of service. The feedback is stifled at source
because South African consumers are rather placid and apathetic.
You should spend more time on customer complaints than you do on your financials.

—Bill Gates: “Business at the Speed of Thought”.
Reliability is closely linked to responsiveness, but perhaps with a greater emphasis on
consistently getting it right first time.
You will have noticed overlaps among the broad categories of customer expectations. Their
power lies in identifying your customers’ specific needs, and this very quickly gives you a feeling for
what your mission and operational strategy should look like. For example, research in the airline
industry ranked passengers’ need for reliability far higher than assurance. Reliability would cover
meeting arrival and departure schedules.
Assurance obviously covers safety. You would think that safety is more important to a passenger
than meeting schedules. It obviously is. But it’s also a given. For an airline repeatedly to emphasise
its safety in its advertising may well prove counterproductive.
Tangibles ranked the lowest in this research. Yet it is surprising how many airlines used to spend
a lot of time and money on cutlery and crockery on their flights. Fare-cutting has tended to lessen this
fixation.
A while ago, some controversy had arisen in South Africa around emergency health care. There is
a broken link in the chain between the providers of ambulances and helicopters, the medical
insurance companies, and the hospitals and institutions. It’s a fairly complex issue to do with the costs
of health care and affordability by the average patient. What makes the situation bizarre is when a
medical practitioner appears on TV in front of a framed copy of the Hippocratic Oath explaining that
failure to despatch a helicopter as opposed to sending an ambulance by road was “a business
decision”. What it says is that the “business sense” of showing empathy in what is after all the most
important customer requirement in health care, probably never featured in the grand strategy sessions
of companies in the industry.

The Gaps model (Figure 4) is a simple way of showing the difference between expectations on
the one hand and delivery or reality on the other. Gap 5 is an accumulation of four other gaps.
Most of the causal gaps are self-explanatory and since this inclusion is intended as a mere
introduction to the model we will refrain from a detailed explanation. What may be useful is to show
the components of the gaps that have been developed in the Extended model.
Gap 1 is normally to be found in market-research orientation, upward communication and levels
of management. Gap 2 emanates from management commitment (or lack of it) to service quality, goalsetting, task standards and perceptions of feasibility. Gap 3 is organisationally based and is to be
found in areas such as teamwork, employee job fit, technology job fit, perceived controls,
supervisory control systems, role conflict and role ambiguity. Gap 4 relates to horizontal

communication and the propensity to over-promise.
The Extended Service Gaps model is clearly a very useful strategic tool for ensuring and
improving service delivery. It is especially apt when people who have been converted to a service
culture are looking for ways to ensure that the culture will be supported technically and systemically.
For our part we exposed general staff to the model simply to guide them on what to look out for. We
then asked them to respond to four or five customised points such as:
•
•
•
•

What we should do to develop and promote a service concept.
What we need to do to get closer to our customers.
What we need to do to enhance our image and meet these expectations.
Things that can impede or improve service delivery.

In most cases we found that even in companies with a good service record, these exercises
produced a wealth of new ideas and critical comments. Not surprisingly perhaps, the huge bundles of
data very often fell off the hierarchical escalator, showing that Gaps 1 and 2, which place the onus on
senior management, were the more difficult ones to close.
The model doesn’t have to be the basis of a battle plan for “invading Spain”. We encourage
feedback in all our work, including “business awareness” programmes for barely-literate employees,
and although the feedback can be easily related back to the model, even that is not essential.
In one such programme we were getting feedback from a group of fitters for a tyre-dealing chain.
One participant suggested that tyre-fitters should be allowed to contact the car owner a day or so later
to check whether she/he was happy with the service. A manager who had been observing the process
nearly had a fit. “You know how much we already spend on useless phone calls!” he shouted.
In training at a call-centre group, participants told us that customers were being neglected because
the employees were paid by number of calls rather than the content of calls. The management refused
to accept this as valid feedback, pointing out that calls were recorded and randomly checked to
ensure empathetic interaction. The fact that there was a gap between their perceptions and those of the
people actually performing the task didn’t strike the management as particularly significant. What also
escaped their notice was that only a relatively small proportion of calls were checked for content but
all calls qualified for payment in volume terms, so there was an automatic loading in favour of
quantity rather than quality.
We also discovered that the quality checks were done by senior people who very often had
different interpretations of correctness. One cannot blame them: it’s difficult to listen to someone
else’s conversation and make a completely objective assessment about degrees of appropriateness.
Last but not least, we discovered that the quality controllers paid nearly exclusive attention to what
the operator was saying and very little to the response of the caller. Apart from skewing their
judgement, this also caused them to ignore an important body of customer satisfaction data. All of
these things were ultimately addressed.
We firmly feel that the richest and most reliable source of customer information is in the
organisation itself. Market research companies have their place but the gathering of really useful
customer feedback is best done in the moment, by the people who are in the front line and dealing
with the customer daily. We know there is an immense difficulty in ensuring honest feedback. It will
only be possible if recognition of honesty exceeds recrimination for a mistake.

The accuracy of outsourced customer surveys can also be questioned. For the most part they rely
on questions designed by the client but then not controlled in terms of how they are put to the client’s
customers. The other shortcoming is that any interaction that is recalled more than a few days after the
event is bound to be severely flawed and short of essential detail, especially the emotions that may
have been present. And we all know how we tend to react when called by some market research
interviewer: “Get on with it! Supper is ready.”
Much of our modern interaction with companies is becoming remote. The Internet has already
eroded personal service and human contact and of course electronic responses have become the norm
in a large part of transactional interaction. Calling a large company in South Africa can be quite
hilarious at times.
You pick up the phone and dial: beep-beep-beep-beep…
“You have reached the offices of XYZ…”
“Hello? ’Scuse me, who’m I speaking to?”
“…if you want to converse in English, press one. Indien u in Afrikaans will praat, druk twee. For
any other language…”
“Hellooooo! Which company is that!”
“…press three.”
“Sh-t.”
Beep (you press one).
“If you have an account query press one. If you…”
You listen while some six or seven options are recited at you. You are still not sure but you
decide on “three”.
At “three” you are given further alternatives. After entering another beep you are asked to enter
your account number and press hash. Really? Until a few years ago “hash” was either something you
ate or a mistake you made. In any case, you don’t have your number ready. So you hang up to find
your account, not having spoken to one human voice. You try again. Finally you reach a real person,
only to be told you had the wrong company in the first place.
The increasing encroachment of R2D2s on our lives is probably unavoidable. Its effects on
humankind in terms of a constant acceleration of life’s treadmill have yet to be determined. The
sadness of it is that every face-to-face human contact is an opportunity to transcend transaction to
demonstrate genuine care and a desire to serve, and those opportunities are being lost. You simply
can’t connect with people through electronic interaction, pre-recorded messages and rehearsed
behaviour. The language of the heart does not brook intermediaries.

Leadership and service
It’s as if there were a huge plot to demean the role of the employee. Everybody and everything is part
of it: employees themselves, the trade unions, the stockholders, the accounting conventions, and the
economic philosophy and system. The conspiracy is about categorising labour as a cost, thus ensuring
that employees by and large focus on what they can get and not what they can give. An employee is
almost automatically defined in terms of – and confined by – what’s-in-it-for-me.
The plot succeeds time and again. Invariably during our workshop discussions someone wonders
aloud: “Why should I bother? Nobody else behaves in the way you’re suggesting I do.” Our response
is: “Aren’t you lucky. You’ve been given a secret formula that will set you above the rest. Go and try
it!”
And for a while we have released our own version of Don Quixote, set him free to charge at
corporate windmills. In some cases it lasts. Nothing is more satisfying than getting a call from a
participant years later, saying that his or her life has been changed. And often enough we hear from
supervisors who report that they have seen a permanent change in employee attitudes. That alone
makes the effort worthwhile.
The employee/resource/cost/drag phenomenon is related to the way we view the hierarchical
people structure of an organisation. A former South African labour consultant, Ian Fuhr, used a roleplay exercise that we adopted in our own workshops. We call on participants to come forward and
stand in a line to represent the “main actors” of a simplified a modern organisation.

The representation (Figure 5) is based on the understanding that the ultimate purpose of a
company is to serve the stockholders. We all recognise it as a “self-serving” structure, where each
role player is bent on maximum reward in return for homage to the one above. The relationship

between the stockholders (JSE) and the executive or “boss” is forged on that principle: the boss is in
fact the servant of the owners, i.e. the shareholders. As the chief servant he/she will hold
subordinates accountable for various aspects of an overall performance that will enhance maximum
shareholder value. No doubt this servant-boss has a profit-driven incentive package and has been
given a bundle of shares in the company, and will therefore be inclined to focus on the short term and
on the easiest way of effecting a rise in the share price.
Customer service will be one of the performance areas, but not necessarily the dominant and
overriding one. It’s an unfortunate fact that the easiest way to improve the bottom line is by “costcutting” (in which the payroll is probably the biggest factor) and account-fiddling or paper-shuffling.
The longer and more risky route is to increase market share and sales.
With strong overt or covert directives coming from his superiors, the supervisor’s domain is
filled with the same incentives, measurements and accountabilities. He is also likely to be drawn into
one or other profit-driven bonus programme.
Depending on the type of business, there’s a shift in language at the level of general employees or
workers. Here, functional accountabilities have more to do with standard customer-linked
measurements such as quality, complaints, etc. In view of a more direct and visible link between
functions at the operational level and customer service, smile courses are held. But they are of little
use in breaking the mould. The measurements are still seen as a way of satisfying the supervisor and
the employee still sees his or her role as “serving” the one above. In most of the organisations where
we have run our Service Excellence programmes we have continually come up against this way of
thinking. The overwhelming weight of language is about profit and costs: they are what the financial
information shared with employees is about.
We consulted to a tyre-dealing chain at one time. We decided to test the attentiveness of
employees. At a particular shop where I was unknown I brought in a flat tyre to be changed. The
employee doing the job was called first by myself, whom he thought was the customer, and then by his
immediate supervisor. The employee barely gave me a glance before going to his supervisor. As trite
as the experiment may have been, it showed that most employees see themselves as serving their
bosses first, and serving the customer only as a means to that end.

When participants see the first role play they almost immediately clamour for the line to change
direction so that the whole operational line is seen to be facing towards the customer. (Figure 6). This

raises two main issues: the position of shareholders, and who serves whom at the operational level.
The justification for the shareholders’ behaviour – the kind that has been argued for incessantly in
terms of the capitalist model – is that they will and should be interested in maximising profits. An
operational CEO would have to be very brave to turn his back on the shareholder and face the
customer, and be prepared for times when short-term customer interest and shareholder interest are in
conflict. Few CEOs have the courage to make the turn and to cease to align their own short-term
interest with those of stockholders and stockholder value. When stockholder interests are made
secondary to customer care, it is usually because the owners have aligned themselves with the
customer.
The customer-focused organisation will be at its most powerful when stockholders see
themselves primarily as part of providing service in the supply chain. This may seem strange, but it
fits in with Warren Buffett’s view on what makes a good investment – “our best holding is forever”.
More and more nowadays customers are passing judgment on companies that defy social norms.
Stockholders are customers too. And they cannot fail to question their stockholding in a company that
has given them bad service. In South Africa in particular, labour unions have begun to exercise power
by way of their pension funds’ investment in the stock market and are demanding greater
accountability regarding labour matters. Government organisations such as the Public Investment
Corporation are also becoming more particular about where they place their billions; their decisions
are based on more than shareholder value. One might argue that if they concentrated on investing in
customer-focused companies, the other issues would take care of themselves. There is a link between
being values-driven, customer care and governance issues. We will discuss this in greater depth
when examining the matter of shareholders’ paramountcy.
Having dealt with the effects on the shareholder of reversing the direction of the line, we should
now look at what happens at the operational level. If we allow the general employee to become fully
comfortable and entrenched in his or her function of serving the customer, what becomes of the
supervisor, the middle manager and those further up the line? The direction of the line makes it
obvious: their role is to “serve” the subordinate. Service in this context has a very specific meaning:
it’s about creating the conditions in which employees can give of their best all the way down the line
to the ultimate receiving end: the customer. This ties in with the idea that true value lies in a person’s
capacity to make a contribution to someone else’s wellbeing. Ultimate empowerment is about giving
a person the means to serve. This is also the recipe for more meaning: empowerment; coaching and
mentoring; training opportunities; honesty and transparency; promotion and advancement.
The concept of “servant-leader” developed by Robert K Greenleaf in the United States in 1970 is
today a powerful ingredient of sound leadership. Larry Spears, the executive director of the Greenleaf
Center for Servant-Leadership in Indianapolis describes the servant-leadership model as “one which
is based on teamwork and community; one which seeks to involve others in decision making; one
which is strongly based in ethical and caring behaviour; and one which is enhancing the growth of
people, while at the same time improving the caring and quality of our many institutions”.
Greenleaf’s servant-leadership model is implicit in an empathy model, without going into the
same detail of accounting as we have done. Servant-leadership on its own cannot work in an
environment where the collective itself is seen to be motivated by self-interest, or what we would
call profit-making purpose. One is then using “benevolent” means to a “malevolent” end.
The concept of servant-leadership today is even more valid than it was in the 70s when Greenleaf

first developed it. It is an important tool for alignment, throughout an organisation, of common
purpose; customer- and market-driven behaviour as opposed to profit-driven. It says much for the
importance and validity of the servant-leadership model that it was able to survive the “greed is
good” 1980s and the corporate scandals of the 90s and this decade.
Recent years have seen a clear definition of the difference between leadership and management.
One leads people, the other manages things. Granted, much of the latter falls into the province of
leadership, but both must have as their end aim the enhancement of service to the customer. This will
ensure, more than anything else could, that employee empowerment will be advanced, and that
operations run as efficiently as possible. To suggest that all tasks and functions are there merely to
enhance the growth of employees or managers is as vain as saying that companies exist to exploit
customers for their self-enrichment.
Leadership then has two fundamental tasks: to establish or entrench a visionary purpose and
mission in a collective to serve others; and to ensure that all in the organisation are willing,
committed and able to share in this mission. It must do so by personifying everything that the company
stands for.
What I do best is share my enthusiasm.
—Bill Gates.
The only purpose that can be shared easily by all members of a collective is one that is clearly
based on a contribution to the rest of mankind. This simply means serving the market. We will argue
the point further when examining companies.
A mechanism to ensure adherence to the leadership task of enabling others to serve needs a set of
accountabilities for the leader. This amounts to a checklist of whether she/he has ensured that
subordinates have both the means and ability for the required tasks. If that has been done, then the
subordinate, and the subordinate alone, is accountable for the performance of that task. If the
subordinate fails, accountability shifts back to the supervisor or indeed to the next level up if it were
found that the supervisor did not have the means or abilities.
This procedure ensures that accountabilities are correctly placed, and that people are held
accountable for things within their control. Applying the principle throughout the organisation
introduces an important perspective of fairness and justice. It is simply not fair to hold people
accountable for things out of their control. While there may be some blurring of categories, “means”
by and large are the physical tools and aids one needs to perform the task. This would include the
time to do so. Ability includes skills, knowledge, awareness and those important aspects we
mentioned earlier that give meaning to someone’s work. The “why” of the job is perhaps the most
important of all.
If the heart is in the right place, the mind will follow. In today’s world it is very tempting to
commit as much as possible to writing, like a job description, task lists with minimum-outcome
requirements, or service-level agreements. Often these are prescriptions for mediocrity rather than
excellence.
Given an alignment of individual behaviour that consistently explores ways of helping others to
release the best in themselves…an alignment in which a company or collective remains alive to the
possibilities of better service…it is unnecessary for the individual spirit to be shackled by what is on

paper, or even tacitly assumed. Employee willingness to be creative and entrepreneurial should be
included in a leader’s accountabilities.
A final question that the “turning of the line” raises is who should turn first? Does it matter?
Everyone has the freedom and ability to turn within his or her field. Nothing prevents an employee
from going to work determined to act in the interests of the customer, whether internal or external. A
supervisor can change his or her approach to the job without waiting for his boss to change. Most
believe it must be the CEO who turns first. In other words, we wait for someone higher up to make a
move before we take our own destiny in hand. Interestingly, we have found that changing focus is
easier at the employee level. That is mostly where customer service happens in any case.
A bit of legend in Pick ’n Pay came to my attention while training in the group. Like most
anecdotes it has probably been embellished over the years, but the fact that staff still talk about it
shows the depth of service culture within the organisation at the time. There was a “merchandiser” in
a small store at a resort town on the South Coast of Kwazulu/Natal. She had been working there for a
number of years and had formed close relationships with certain regular customers. One such was an
old lady who once came to the store looking for curtain rings. The store had none on the shelf and she
asked if there were any in stock. On finding that they had run out of the item, the merchandiser
decided to pop over the road to a hardware store that she knew had them, although at a higher price.
She asked the store manager for a few cents from petty cash to buy the item from the hardware store.
The manager berated her for breaking every rule in the book, including a simple business principle of
not buying something to sell for less. She went across the road, bought the item with her own money
and left it at security for the customer to pick up on her way out. She was rewarded with a trip to
Disneyland.
Many books have been written on leadership and sub-categories such as coaching and mentoring.
The key attributes of good leadership lie in an outward-looking vision and a way of dealing with
one’s followers that brings out the best in them. This can only be achieved by nurturing a willingness
and capacity to serve. At the same time, leadership icons of the past and present and the plethora of
books and articles on leadership today, call in question the validity of any single definition or
prescription of good leadership. It can be as broad as “someone who makes a difference” or as
narrow as the “care and growth” of subordinates. It is very likely that history has had many leaders of
great vision who had little regard for their subordinates’ welfare and probably as many who had little
vision but managed to release the best in their subordinates.
Other factors of more meaning in the workplace such as empowerment, and honesty and
transparency, will be examined more closely when we come to company structures, governance and
measurements.

Profit as common purpose
In discussing the empathy purpose of business in our workshops, we always start out feeling that there
really is nothing new in the premise. The logic is unassailable; trying to defy it or not to recognise it
is fruitless and will merely detract from the inherent power. Yet we still often find ourselves
confused by the adherence to the profit-purpose or profit-motive mind-set and the extent to which we
have to repeat our argument. In one discussion group, a fairly knowledgeable fellow remarked: “You
are trying to overturn 300 years of the way business is done.” I was stunned into silence, wondering if
I could have misread my own observations of what has made companies great in this period.
I was once prompted to call in to a radio chat show on business ethics. I told the highly articulate
and economically literate host that business existed to serve its customers and not to make a profit. He
cut me short, saying that it was both, and that service was merely a means to an end of making profit.
It surprises us that this misunderstanding persists, despite not only the logic that this book is trying
to convey but also the best writings of organisational and business gurus and the stated intentions of
business visionaries of the past and present. Collins and Porras wrote Built to Last after six years of
research into visionary companies, with a focus on companies that were founded before 1950 and are
still “great” today – household names are among the 18 they studied – and one of their first
conclusions was that there is nothing new in the concept of sustainability. Many companies were
following those principles long before sustainability became another buzzword in consultancy-speak.
Collins and Porras shoot down 12 conventionally held myths, one of them being the profit driver:
“Contrary to business school doctrine, ‘maximizing shareholder wealth’ or ‘profit maximization’ has
not been the dominant driving force or primary objective through the history of visionary companies.”
“Profits are the cost of staying in business.” This aphorism by well-known management expert
Peter Drucker very neatly for me puts profit in its place. But the statement almost never fails to crease
the brows of accountants, who see it as a contradiction in terms. But profit is indeed a cost to the final
buyer of the product and service. And we would argue that, defined as the cost of using money in a
business, profit is as much a cost as labour is. In fact, the concept is not unfamiliar in accounting.
Faced with a need to raise more capital, a business is quite likely to explore alternatives based on
relative cost such as that of issuing more shares, which would require higher profits to make them
attractive, or borrowing money from the bank.
Nobody in his right mind would ever propose that profits are unnecessary. Profits are like
breathing: one breathes in order to live. On the other hand one doesn’t live merely to breathe. We
will examine the crucial role of profits in creating wealth later. For now, my point is merely that
terms such as “maximising profit”, or “maximising shareholder value” have tended to divert
companies from their true existential purpose.
What do companies themselves say about their purpose? A few that we know of have a “statement
of purpose”. This is a relatively new verbal concoction that seems to have been created as a way of
justifying consultancy billings. Purpose simply means “why”. We are intrigued by how many concepts
have arisen around the “why”. Mission, vision, credo, philosophy, values, purpose, and slogans…

they all turn around the “why” of a business. The differences among these are often blurred. I was
intensely exposed to organisation theory at the Oxford Centre for Management Studies (now known as
Templeton College) in the 1980s and the verbiage left me bewildered. I became even more confused
on examining different statements in different organisations. Only a few seemed to fit the academic
definitions. I dare say one cause of the problem is that the academics themselves are not too sure.
Browsing though some dedicated “mission statement, how to” websites (not all of the 900,000
suggested by a popular search engine), we were amused to see that you can even buy software
programs to tell you how to tell others why you exist! The criteria suggested by two different
programmes made it possible for the user to define maybe two or more very different purposes for
one company. In another of these programs it seemed to us that the amount of “essential information”
the user was asked to supply was such that he might end up rewriting War and Peace – or at any rate
having to publish two annual reports, one with the mission statement and the other reviewing the
company’s activities and figures.
Still, while not all successful and sustainable companies have seen the need for these lofty
statements, we do think they can have value as a guiding and unifying factor. They are particularly
useful in promoting common purpose and common fate. But often enough we have come across
exceptionally loyal employees who love what they do, know what contribution the company makes
and understand how they themselves fit into the scheme of things, but who have never read the
company’s mission statement and certainly couldn’t recite it.
The argument for a rah-rah mission statement remains unconvincing. Statistical research by
California academics Lance Leuthesser and Chiranjeev Kohli examined nearly 400 annual reports of
the late 1980s and mid-90s. Only 16% of the reports contained mission statements; of these, more
than 90% focused on customer needs first. Of course, not publishing a mission statement in an annual
report should not be taken to mean that it doesn’t exist as an operational tool in the company.
One thing is clear with all “good” mission statements. They mostly do reflect purpose and
contribution to the good of others. This is the essence of entrepreneurial behaviour at an individual
level. It therefore makes logical sense that the same should be present at a company level.
Take a look at the following statements and ask yourself if they are telling the truth:
At Microsoft, we work to help people and businesses throughout the world realize their full
potential. This is our mission. Everything we do reflects this mission and the values that
make it possible.
The Coca-Cola Company exists to benefit and refresh everyone it touches.
[3M’s purpose is] to solve unsolved problems innovatively.
[Mary Kay Cosmetics’ purpose is] to give unlimited opportunities to women.
[Merck’s purpose is] to preserve and improve human life.
Ford will democratise the automobile.
[At Pick ’n Pay] we serve. With our hearts we create a great place to be. With our minds
we create an excellent place to shop.
The above mission statements all convey a “giving” spirit or purpose. Where not defined, it’s
implied all the same. This fits in with the empathy or market-driven model. We can fairly say at this

stage that for a company to be both ethically right and successful it should have a “serving” purpose,
and that most companies at least say they have it. The company whose actions don’t bear out its
statements of purpose is telling a lie. And it does so at the expense of consistency in service and focus
on the customer and there will be a negative outcome sooner or later. We came across an astonishing
bit of advice in one of the “do-it-yourself MBA” websites: “While firms exist to earn a profit, the
profit should not be highlighted [in the mission statement] since it provides little direction to the
firm’s employees.”
This is outright duplicity! If this is what’s being taught at business schools it is small wonder
when employees snigger at battle cries about common purpose. But then the sages at Quick-MBA
went on: “What is more important is how the firm will earn its profit since the “how” is what defines
the firm.” We would not have taken this source seriously if it did not reflect a fairly common
phenomenon. Humanity seems to be defining itself more and more by what it does and how it does it,
instead of why it does it. The “why” gives meaning and meaning comes from what we give, not from
what we get. Without meaning we are nothing. We have no identity. We become very disturbed
people if the “what” and the “how”, which are reflections of behaviour, are out of line with purpose,
motive and intent.
Of course not all mission statements or statements of purpose reflect service intent. Pepsi has said
it wants to beat Coke! Honda is (or used to be) out to crush, squash, and slaughter Yamaha, and Nike
would have liked to crush Reebok. We will leave you to reflect on the maturity of such Rambo-ish
utterances. The real point, however, is that when we have only a competitor in mind we can only
become as good as the competitor or slightly better. That is no guarantee of our best. The question that
comes to my mind is simply: And then?
This is a sad case of “competitive angst”: make people scared of something else and you may
achieve a rallying to common purpose. Is fear the way to unleash the best in a human being? Do we
have to replicate a “war” in business to be successful? As we have seen in the United States, war talk
and paranoia can make an otherwise very balanced people very gullible. The war mentality is a sad
view of competition inspired by the profit-driven or survival model. One of the strange things in this
model is that you are always encouraged to “beat the competition”. When you finally do, and you end
up being the best and biggest, you could be locked up under anti-trust laws.
Equally disturbing are mission statements that say “We will be the best” or “We will become the
most preferred supplier”. They smack of arrogance. If someone were to walk into a room and claim
“I am going to be the best”, one would at the outset probably not take her/him seriously, and one
would certainly suspect the person of narcissism. Being the best above others has never been a
guarantee that you are the best you can be. Your most reliable benchmark is yourself. Your
willingness and your dedication to making a positive difference to the world around you are the only
criteria worth following. The most successful companies don’t focus primarily on beating the
competition—as Collins and Porras put it: “Visionary companies focus primarily on beating
themselves.”
In fairness to Pepsi, Honda and Nike, we think the web sources of these “mission statements”
have got it wrong. They appear to be brand slogans rather than company mission statements. Not that
that makes them any less inappropriate in our view. But the corporate mission statements of these
companies say something else:

Our mission is to be the world’s premier consumer products company focused on
convenience foods and beverages. We seek to produce healthy financial rewards to
investors as we provide opportunities for growth and enrichment to our employees, our
business partners and the communities in which we operate. And in everything we do, we
strive to act with honesty, fairness and integrity.—Pepsico.
We…are continuously striving for synergy between technology, systems and human
resources to provide products and services that meet the quality, performance, and price
aspirations of our customers. While doing so, we maintain the highest standard of ethics
and societal responsibilities, constantly innovate products and processes, and develop
teams that keep the momentum going to take the company to excellence in the new
millennium.—Hero Honda.
To bring inspiration and innovation to every athlete in the world.—Nike.
It would not surprise me if you felt that the third statement – short, strong and fairly specific – is
the most appropriate and inspiring. We would certainly agree that the first two are uninspiring and are
most likely the product of days of agonising by the executive team and facilitated by some grossly
overpaid consultant at some exotic resort. (In South Africa we call them “bosberade” – bush
conferences. Usually the venue is an upmarket game farm, where the participants could learn a lot
from the less predatory creatures around them.)
The generally-held view is that mission and vision statements and a cluster of “core values” are
required to achieve common purpose and maintain a public face. The trouble is they are often written
and compiled as a “need to have” and not as something that emanates from genuinely-held beliefs
within the organisation.
We have clarified our own confusion around these instruments by defining mission as the “why”
of the company’s existence; and vision as the “where we want to be”. Core values are not necessarily
the same as universal values although they do often coincide, particularly in regard to values such as
respect, honesty and integrity. But they are based on “what we value” and, to the extent that they do
include “values”, these don’t as a rule strictly fit the definition of universal values. Profit
maximisation is often confused with values.
There has been a notable shift in the past decade or two in the way companies see themselves as
reflected in mission statements, vision and core values. Reading annual reports was part of my daily
fare for some thirty years, and up to about the mid-1980s I saw many mission and vision statements
that either explicitly or implicitly focused on shareholder value or profits. Today you will find few
that do. This may be a reflection of the need to soften the profit-driven image. In that case, however, it
amounts to little more than a public-relations exercise requiring the services of some professional
who is adept at stringing together a lot of lofty sentences without verbs.
Be that as it may, the shift itself is significant. It points to a growing need for companies to behave
differently and become truly market-driven as opposed to profit-driven. The best companies have
always done this of course, albeit that in the past they often found it necessary to defend their focus on
the market and society as being part of business sense and profit maximisation. Even now, market
focus is still mostly viewed as a means to an end and not as an end in itself. But the concept of
“sustainability” has become a very popular one in organisational theory.
The strategic dictum of the 80s was Milton Friedman’s “profitability first” argument. In the 1990s

this shifted to “short-term profitability for longer-term wealth creation”. Today in organisational
theory at least, the focus is more firmly on “longer-term wealth creation”. Of course, many still see
“wealth creation” as referring to shareholder wealth or value. We have a different view that will be
detailed later. But the mere shift to “longer-term” and “sustainability” is a sign of a desire to change
behaviour. Fake it until you make it!
The guru writings have also become more definite on this issue. They include those of Stephen
Covey, Jim Collins and Jerry Porras, Robert Kaplan and David Norton of Balanced Scorecard fame,
and John Elkington (Triple Bottom Line). Earlier masters such as Minzberg, Drucker, and Tom Peters
were also firm on the broader visionary view of business. A South African contribution to this debate
has come from the writings of Clem Sunter and Wayne Visser. They have defined greed-driven
companies as predatory lions and the more visionary companies as elephants. Sunter and Visser make
a very valuable argument against the “greed is good” philosophy, albeit at a non-philosophical level.
Indeed their practical and statistical approach is very convincing.
And yet people still find it difficult to openly challenge the profit-purpose view of business; there
seems always to be some concession to the overriding importance of the shareholder. At best the nonfringe outspoken are saying “cool it”; they’re not actually saying “stop it”. And for as long as this
preoccupation is perceived to be valid, and for as long as companies still mostly focus in practice on
short-term profit considerations, and even if companies took to calling themselves values- rather than
profit-driven, it would still be the corporate what’s-in-it-for-me that rules.
What has to be challenged to ensure a fundamental shift is the way we measure company success.
This implies a lot more than adding “softer” measures to the media release kit. We need to debate the
validity of the income statement itself as a final score.
We won’t try to rewrite the current methodology for constructing mission and vision statements.
We would only suggest that behaviour is far more important than words. One needn’t articulate
deeply-held beliefs for them to be effective. Articulation helps, but doesn’t in itself ensure right
practices. What is truly in your heart is what will make the best mission statement for your company
and your personal life.
The keys to success that apply to individuals and to countries also apply to companies. The
overriding principle is that if people by and large are taking more than they are giving, they will
create deficits and poverty. If they are giving more than they are taking they will create surpluses and
prosperity. Having an external focus and developing people is as important to a company as it is to a
country. Indeed it could not happen at a country level if it didn’t happen at the level of a company,
which is after all a cell of national economic activity.

Profits of doom
We could well ask the question whether we are feeding a constipated capital cow at the expense of
other interests in society So, Let this chapter begin with a quote: “It’s time to focus on creating
value, not profit”. The author is Henry Blodget, CEO and Editor-In Chief of Business Insider, a
rapidly growing business and tech news site and also a former top-ranked Wall Street analyst.
It must have taken a lot of courage for Blodget to challenge the profit motive in the land of
libertarians and tea parties. We know all too well how one touches a raw, neurotic and often
hysterical nerve when one questions a concept that has somehow become a bastion of ideology and an
economic system. But his thesis is certainly valid and is one of many that reflect growing disquiet
about the imbalance in national economies – a disquiet that started way back in the early 80’s with
Freer Spreckley’s Triple Bottom line.
Blodget puts it more convincingly than we may have done: “Since the late 1970s, when American
companies were fat and complacent, the focus of American capitalism has been on the bottom line.
Spurred on by activist shareholders, private-equity firms, and bonuses based on stock prices,
corporate managers have become obsessed with maximizing quarterly profits.” Conversely, post war
wages as a percentage of the American economy have hit an all-time low.
South Africa has traditionally tended to follow the American model and has experienced a similar
trend. In defence of executive pay and as evidence of companies being well run, Labour economist
Loane Sharpe celebrates the fact that the real risk-adjusted return on capital of South African listed
businesses is currently 10% – the highest in the world. This may be too narrow a view, especially if
one considers ILO figures which show that the labour share of national income has been declining
over a similar period. Indexed at 100 in 1970, there has been a 15% decline in labour’s share of GDP
to amount to just over half in recent times.
There is perhaps no greater threat to free markets and freedom of choice than this imbalance
which is clearly one of the root causes of global concern around income disparities. As Blodget puts
it: “By focusing their entire effort on the bottom line, many American companies have reduced their
value to the other constituencies that great companies serve, namely: customers, employees, and
society.”
At the same time one must concede that there are many other trends that have contributed to the
wage/profit swing, among them:
• The shrinking of “blue-collar” work with increased technology.
• The growth of financial service industries.
• Global restrictions on the movement of goods, services and labour, while volatile capital is
free to move around like “a wrecking ball”.
• Greater centralisation and power of global capital and the squeezing out of small businesses.
• Blunted domestic competitiveness and customer focus.
• Intense paper speculation, exploding debt, a contaminated banking and money system, and

volatile stock markets that often force executive management to focus on matching short term
investor earnings expectations.
So it may be one-dimensional and narrow to argue that the skewed growth of profit is “squeezing
out” other interests. But the conundrum that this leaves for profit maximisation champions is that
corporate savings continue to mount (some R600bn in S.A. alone) and executives get paid exorbitant
amounts simply to feed a constipated corporate cow with more profit carbohydrates.
What must really irk is the negligible “trickle down” effect and that the long held argument that
profit maximisation is the invisible hand that feeds all, is patently untrue and a gross warping of
Adam Smith’s original postulate. This has never made sense to us. There’s a lack of logic in trying to
lift prosperity and wealth with such a narrow profit lever that sees the other constituents of wealth
creation as a burden to it. The more appropriate understanding of wealth creation sees the main
economic estates of business, labour and state as partners in this effort.
To use another physics example, it is always easier to move an object by pulling it rather than
pushing it. Profits, wages and government income should be pulled by serving the market, not by
pushing them through one narrow interest. This is the difference between the popular M.B.A concept
of “exploiting” the market as opposed to serving it.
The failure to achieve a greater and more fitting spread of wealth in many Western capitalist
countries today is not the fault of free markets, but rather inappropriate behaviour during the last four
decades or so. Identifying and recognising the failure is the easy part. Analysing and finding
consensus around the myriad of causes is far more difficult and we have hopelessly inadequately
touched on only a few.
But the most difficult of all will be avoiding default recourse to government intervention – often
in collusion with corporate capital; or unilateral and coercive wage adjustments. That would be the
absolute worst response. The former will simply see capital swallowed by a bloated, often corrupt,
inefficient monster. The latter, already featuring strongly in current belligerent wage demands, will
have obvious “unintended” consequences in increasing production costs and inflation, blunting
competitiveness, reducing jobs and indeed exacerbating the imbalance. They will simply fuel the
adversarial posturing, and in that conflict capital always wins.
With monetary and fiscal discipline, and a much tightened legal framework to protect competition
and counter collusive, centralised and anti-competitive behaviour, we should be able to rely on free
markets themselves to restore balance. But this exposes the biggest flaw in the profit driven argument:
it has been defined as a “system” in itself. The profit motive speaks to intent and behaviour, not a
system. To be profit driven (or even wage driven for that matter) is not the same as being market
driven: the former is purely self-centred, the latter inherently noble. The laws of legitimate
transaction (supply, demand and price) are there to nurture the latter, not to warp it.
The way we think individually and collectively creates the world we experience. We simply have
to ask ourselves what is the true nature of ourselves and what is best for the human condition. Are we
instinctively and intuitively benevolent or malevolent – empathetic or survivalist?

The concept of adding value
The purpose of a business is not to make a profit. What a dreary and demeaning description. The
purpose of a business is to add value to people’s lives. The consequence of doing that well is that you
make a handsome profit.—W K Kellogg.
These few lines from the man who fathered one of the world’s best-known businesses contain a
number of extremely powerful messages. We may have already overstated the contributory purpose of
a business and the fallacy of the “profit purpose”. But it is a central theme of this entire work, and
represents more than merely challenging conventional wisdom. I first saw Mr Kellogg’s words in the
office of a client of mine; he had it framed on his wall. I’ve unfortunately been unable to trace the
original context but some exposure to Kellogg’s biography has made me comfortable that it is
authentic.
Kellogg’s Cornflakes was a product of the early 20 th century. The interesting question is: Did Bill
Kellogg find it necessary to defend business as far back as that, or was the principle of contributory
purpose by then already well entrenched? Our own belief, as we pointed out earlier, is that it’s
implicit in Adam Smith’s “invisible hand”. Of course Kellogg’s saying should not be taken to mean
that it’s OK for a business to run at a loss. That is the kind of exclusive argument that creates
unnecessary mischief.
The phrase “dreary and demeaning” is the same as putting an individual in a room and expecting
that individual to do nothing all day but to sit back and be paid for doing nothing. We have already
determined that simply owning something does not guarantee fulfilment – indeed it is often the
opposite. Profit is not the only consequence of a serving business; there are many others, such as
paying employees and taxes, or employing the services of outside suppliers. It’s a moot point
whether, if we were to list them in order of importance, profit would rank the highest. After all, one
knows of many a company that has been running at a loss sometimes even for a number of years; if
profit were indeed an absolutely vital condition of the enterprise it surely would have gone belly-up
after the first loss or as soon as it started running at a loss. On the other hand it’s impossible to run a
business without paying employees. The company would be wound up with perhaps violent and tragic
consequences. What one can say with some certainty is that if a company were to close its doors on
its customers it would expire within days.
There is little merit in trying to have a ranking of stakeholders. Apart from the questionable and
presumptuous practice of referring to customers as “stakeholders”, the importance of the other parties
involved – shareholders, employees, the state and suppliers – will always need specific attention and
at times could demand more attention than others. Despite its revival under the new organisational pet
name of “sustainability”, Edward Freeman’s 1984 stakeholder concept would seem to have run its
course, especially if one asks: “Sustainability from whose point of view?” Each domain could claim:
“Without me you are nothing.” Indispensability and purpose are not the same thing.
Kellogg’s words confirm that companies exist in the first place because they are useful to others;
that reward is the consequence of contribution, not the other way around; that reward should sustain

contribution; and that employees should see companies not merely as something that uses them to
enrich owners, but as something to be used to express the best in themselves and make a meaningful
contribution to the good of society.
The most powerful element of the quotation, however, is the concept of “adding value”. To create
something of value for others is the oldest business principle known to mankind.
Value-added is based on three fundamental tenets, the first of which is about behaviour.
Behaviour is tied in with that purpose which was clearly defined by Mr Kellogg as being universal
for all business. It’s about being useful to others and making a positive difference to the world around
you. If all individual aspirations are aligned to this reality, then one has forged a common purpose for
the collective, and this ethos will transfer itself to national behaviour and establish the requirements
for national success and prosperity. The behaviour is aimed at the customers but it undoubtedly will
affect the overall behaviour of the collective towards society in general.
There are very few customer interests that will exclude the interests of society as a whole. The
exceptions include tobacco and other harmful products. The strength of one’s own values will
determine whether one should be involved as a supplier and merely wait for society to determine the
legal right and wrong, or take a firm stand based on one’s own conscience. Ultimately demand, more
than supply, has to reflect the fundamental values of society. This does not excuse supply from its own
moral and ethical duty. The principle of willing seller and willing buyer is not sacrosanct; it’s not a
licence for just any kind of behaviour.
The collective common purpose of adding value has to be cultivated by an alignment of primary
motives with the deeper intent of the individual. Otherwise cracks will soon appear.
The second dimension of adding value is transformation. It means turning a given situation into
another that is of more value to the user of a product or service. Most of us associate the idea of
“adding value” or “value-added” nearly exclusively with this dimension; it’s the most visible and
physical; transformation simply has to happen wherever value is being added. It shows that adding
value has been around for thousands of years and was at the core of all economic activity. For
example, tens of thousands of years ago, a caveman found a stone and by sharpening it and changing
its form made it into a crude instrument. The difference between the stone and the instrument was the
value that was added. One can apply that thought to virtually any modern activity.
Economics demands that, for value to have been added, there has to have been a transformation of
one thing or situation to another, such as to make the thing or situation more useful. Thinking in these
terms is a very good way for an individual to gauge his or her own economic behaviour and those of
suppliers. Many believe, for example, that shops add most of the value in their lives. In reality, retail
offers convenience by bringing together a variety of products into one area. Without shops we would
be forced to travel around to various manufacturers or producers and buy items individually. Of
course there are other secondary “values” that could be added, including price discounting. Pick ’n
Pay effectively added consumer protection. But the distribution of goods should normally not be of
higher measurable value than the manufacture of these goods.
If you were to follow the value chain of a simple product like an electric kettle in a supermarket
you would end with a host of functions of which the availability of the item in the store is probably
the least. The manufacturer of the kettle would probably have added the most value. But he/she in turn
would have used suppliers of metal, plastic, rubber, etc., who in turn would have used other suppliers
and so on. Familiarity with this chain has increased in many countries because it’s the basis of most

spending taxes such as value-added tax.
There are economic activities – services for the most part – that we may be less sure about but
which nevertheless conform to the principle. In many, such as hairdressing or entertainment, the value
they add is still clear. It becomes less so when one deals with things like financial services. On the
surface, they add value by holding your money in safekeeping and creating instruments for easier
exchange such as credit cards, etc. But the real value added by the financial institutions is to serve as
a vehicle for moving money from those who have it (lenders) to those who need to use it (borrowers).
In most banks, for example, the “interest turn” – the difference between interest received from
borrowers and interest paid to depositors – comprises the biggest part of their measured value-added.
The essence of the transformation dimension of adding value is “doing something”. More
importantly, it means doing something in the interest of another.
An understanding of value-added is critical to the debate about which is the key driver of
economic prosperity: action or behaviour, as against ownership. This debate also needs an awareness
of the role of measuring value, which we will deal with in the next chapter.
But then there are investment and other financial instruments where the value that is added
ostensibly has to do with transferring risk. We have already dealt with this issue; what bears
repeating, however, is that in many of these cases no real value has been added in the sense of
transformation – that is, changing one situation, thing or set of things to something else of higher value.
Invariably in such cases one ends up with only one party really benefiting and the other losing. Such
transactions in essence are gambles where wealth is not created but is simply moved from one party
to the other.
The important point about the value-adding transformation is that it always changes one situation
into another of higher value. In an operational sense, it has another very important function: it’s the
ultimate test of efficiency and physical productivity. If all things in an operational process are tested
against whether they are adding any value, one has a highly disciplined norm for testing efficiencies.
To be completely objective, the efficiency test has to be about whether something is adding value to
the customer’s life, not one’s own. We have encouraged both employees and managers to use the test
regularly, if not daily, and to apply it to everything they see, use and experience in the working
environment. The more direct the association between the feature being examined and the customer’s
expectations, needs or wants, the more valid the existence of that feature. The vaguer or less direct
that association or link is, the more questionable is the need for that feature.
When this discipline is applied to physical things, it not only ensures optimal use of assets both
large and small, but also reduces clutter and encourages neatness. And of course one can apply it to
one’s own life. If there is something that you own which cannot be validated as regularly adding
value to your life, or those near to you, then you have to ask whether it should be there. This principle
is an important feature of many of the structured operational efficiency processes such as the
Japanese-designed 20 Keys and Total Productivity Management (TPM) and Eliyahu Goldratt’s
process of on-going improvement and throughput accounting. Indeed the concept is hardly new. The
value chain was part of manufacturing efficiencies long before the assembly line was invented, though
it does tend to be applied less rigorously in service organisations. The difference with those
organisations is that few process improvements focus directly on customers’ needs; they tend to be
internal and cost-focused rather than externally focused.
One can apply the same principle to functions, whether they are part of job descriptions or

involve the whole job and the incumbent. Nothing has the right to exist if it cannot ultimately pass the
test of whether it has value for the customer. The more difficult application is in meetings, decisionmaking and conflict resolution. But these are also areas where the most rewarding results can be
achieved. The moment one makes the customer’s interest paramount in all things in the collective, and
the more people align themselves to this ethos, the easier it becomes to apply this powerful litmus
test.
Of course not all features of a collective have a direct link to the customer’s needs. Many – and in
some collectives the majority – are support functions such as financial, human-resources and
administrative services. And it’s perhaps no accident that these are areas where waste is most likely
to occur. The key difference between the value-adding approach to operational efficiencies and other
approaches is the customer focus rather than the traditional profit-and-loss test. It is a behaviour test
rather than a measurement test; qualitative rather than quantitative. Which is not to say that the test is
difficult: once a feature has been justified in terms of its behavioural impact on the customer, one then
simply asks the question of whether the customer would be prepared to pay for it.
When one has reached a stage such as America’s NASA apparently has, then one has “got it”. A
friend of mine once related how, during a tour of the site, he asked a cleaner about her job. She
replied: “I am helping to put a man into space.”

Behaviour and measurement
We have seen that adding value is about transforming. In essence it is about doing something. When
we deal with measurements of prosperity or wealth we often confuse them with ownership or
appreciation of assets. The latter has nothing to do with creating wealth; it relates purely to a change
in the value of a particular thing. This can be due to a change in the supply-demand-price environment
of the item itself or to a change in the value of the currency used to measure the value of that
particular item. A currency is the ruler of value. Price is a particular measurement on that ruler. As
we have seen the ruler itself is traded, and is apt to alter according to internal inflation or the
exchange value with other currencies or “value rulers”.
Let’s use property as an example. Property is generally seen as one of the best investments one
can make. As populations grow, demand for property in good areas appreciates in value because
demand increases. In addition, building costs tend to increase each year, thus increasing the price of
new homes. This automatically raises the value of previously-built homes. Conversely, you may have
built a magnificent home in an upmarket area that becomes less desirable for one or other reason such
as a freeway being built nearby, squatter camps, or rezoning of nearby land for industrial purposes.
The point is, one cannot argue that wealth has been created simply because of an appreciation of
an asset (if indeed the asset has appreciated!). It may add to your own pocket and a country’s
prosperity measurement of Gross Domestic Product when the property is sold, but it’s not where
national prosperity comes from. Capital gains resulting from liquidation of assets filter into an
economy by way of additional demand resulting from increased spending. They encourage wealth
creation but do not qualify as wealth creation per se. There is something of an exception in the traders
of assets…someone who, say, buys property, repairs it and then sells it at a profit. One cannot deny
that the profit margin the seller gets includes wealth created. The same would apply to traders in
commodities and livestock. It could be argued that the value they add is in the transfer of risk or in the
maintenance and repair of the asset. These are the exceptions and the activity’s link to wealth creation
gets broken when it develops to play a predominant role over normal transactions in products and
services.
The pity is that most of us associate wealth with possessions. We think that once we own enough
we believe we can stop “doing”. We see possession as an end itself; the task of getting to that end is a
drag and a burden. Obviously this kind of behaviour is not the right basis for sustaining national
economies.
Before we examine the measurement of value-added, we should perhaps examine the relationship
between behaviour and measurement itself. Human beings are obsessed with measurement, despite
the aphorism which says “not all that counts can be counted”. Everything is relative and no method of
measurement can truly reflect individual perceptions of value. And yet we continue to measure, and to
agonise over the implications of the measurement either as a cause or as an effect. Given the
importance of measurement in our lives, the least we must do is ensure that what we measure is
relevant. While we have argued that behaviour determines the measurement and not the other way

around, no one can discount the supporting impact of measurement. We will, ultimately, always try to
measure what we value, even if it’s in fact immeasurable.
This is reflected nowhere more strongly than in sport. A good example to look at is the team ball
game of rugby. It is sometimes referred to as the Neanderthal version of American football, but it’s an
ancient sport dating back to the Middle Ages when teams from neighbouring villages would have
great merriment in trying to carry a wine bag over a line protected by the opposing team. Rugby is
viewed by its fans as being as tactical a game as chess is. It has features such as scrums, rucks, mauls,
line-outs, first phase through to multi-phases and many others. All these are applied in the overall
purpose of carrying the ball over the opponents “try” line. A successful try allows the scoring team to
“convert” the try by placing the ball on the ground and kicking it between goal posts and over a cross
bar. Today a try is worth 5 points and a conversion 2. A drop kick is worth 3 points; this happens
when during the run of play a player kicks the ball through the goal posts. A “penalty” kick can also
be aimed at the posts and if successful leads to 3 points.
Rugby statisticians, coaches and players spend a great deal of time measuring all the tactical
components such as line-outs, rucks, mauls and scrums won, as well as percentage possession and
territorial advantage. In addition rugby is one of the few games I know of where the scoring method
has actually changed over the years. Time was when a try was worth 3 points and not the 5 it is today.
The rules of play have also changed over time. The impact of the scoring on the game itself is clear
even to the less knowledgeable. Increasing the value of a try has encouraged more “open” and
“running” play. If, for example, they were to change the value of a try to 2, and the value of a penalty
kick to 5, clearly the entire play of the game will change.
Why change the rules and scoring of any game? Is it for the benefit of the players, the coach, or the
administrators? Obviously not. The ultimate customer of any sport is none of these parties; it is the
spectator. What makes for good play in any game is what the spectator finds exciting and attractive. A
scoring system that doesn’t pander to this need will destroy the sport itself. And surely what we
choose to measure and how, should support the real purpose of that activity? If the purpose of a
business is to add value to people’s lives, then that must be the real performance indicator and driver
in a business. Profit has a very important role as a “sub-score”, like winning line-outs or scrums;
relying on it as the most important driving score in a business is highly questionable, however.
Despite the growing clamour against the profit motive, few have fully challenged the profit
measurement itself.
This deficiency has meant that every good reason to question the short-term profit motive merely
becomes an irritant to be accommodated. We have seen laudable efforts such as Norton and Kaplan’s
Balanced Scorecard abused and manipulated simply to fit the ultimate profit measurement. Peopledevelopment and corporate social responsibility (or corporate social investment) are components of
the Triple Bottom Line. But that line is seen as a chore, a burdensome “have to have” rather than a
real “want to have”. TBL in any case tries to achieve the impossible of merging qualitative
measurements with quantitative ones.
Trying to combine all these measurements or actions merely detracts from the effectiveness of the
conventional single-purpose profit-measuring exercise, and none of the three sits comfortably with the
others. Getting this right is probably going to be costly and therefore reduce profit. In the meantime,
compelling as the arguments may be in favour of people-development and corporate social investment
as ways of ensuring sustainability or longer-term survival, the devil is at work on business reporting

in general: we’re seeing increasing emphasis on short-term profitability and ever-shortening cycles of
performance reporting.
There is good news, however. It is to be found in the measurement dimension of added value. It
addresses all of these problems and many more.
In the very beginning there was value-added. As well as being the oldest business concept known
to humankind, it was the founding principle upon which all subsequent economic development was
based, and it’s by far the most important. No amount of manipulation, trading shenanigans, corruption,
insider trading, speculation and other misdemeanours can destroy the validity of value-added as (a)
the only true generator of prosperity and (b) an inducement for people to behave in a values-driven
way.

The illustration in Figure 7 shows that it is both remarkably simple and comprehensive. Let’s say
a caveman found an already sharpened and shaped stone, as well as a stick and a length of vine or
animal sinew, and assembled them to form a crude axe. The difference between the completed axe
and the three loose items would be value-added. This would have entailed the use of time, effort and
all things to do with the mind such as creativity, imagination, knowledge and experience. At this stage
it’s a subsistence item, intended exclusively for personal use. So it was that for centuries most
economic activity was purely for subsistence and therefore immeasurable. The axe, for example,
couldn’t be given a single universal value because its usefulness might differ from creature to
creature. Some could have found it useful for hunting, others for cutting wood and others again for
getting married. Living in social clusters from very early times meant that humankind had a propensity
for exchange. Initially it might have been a spontaneous reciprocal activity among members of a
family, group or tribe; in time it would have developed into a crude barter system where values were
slowly becoming measurable. It was only with the development of a widely accepted and single
medium of exchange that values became more accurately measurable. Salt was at one stage a medium
of exchange, and it functioned very similarly to money as we know it.
If we stretch our imagination slightly and say that our caveman had to buy the stone, stick and
sinew from someone for R10, then transformed the loose items into a single axe and sold it for R20,
we can accurately and neutrally put the value of the time, effort, and creativity at R10. Of course an
additional resource was applied in this instance because he needed money (or a form of it) in order to

buy the loose items. So there is a fourth factor: capital. The illustration is a simpler interpretation than
the academic one of how the factors of production are applied in economic activity.
But it is more profound than that. As an illustration of the root of exchange it proves that, for value
to be established at all, there has to be a process of trading going on. Why did the caveman produce
the axe in the first place? Why not leave the stone, stick and sinew as they were? Clearly it was
because of the usefulness of the axe as compared with the three loose components. And if the item is
to be traded, then we have to ask: To whom is it useful? Clearly, the axe is intended for use not by the
maker himself but by another human being. In other words, its worth depends on the contribution it
makes to the good of someone else.
The ultimate and exciting point about value-added is that it’s the one measurement in accounting
that measures empathy and contribution. It is also the only one that does this. In accounting
terminology, the term “value-added” is synonymous with “wealth created”. What this means is that
wealth or prosperity is directly and exclusively linked to the contribution you make to the good of
those around you. It applies at all levels: individual, company and country.
We can go yet another step further. Examining our illustration again, we see that after the sale our
man has R20. He brought an initial R10, and he now has an additional R10. Where does this go? to
whom does it belong? Obviously it goes to himself as the one who added the value or made the
contribution. This is his reward. So there is a clear and direct link between contribution and reward.
We repeat: value-added is the only measurement in accounting that shows the clear link between
contribution and reward; the only one that measures both at the same time. The order is important:
contribution brings reward – not the other way around. This simple arithmetic confirms the prophetic
teaching that “if you give you will receive”. And it was there long, long before prophets and profits
were heard of!
The linear equation for this is simple: value added = wealth created = contribution = reward =
prosperity. And yet we can think of no more powerful way of saying that empathy creates both inner
abundance and outer wealth and prosperity. Values do create value, even in the accounting world.

The power of value-added
Behaviour is the foundation of economics and behaviour can never fully be measured. On the other
hand, the measurement of value-added (or wealth created) comes close to capturing most of what we
can call “abundance”. Abundance is a much broader term than wealth. Wealth is about the material
and the measurable, whereas abundance implies many other things such as health, wellbeing, peace of
mind and contentment. Wealth cannot exist in isolation and is arguably rendered useless if other
factors of abundance are not in place. For wealth to have any meaning it must exist in healthy
interaction with people around the possessor. There would be little sense in having a hoard of money
in a bank if one were living totally alone, ostracised and reclusive.
While the most powerful feature of value-added is its reflection of contributing behaviour, it has
other strengths. As well as being historically significant, it’s amazingly simple. Applied to a
company, it expresses income less outside costs. It cannot be subjected to the same degree of account
fudging as (say) profit can. We have been able to illustrate value-added to illiterate employees and
get them to observe how the mechanism works in economic activity around them. To an employee,
value-added is non-threatening because it reflects labour as part of the contribution. It also includes
capital and state, and therefore represents the one common-purpose factor in any collective that earns
an income. Because the ultimate fortune of each party is affected by the size of value-added or wealth
created, it is also a measurement of common fate.
If mission statements that are constructed around the purpose of the business also reflect “giving”
behaviour towards others, then value-added ought to be the measurement of this giving. It is the only
one in accounting that can be, and this fact alone makes its absence from the computations puzzling to
say the least. It also gives a guide on how to structure a mission statement. For example, the Mary
Kay Cosmetics mission statement “To give unlimited opportunities to women” can obviously be
assessed in a number of qualitative ways; but the only way to put a monetary value on the extent to
which it has fulfilled this mission is to calculate value-added. The more successful Mary Kay is in
meeting that mission, the higher will be the value-added. However, if Nike did crush Reebok, there
wouldn’t necessarily be an improvement in value-added. A mission statement in itself means little.
But a mission that reflects the company’s keenness to add value for its customers will actually raise
the level of wealth created and the financial success of the company.
The obsession with competitiveness often causes business people to behave like adolescents
governed by peer pressure and a need to “defeat” the other. Competition in business is not about
winning but about ensuring a benchmark for service. Even a good athlete would not perform at peak
without such a benchmark. A company that truly has its customers’ interest at heart welcomes
competition because it offers a choice and a source of information on market needs. Indeed, one
doesn’t have to be impressively innovative or unique in providing a product or service; one’s mere
existence in business is important as a way of helping to give the market a wider choice.
It may be as well at this point to draw a distinction between monopolies and sole suppliers: the
former is normally imposed by protective regulation and dubious practices; the latter is mostly the

result of organic growth based on being the best and competitively priced. So long as there are no
barriers to entry into the market or undue control of resources, being a sole supplier is probably a
reflection of excellence rather than misbehaviour.
Value-added or wealth created is also the most appropriate measurement of productivity. As we
will show later, there are many ways of measuring productivity, the one concerned with labour being
for the most part based on volume per man-hour. Value per employee also features in some annual
reports that have a value-added statement (VAS), but it’s less popular as an operational tool for
productivity enhancement. Goldratt’s throughput accounting in his Theory of Constraints does use a
measurement close to value-added at operational level. The virtue of the “wealth created”
measurement at company level is that it swings the productivity efforts of the collective away from
cost containment towards growth.
The standard measure of productivity at a company level is output divided by input, where output
is measured in income, and all input costs are as measured in a conventional profit-and-loss
statement. This means that all inputs except profits are viewed as a cost to be contained or reduced so
as to enhance productivity. We would submit that this is a measurement of profitability and not
productivity. We would argue further that profit should be an input because it is a cost in running a
business. But of course, then the result of output divided by input would always be 1.
In most productivity drives the instinct is always to cut costs first, and that does tend to happen:
payroll is the first cost to be scrutinised – and cut. The doyen of productivity in South Africa was Jan
Visser, founder and for many years head of the Productivity Institute. At his retirement he lamented
the fact that productivity in the country had been nearly exclusively focused on cutting inputs rather
than on increasing outputs. Productivity drives had become a major aggravating factor in the country’s
already high unemployment rate.
Productivity can be viewed from three angles. One can create the same wealth with fewer inputs.
Or one can create more wealth with the same inputs. And finally, one can create much more wealth
with more inputs. The typical productivity drive will involve the first – trying to get the same result
with fewer inputs; this frustrates efforts to encourage growth, employment and national prosperity. As
a motivator, value-added or “wealth created” forces one to favour growth over containment, and we
shall see later how profitability and labour productivity take on a secondary importance, albeit still
an important one, in this focus.
Another reason why it’s such a pity that value-added is underrated is that it effectively reflects a
company’s share of a country’s gross domestic product; value-added is the company’s GDP. A
country’s GDP can be measured in a number of ways. Most of them are estimates only, but the
standard method works from a spending perspective through the formula: Y=C+I+G+X-M. In plain
English: gross domestic product is equal to consumption expenditure plus investment plus government
expenditure plus exports, less imports. Although many features of economic activity can elude capture
in this equation, it has been viewed as probably the most accurate.
But another, albeit more difficult way is to add up all the “wealth created” figures for economic
units such as companies, other collectives, or even self-employed individuals. The point is that the
value-added figure of each economic activity is its contribution to the nation’s GDP, which means
that companies which focus on enhancing wealth creation rather than mere profits will make a real
contribution to the country’s prosperity and level of employment. Companies that focus purely on
profit maximisation simply cannot guarantee that; indeed, as Dr Visser pointed out, their effect is

often quite the opposite. This may not matter so much in high-employment, developed countries that
have a substantial social security system, but it’s a serious issue in countries with high unemployment
rates such as South Africa. The fact that the wealth of nations depends on the value added by each and
every cell of economic activity, and that this in turn depends on the contribution that the cell makes to
its market, makes the generally light emphasis on value-added at company level both incongruous and
puzzling.
The concept of sustainability may be the first nail in the coffin of the profit driver and
measurement; value-added, we submit, may be the second nail and perhaps several more. Valueadded won’t only protect profit in an organisation; it will enhance it. At the same time it can fully
accommodate the social demands of a modern society. We shall see later that the full value-added
statement, with adjustments to create a Contribution Account, covers all the key issues facing business
today.

Figure 8 shows what is drawn together in a single measurement. The principle of adding value,
which reflects contributing behaviour, gives a comprehensive and powerful perspective of the
operations of any collective or company.

In our workshops we ask teams to take the simple example of a bead-working group and decide

what this group must do to increase wealth creation (Figure 8A).
The beadwork group buys beads and thread for R60 and the finished product is sold for R120,
giving the group value-added of R60 (the amounts are not important in the exercise because they
reflect each sale and not total turnover). There are certain ground rules for the exercise. For example,
the nature of the group’s business may not change: this is a small company with few employees that
relies on creativity of design for its sales, and is not making its own beads – vertical integration
sounds like a good idea, and would certainly increase the wealth created, but the group isn’t up for
that just now. Also, the group won’t be taking the R60 away and either investing it or buying lottery
tickets since these people are neither investors nor gamblers.
The first feature of the responses is that the teams tend to confuse value-added (or wealth created)
with profit, so the distinction needs to be re-explained. Profit is part of wealth created, but wealth
created is a much broader measurement: profit goes to the owners, whereas wealth created reflects
both the contribution from various parties and the reward they deserve. The concept may look simple,
but the understanding of it isn’t automatic; indeed, as observers of many VA statements over the years,
we have come to realise that the accounting profession itself is not too clear on what constitutes
value-added. We will deal with this when examining the full statement later.
Interestingly, very few of the workshop participants suggest a reduction in employment in order to
increase net income. Most are quick to realise that cutting the payroll will have no effect whatsoever
on wealth creation. It may affect wealth distribution insofar as the group, without creating more
wealth, is sharing the available amount differently.
Overall, the exercise reveals a strong focus on customers and being market-driven. It forces the
participants to be outward-looking. Where customer interests are ignored, a discussion quickly shows
the dangers of that; for example, it’s clear that one can quickly increase value-added by reducing the
number of beads used in each piece, but the danger is that a customer may see that the work’s quality
is not the same as that of an item shown to her by a friend who visited the area a few months earlier.
The reduction in quality may disappoint her and along with “no sale” there may be damage to the
vendor’s or maker’s reputation. Then again, research may have shown that there is a market for
simpler and less cluttered products. One has done the same thing with a different motive! But by
responding to market needs one is assured of not losing sales or tarnishing one’s image. In addition,
part of the benefits can be passed on to the customer in the form of lower prices.
It may be necessary at a certain point to remind the workshop teams of the objective of the
exercise: find ways for the bead-workers to create more wealth. And along comes another strong
temptation: to simply increase the price. Awareness of the supply-demand-price mechanism,
however, quickly makes them realise that higher prices could lead to a reduction in sales and indeed
reduce value-added – unless of course market research has shown that the items were under-priced to
begin with.
These participant responses to the exercise are the exceptions. Most reflect a strong appreciation
of the need to be demand-led and take the interest of the customer into account. As well as
suggestions for expanding the bead-workers’ market, there are ideas for broadening the product
range, increasing quality and promoting the product. The teams look at conditions for external focus
and growth. The “what must be done” is distilled into three categories: sell the most you can, get the
best possible selling price, and keep outside costs to a minimum.
In all the times we have run this exercise, we’ve never come up with more than those three. The

“why” is clearly about service and satisfying demand, and many “hows” are suggested, including
advertising.

We end up by creating a “line of sight” template that can be understood at any level of
employment and operations (Figure 8B).
The “why” stands on its own and ultimately is not negotiable. Anything that is done that cannot be
traced back to the customer’s needs is questionable. The transformation litmus test is applied to the
template. The “what must be achieved” are the three we discussed earlier, each one now attached to a
myriad “hows”. For example “selling more” may need publicity, and this in turn can be achieved in a
number of ways, such as placing an ad in a local newspaper. There are further “hows” as regards the
content of the ad, when it must be placed, and for how long it should run.
We have found this exercise a very useful way of enabling staff to identify line of sight from every
task and function through to service to the customer. It’s also good for examining systems, process and
structure in terms of staff fit as well as efficiency. Given an opportunity to work with this template, a
wealth of suggestions can be gathered from employees on how to increase wealth creation in their
area.
The clearest effect of the template is in the definition of goals: sell the most, get the best price,
and reduce outside costs.
The concept of the value chain has been around for decades. The one question that has never been
fully answered is: value for whom? There clearly will be a significant impact in all areas of a
company if it says “value for the customer” as opposed to “value for the shareholder”. In Business at
the Speed of Thought Bill Gates takes a giant step further: he questions the relevance of the value
chain and says it has been replaced by the value network: instead of there being one solid chain from
suppliers to customers, each activity in the process is a contact point for the customer. Gates uses the
example of motor assembly, where a vehicle on the line can be customised at the buyer’s demand
while still in the process of being assembled.
In discussing the template in our workshops we are always impressed by the dynamic of a
collective such as a company. It’s an entire world of features, activities, events and thoughts – all
potentially aimed at serving a fellow human being. We find it sad when people ascribe its existence
to something as mean and mundane as making money. To me it’s like the human body…just as simple,
just as complex, just as magnificent and just as mysterious.

Wealth distribution and the value-added statement
In a world strongly focused on what it can get rather than what it can give, it’s not surprising that
wealth distribution takes precedence over wealth creation. But this is totally illogical. You cannot
share what has not been created. The more you create the more you have to share. The less you create
the less there is to share. It has been the great failing in the self-interest and profit motive that it has
diverted attention away from this essence. The “what’s-in-it-for-me” mentality sees material reward
as the end and everything else as a means to that end. Reward should be the supporting act of
contribution instead of the other way around. Reward or wealth distribution plays a vital role in
ensuring enhanced and continuing contribution or wealth creation.
We have seen that wealth creation needs the basic resources of time, effort, mind and money, and
their application causes value to be added to resources that have in turn been obtained from others.
They correspond to the three economic “estates” of a nation – labour, capital and state – and are the
main measurable components of Gross Domestic Product. These estates are contributors to wealth
creation and therefore should be recipients in wealth distribution; bearing in mind that value-added
measures contribution and reward as one. The popular accounting terms for the three parties are:
employees, shareholders (or owners), and government as representing the state.
The employee share is based on what people receive in the form of pay, bonuses, fringe benefits
and training. Shareholders get profits and the government gets tax. The simple values-driven
principles of creating wealth and then sharing it with those who contributed, underpin the format in
accounting called the value-added statement (VAS).

Figure 9 shows how simple value-added is, expressed here as the Contribution account which
will be explained later. And our contention is that the principle – or formula if you wish – can be
applied to any level of economic activity including team level if it’s designed with appropriate
transfer costs, which means one has to proportionately allocate costs that are centralised at group
level. The VAS has become one of four final accounts that can be found in many company annual
reports.
The other three accounts include the income statement, which reflects the profit performance of a
company over a given period. This is aimed primarily at shareholders and the equity investment
community, and is a statutory account required by the tax man and by banking institutions. In annual
reports, the income statement would reflect profit performance over a year, but most countries have at
least two more requirements: an interim (six-monthly) publication, and a preliminary year-end report
shortly after the close of the company’s year-end.
This is to be followed up by the annual report proper, with explanatory notes. In the United States,
the trend is towards more frequent publication, for example quarterly. This is another sign of the
obsession with performance reporting, which ignores the need to consider longer-term wealth
creation or sustainability.
Interestingly, South African goldmines have been reporting quarterly for many years; in part this is
a reflection of the “wasting asset” nature of any mine and the volatility of its performance owing to
factors largely beyond its control.
Next we have the balance sheet, which reflects the state of the company in terms of what it owes
and what it owns. Next to the VAS, we believe, it can be significant in broader disclosure,
particularly in employee reporting. It is crying out for simplification, shrouded in esotericism,
intelligible only to the informed, and shown only in the annual report. Changes in the balance sheet

are the ultimate indicators of company strength. Its significance to staff will be dealt with later in
discussing employee reporting.
Finally and also generally required, there is the cash flow statement. It says what it means: cash
flowing in and out of the company. Cash flow – or lack of – is a common “killer” in most company
failures, especially small companies. But it has limited uses as an indicator of health: cash flow can
change within months, if not weeks, and it’s quite possible for a company to report healthy cash flow
in its annual report, and then “die” for lack of it within days of publication, or even before it.
The VAS is primarily a reflection of behaviour, although this was not its original purpose. As
originally proposed by the British accounting profession in their Corporate Report of 1975, it was
conceived in the midst of labour unrest and appears to have been designed partly in response to union
pressure for fuller disclosure. It became a requirement for British public companies and in turn a
requirement for companies quoted on the London Stock Exchange.
The VAS succeeds where other modern attempts fail, in shifting companies away from short-term
cost accounting to an emphasis on longer-term growth. Those other attempts are for the most part just
a smokescreen for entrenching, rather than moving away from, the short-term cost and profit-driven
goals. They ultimately lack authenticity. The power of the VAS lies in its ability to encourage a
change in behaviour and what’s in the heart. It forges a common-fate purpose. It enhances
understanding and contributory and flexible behaviour.
Used as the final scoring system, a VAS makes a direct, understandable and generally acceptable
link between operational measurements and the company’s fate. “It is the golden thread that binds us
together,” says Factory Management at African Explosives Limited. Standard shareholder accounts
can be easily figured out from the VAS and explained to the general workforce – even to illiterates!
This link not only extends to accounting formats such as the income statement, but also formulae
such as EBIT, RONA, ROTA, EVA, MVA, TVA, etc. It embraces all operational tools such as 20
Keys, World Class Manufacturing, Theory of Constraints, and accounting tools such as the Balanced
Scorecard, the Triple Bottom Line, Employee Reporting, Social Reporting, Sustainability Reporting
and others. Finally, the company’s strategy can easily be sub-scores of the VAS that become
operational standards and the focal point of operational meetings. All of the above will be discussed
in greater detail later.
The current VAS format does have its blemishes and has tended to be relegated to Cinderella
status. The most important difficulty is that in most countries the VAS is not statutory and is unaudited.
This obviously erodes the basis of any accounting format in respect of discipline, consistency and
credibility. In spite of being recognised as one of the final accounts by the many companies that have
used it since the 70s, it nevertheless still tends to be seen as a “nice to show”.
Obviously, without these disciplines the VAS is easily manipulated at source. And even if it were
subjected to scrutiny by auditors, it would remain open to interpretation by a wider audience than that
of shareholders in a way that can affect, and has affected, its credibility.
Unfortunately the VAS has lent itself to manipulation by certain company leaderships who see it
as a way of forestalling employee unrest. Because it so often misrepresents the truth about wealth
distribution, some company managements in South Africa have actually abandoned it at the insistence
of unions. This is a case of throwing the baby out with the bathwater; a VAS if correctly interpreted
can be the most empowering tool in employee communication and development.
It is from time to time also used by company spin doctors when the company has to defend itself.

The South African coal-to-liquid petroleum venture, Sasol, has been making spectacular profits based
on import-parity pricing in the recent oil price surge. Then the company saw fit to reveal how much it
has contributed to GDP through value-added, how much employees and tax were paid and so on.
Although Sasol includes a VAS in its annual report, it’s seldom used by the company, or any other for
that matter, as a regular source of information. Companies seldom publish them in newspapers,
although with explanatory notes they could attract a much wider appeal. We believe that the VAS will
become more important with the growing clamour for easily comprehensible disclosure and pressure
for other reporting formats such as Sustainability and Social Reporting. From a broader viewpoint the
VAS actually reveals more than the standard income statement does, particularly when year-on-year
comparisons are made.
Outside costs (the second line of the VAS) is a major consideration in assessing company health:
from the size of these costs in relation to sales, and changes in this proportion, one gets an immediate
feel for where the company is heading. Similarly labour’s share of wealth created, and changes in this
share, are of great importance in the assessment of a company. We know of some investment analysts
that regularly use it; in their view the VAS, despite being unaudited, gives reliable information; most
of its components would have had to be audited in arriving at an income statement. A statutory,
logical and audited VAS would of course enhance improved investment analysis of companies no
end.
In South Africa, following the British format is a habit that formed in the 1970s out of the need for
companies listed in Britain to meet that country’s accounting requirements. With its emphasis on
wealth creation and equitable distribution, however, the VAS has become increasingly pertinent to
modern demands on a company and growing economies like South Africa.
Income is broadly defined as all the money the company receives from its customers and other
sources, for example interest earned. The difference between the terms sales, turnover, income and
revenue is often not clearly understood and the terms are often loosely used in-house, so we suggest
simply following the top line of the income statement. Indirect taxes such as VAT should be excluded
from income.
Outside costs or outside supplies are simply all the things you bought from others who are not part
of the company “family”. Some people equate the figure in the VAS with variable costs or raw
materials, obviously taking their cue directly from the standard accounts, but there are many fixed
costs that come from outside suppliers, such as electricity, telephones, stationery, etc. Not all things
bought from outsiders should automatically be included in this category. Car purchases or leases
intended as employee perks, for example, should be classified under the employee share.
To repeat: value-added or wealth created is the difference between what one received in income
and what one paid for supplies or services from “outsiders”. It’s a measurement that clearly stands on
its own. There is a danger at certain levels that it may be seen as synonymous with profit or even
gross profit. Because of its importance to the company as a whole, there should be no
misunderstanding around this figure. Expressions such as “is this adding value?” or “what value did
you add today?” should become part of everyday language and operational discussions. Employees at
one of our sites often refer to “the pie” in discussing influences on wealth creation; they are clearly
comfortable with the idea that the bigger the pie, the more there is to share. This kind of familiarity,
together with awareness of the need to enhance wealth creation, creates the climate for a spontaneous
movement towards flexible pay and gain-sharing.

The employee component ought to reflect everything that is spent on employees: salaries, wages,
benefits, PAYE (taxation on the basis of “pay as you earn”), training, etc. Pressure has been mounting
to split the measurement up into categories of employees, and in particular to distinguish between the
management and the general workforce. But in most cases we have found that such a split says very
little because, regardless of differentiated pay, the largest slice of the pie goes to the workforce in any
case. That there may be a place for a system based on the Gini Coefficient will be argued later.
Another temptation is to show employee pay less PAYE and to add the PAYE to the tax heading. This
is clearly not correct. We shall discuss it in the context of tax.
In South Africa skills development qualifies for reimbursement by the state. In such cases, it
would be logical to show a “net” training expenditure, which could upset the balance. The
reimbursement could be offset either in higher income or lower outside costs or, better still, lower
tax.
Savings are made up of retained income and depreciation. This is one area where we later argue
for a change to exclude depreciation. Profits are then calculated simply by adding retained income to
the dividend paid.
Taxation for the most part refers to company tax. But it ought to include other payments to
government such as local-government levies. We favour inclusion of expenditure on purely social
investment programmes; reimbursements could be dealt with in the same manner as training subsidies.
While VAT is clearly not an appropriate inclusion under this tax heading, the argument is less clear
for other direct taxes such as customs, excise, import tariffs, etc. They should be reflected as an
outside cost. Better yet, they could be shown as a reduction in income. Inevitably these taxes, like
VAT, are recovered in selling prices.
The argument that PAYE should be taken out of the employee share and added to the tax category
has little or no validity. In principle, company taxes are a reflection of the company’s relationship
with the government, and personal income tax reflects the relationship between the individual and the
government. Those of us who feel oppressed by the tax burden dislike the idea of classifying
government as a contributor to wealth creation. It’s a point of view which in no way alters the
principle that government’s primary function is to create the conditions for wealth creation.
Government’s revenue from company tax is totally reliant on the size of value-added and one could
not conceivably classify government as an “expense” except maybe in the case of a “user-pays” fee
that is entailed in a particular government or parastatal service.
In our simplified example earlier we spoke of shareholders. They can also be called “owners”.
This heading covers the dividend only, and is the cash component of profits; the rest being ploughed
back into the business. Unfortunately the issue is often muddied by other obscure considerations. We
have had great difficulty in persuading some wholly-owned subsidiaries to treat “head office” costs
as an outside supply because these costs imply paying for a service or support function from another,
albeit the owner.
At one site where we worked, the accountants insisted on adding the “central office” expense to
increase the dividend. This subsidiary had been running at a loss, so they felt justified in showing that
the owner was at least getting some money, albeit for services rendered. Then the subsidiary swung
into profit and they suddenly changed the approach. It’s this kind of figure-fudging that destroys the
credibility of the accounting profession, especially for a sceptical audience such as employees.
The shareholder issue is also apt to be complicated by different categories of shareholders, but

this is rare. For example, holders of “preference shares” receive a guaranteed return. They are not (in
our view) fully aligned with common fate, which is a primary condition for inclusion as a
beneficiary. Because preference dividends are mostly not a very significant part of the full
shareholder return, they are best included in the shareholder component. In the absence of a definite
convention the best policy is to follow the behavioural logic and stick with it. At the very least,
explanatory notes can be used to clarify the approach where needed in specific forums.
In the original British format the term “providers of capital” was used instead of our
“shareholders”. This included interest paid to banks and other institutions or bond-holders. Where we
have worked, we stripped out interest paid and included it as an outside cost. I argued strongly for
this change in two articles published in the professional mouthpiece Accountancy SA in May 2001.
Banks and other providers of guaranteed loans are not part of the “family of contributors”. Banks
cannot be viewed as risk-takers; to the extent that they take any risk at all, the level of that risk is
reflected in differentiated interest rates – in premiums above or discounts below the benchmark
(usually called the prime rate). As far as risk-taking is concerned, most banks are ranked higher than
other creditors. No company would view interest paid as anything but a cost and a burden to a
company.
Treating interest paid as an outside cost follows the same logic as the treatment of interest earned.
Even in the British format, this is shown as part of income in the top line (sometimes separately). If
interest earned is part of the top three lines, then surely interest paid must be as well. Otherwise one
would have to show interest earned as a negative under “providers of capital”.
A further argument for viewing interest paid as an outside cost is that lending institutions also add
value in their own right. The largest part of the wealth created by a bank for example lies in the
difference between interest earned and interest paid. If a company in debt makes interest part of its
wealth distribution, then on a national level we are guilty of double accounting.
By showing interest as an outside cost and a negative factor in wealth creation one can influence
behaviour that affects working capital. Operational principles like “just in time”, unnecessary
stockpiling of materials and finished goods, OTIF (on time in full), debtor control and general cash
flow considerations lose their significance if interest paid is viewed as part of wealth creation itself.
After all, it could be argued, the more interest we as a company pay the bigger the pie! Amortisation
falls in the same category as depreciation.
The other change we would agitate for is to take depreciation out of savings and add it to outside
costs. This argument may not be as clear-cut as the one on interest, but it follows the same logic.
Depreciation basically means “paying off” a capital item that was bought from an outsider in the
first place to be reflected on the balance sheet. It entails writing off a number from the balance sheet
and transferring it to the income statement. Two other arguments for classifying depreciation as an
outside cost are: (a) because depreciation in essence is the cost of wear and tear of equipment from
an outside supplier, it clearly is an outside cost, and (b) removing it from savings will be a fairer
reflection of the way savings have strengthened the company. Obviously, removing depreciation from
savings avoids confusing changes to wealth distribution as plant is written off. It would also facilitate
sensible comparisons of wealth distributions of similar companies because it eliminates the need to
consider age of plant, etc.
Because depreciation does not affect cash flow, some companies take it out of the standard VAS
and refer to the result as a “cash value-added statement”.

One exception to the depreciation rule is where companies, influenced by inflation accounting,
include “replacement of equipment at future cost” as part of the depreciation or savings component of
the VAS. This is not simply wear and tear and therefore is arguably very different from normal
depreciation. Indeed it is still taxable and therefore classified as part of retained income. It really is
nothing more than a disciplined or compulsory component of retained income.
We accept that not all of value-added reporting is as simple as we have portrayed. Financial
institutions and investment companies for example have to deal with complex concepts such as
imbedded value. There are a few others where the simplicity of the value-added approach may be
challenged. A detailed answer to these exceptional items is beyond this work but a good general rule
is to follow the same logic that is applied to the income statement. A further powerful guide is to
follow the simple and unassailable logic of the VAS itself.
Our research has revealed that where legislation does not prescribe the publication of a VAS,
companies follow a variety of formats that appear logical to them. Unfortunately many have just stuck
blindly to a conventional format. We ourselves have insisted on excluding interest paid from wealth
distribution; only very recently have we resigned ourselves to the inevitability of removing
depreciation from savings and including it as an outside cost. BASF in Germany (in common we
suspect with much of continental Europe) use the format we are proposing. They do indeed classify
interest, amortisation and depreciation as outside costs. This creates a purer and more accurate
definition of value-added or wealth created.
I am not an accountant but I’ve had close ties with the accounting profession in both my
broadcasting and consulting careers and my arguments reflect years of fruitful discussion about
translating the figures for less accountancy-literate groups, and employees. A set of accounts is
nothing more than a presentation of figures in a certain way. The format has to stand up to a test of
logic applicable to its target market. Because of inconsistencies in current presentations of the VAS,
we are calling our approach the Contribution Account. This is much more than a format. It’s a
reflection of a desired behavioural reality and creates a more suitable strategic and operational
accounting process.
A more recent compounding factor in company accounting are executive share schemes, where
executives are allocated shares and cash pay-outs under what Warren Buffet has called complex
“fuzzy maths”. At allocation they are assigned to the equity component of the balance sheet, diluting
shareholding and eventually earnings per share.
Dividend payments to executives on the VAS or Contribution account will no doubt be reflected
under this category in that statement. But when executives are paid bonuses based on vaguely defined
criteria of shareholder value or share prices, and set by “Chihuahuas” on Remuneration Committees,
the accounting becomes far more complex. One simply cannot fiddle with changes on the balance
sheet without these being reflected in the income statement and clearly the VAS or Contribution
Account. These allocations will have to be carefully considered and where they affect the income
statement as a cost, the same logic has to be transferred to the VAS or Contribution Account. In the
latter it will most likely have to be housed in the employee share and in time cause pressure for a
distinction to be made between standard basic pay and executive remuneration.
For our part, it is clear that in most cases, shareholders are not fully aware, or even sensitive, to
the cost of executive remuneration. Market capitalisation of most of the big corporations is so large
that milking the equity account and marginally diluting share returns has little obvious impact, yet it

can lead to multi-million rand pay-outs on an individual level. The “con” of the process is that in
order to reduce diluted earnings, executives are under extreme pressure to maximise profits, not only
exacerbating the marginalisation process we spoke of earlier, but further aggravating income
disparities.

Key issues of the Contribution account

If you study the diagram in Figure 10 you will see that the Contribution Account is a lot more than
simply an accounting format or a set of figures.
There is a clear and direct link between behaviour and outcome, cause and effect. We dare say
there is no other format in accounting that does this so well. It confirms in detail the link between
contribution and reward, or giving and receiving. Even at this “headline” level, it gives all involved
in the activity a clear qualitative line of sight.
A question often raised in groups is who decides who should get what in wealth distribution. This
is of course largely beyond the control of any of the parties, including shareholders. Wealth
distribution will depend on the type of industry or other activity: an industry that is highly mechanised
or capital-intensive will look different from one that has very little plant and equipment, or is labourintensive. In the capital-intensive case, the cut for the shareholders needs to be much larger, whereas
in a labour-intensive organisation the employee share is often as high as 70% or more; this is
particularly true of retail companies, most of which own little in the way of fixed assets, and lease the
premises they use. In highly capital-intensive companies such as Sasol the employee share could be
as low as 30% or 40%. To try drawing direct comparisons among companies in similar industries is
not always appropriate either, since there may be substantial differences in individual structures and
requirements. If the employee share of wealth is larger in retail organisation A than in organisation B,
it doesn’t necessarily mean that A is overstaffed; it might own some shopping malls or buildings in
which it is active, and in that case the share given to capital or shareholders would naturally be
higher.
The shifting of depreciation from distribution to outside supplies reduces the differences between
capital-intensive companies owning new plant, and those that have already written off their plants. It
makes distribution comparisons more relevant, but still not fully valid.
An important argument for separating depreciation from distribution is that as plant is written off

it is seldom replaced with new plant at a value equivalent to the initial investment. Well-maintained
machinery can last for several decades and outlast its full depreciation. This may mean that the
employee share in the Contribution Account increases, giving the false impression that employees
have been paid more. It will shift attention to the value-added or the contribution measurement itself.
If depreciation is treated as an outside cost, the contribution figure will increase as soon as plant is
fully depreciated. This will make comparisons of value-added among companies in similar industries
less than fair – not that they were altogether appropriate to begin with.
As mentioned earlier, the determination of the share of reward is not an arbitrary affair; it is
governed first and foremost by the customer’s needs. Arguments against mechanisation and in favour
of labour-intensiveness as a way to alleviate unemployment often fail to recognise this fundamental
point. One cannot simply replicate Sasol’s production of fuel from coal by getting employees to chew
lumps of coal and spit out refined petrol: the process requires highly sophisticated plant – many
square kilometres of it. On the other hand, retailers have yet to discover a way of “processing”
shoppers through their stores without there being any interaction with an assistant on the shop floor or
at the checkout. Fears that Internet home shopping will ultimately destroy the shopping malls are
about as well founded as the historic view that the electronic media would destroy newspapers. The
balance between the requirements of labour and capital and even the make-up of those factors
themselves are ultimately determined by what makes sense in serving the customer.
Of course many would argue that, because of the keenness for “profit maximisation”, there is
constant pressure to reduce the employee share and increase the shareholder share and retained
income. This is true and again reflects the illogical obsession with distribution rather than creation.
After all, it is better to have a 10% share of 1 000, than a 50% share of 100.
If we look at the way wealth created is distributed among categories we may conclude that this
too is not arbitrary. What is paid to employees will depend first on how many employees one needs –
the kind of skills and qualifications required – and the market price for these skills and qualifications.
We will argue later that this doesn’t necessarily exclude something more flexible than dogmatic
adherence to market-related pay. Suffice it for now to say one is not as much in control of the
employee share as one would like to be.
One is also clearly not in control of the government share, despite all the tax avoidance and
evasion tricks tax consultants may pull. The tax is calculated on profits earned and is influenced by
the amount of wealth created. Nor would it be wise for government to set company taxes more or less
at will. High corporate taxes tend to discourage wealth creation and reduce the total revenue from this
source.
From the distribution point of view, profits (the wealth that remains after deduction of employee
share and taxes) are probably the least controllable by those running or owning a company. The
amount allocated to savings is normally subject to what makes sense in terms of the company’s plans
for the future, and the dividend must meet certain expectations over time. A company that is able to
make exorbitant profits will soon face competition and pressure on its prices – unless of course it’s
somehow protected against competition.
We have examined the VASs of many companies over a number of years. The distribution ratios
(Figure 10) were based on initial research covering hundreds of companies and then the calculation
of an average for South Africa as a whole. The analysis was broadly confirmed by comparison with
the make-up of GDP as shown in the South African Reserve Bank’s quarterly bulletins, and with

research done by other specialist labour consultancies and organisations. In updating the initial
findings we found that, on average, distribution had not changed much; if anything the share of labour
had fallen and that of tax had dropped marginally, reflecting again capital squeezing out other
constituents. We have stuck to the original proportions because the message remains the same and we
doubt if further detail can add anything significant.
So the proportions, while relatively accurate, can never be absolute. The same proviso applies in
country comparisons. Although we have found wealth distribution to be remarkably similar in some
countries, there seems little to be gained from a country-to-country comparison. The make-up of each
economy will make for differences in distribution and overrule any other possible conclusions such
as inappropriate distribution. As we mentioned earlier, the Contribution Account may add some
legitimacy to such comparisons, but still not conclusively so.
Validity of comparisons aside, there are some important messages in what we do know of wealth
distribution. The first is the argument we proposed earlier: there is a limit to the extent that any
stakeholder can dictate the share of wealth he/she/it desires or exercise control over it. One is seldom
in control of what one gets; what one gives is a different matter. In terms of the Contribution Account,
one has more control of the wealth one creates than of the way the wealth is distributed. This form of
accounting highlights the futility of a conventional focus on wealth distribution rather than on wealth
creation – an attitude encouraged by short-term profitability motives and of course the self-interest
motive itself, which assesses every action in terms of what’s-in-it-for-me.
The second fact about average wealth distribution is that employees by and large are the biggest
single beneficiaries of wealth creation. If one views savings differently, and considers only the cash
dividend, then shareholders, or owners, would seem to be the smallest immediate beneficiaries of
wealth distribution. We have found this to be the case in virtually all the Contribution Accounts that
we have examined in client organisations.
When we confront managements with this detail, We are often surprised at how few of them are
aware of it; such is the extent to which the VAS is ignored as an operational tool. Invariably they
respond: “Ja! Go and tell them! They get the biggest share and they still always agitate for more!”
This goes to show just how deeply rooted is the idea of labour commoditisation, and the assumption
that labour’s interests are directly at odds with those of capital. It also shows the extent to which the
standard VAS has been abused: instead of being a part of on-going communication and informationsharing, it tends to be pulled out of the hat when the company management wishes to make the point
that labour already gets the biggest cut. Such misuse of information destroys the messenger and
ultimately the message itself.
This was one of my reasons for moving away from the value-added format. The Contribution
Account is admittedly not a major reformatting of the VAS. Rather, it is intended to enhance an
understanding of wealth creation and wealth distribution. No doubt some people look upon wealth
distribution simply as a reflection of “benefit”. But my argument is based on the idea that if an
undertaking is driven by the market forces of supply, demand and price, value-added reflects both
reward and contribution. To see the distribution components only as benefit or reward is unhelpful
and mischievous. If the total value-added or wealth created is a reflection of both contribution and
reward, then it can be termed either.
There is no logical reason to conclude that if wealth created is a measurement of contribution, its
components can be seen as representing reward alone. The components need to be seen also as

reflecting relative or proportionate contribution. Given the average breakdown of distribution as 50%
to employees, 15% to the state, 25% for company savings and 10% as shareholder cash or dividend,
one may argue that these elements represent not only proportional reward but also relative
contribution. And in a purely mathematical sense employees are the biggest contributors, and
shareholders the smallest. Shareholders become the second biggest contributors if savings are added
to the dividend to make after-tax profits. But they are still on average a long way behind labour.
Armed with this interpretation, we do indeed “go and tell labour that they get the biggest cut”.
When there are howls of derision, we offer the contribution interpretation, and that leads to a chorus
of: “Ja! Go and tell them (the management)!” The divide is sadly obvious. We then go on to examine
the very powerful philosophical assumption about the dominance of ownership over labour. And we
often stun groups into silence by asking: “Who should control companies, or any collective for that
matter: the biggest contributor or the smallest? Our instinct tells us that it should be the biggest. Why
then do shareholders govern companies and not the employees?”
Mostly the reaction is: “Because we’re not allowed to” or “We don’t have and aren’t given the
skills to run companies”. A more honest response would be: “Because we don’t behave like
contributors but like takers, and therefore have no right to govern.” Once when we suggested that, a
very shrewd veteran trade unionist at a goldmine responded: “That may be true. But we behave like
takers because we’re treated like takers!” which is perhaps closest to the truth.
To revisit a point we made earlier…it’s as if there is an orchestrated conspiracy to relegate
labour to the status of a wage slave. And it seems to us that labour is its own worst enemy here.
Those who focus mostly on what they can get out of a situation rather than what they can give,
immediately reduce their status to that of a victim.
The above arguments are based on assumptions that even the most broad-minded and
compassionate of corporate executives may baulk at; in our experience there’s particular resistance to
the idea that employees are bigger contributors to a company’s fortunes than shareholders are. The
notion of governance by shareholders is deeply entrenched; it’s seen as unarguable. But in our view it
ignores the figures and accounting evidence, and makes about as much sense as the fact that Eminem
earns a million times more than a teacher does, yet contributes almost nothing to the enrichment of
children’s lives. As we see it, the monetary success of a rap artist is a reflection of how perfectly the
market reflects our imperfections.
Figures and accounting evidence apart, there’s a sense in which employees do have more
governance of a company than shareholders do. We are referring to the fact that executives, including
the CEO, are as a rule classified as employees and it’s only because they are in charge of the day-today running of a company that governance rests with them. On the other hand employees take the view
that executives govern on behalf of shareholders and therefore the interests of the owners are
paramount in any company. Our own sense, however, is that more often than not executives govern on
behalf of themselves, effectively introducing another “estate” in wealth distribution.
The fact is that good companies aren’t governed by shareholders, executives or employees, but by
the customer. The sooner every money-hungry megalomaniac in any position in a company realises
that, the sooner the debate around governance and equitable wealth distribution will be relegated to
its proper place as secondary to contribution, service and consequential wealth creation.
If wealth distribution is not arbitrary, is there an equitable norm for distribution? There is, if
companies can resist the temptation to behave like adolescents under peer pressure. We have seen

that there’s little to be gained from trying to compare the Contribution Account of one company with
that of another. The true value of the Account is to be found in its comparisons with that of previous
periods. Because the Contribution Account so accurately reflects behaviour, the key to optimal
distribution lies in
• meeting the legitimate expectations of all of the stakeholders, and
• ensuring continued and enhanced contribution.
Clearly the two elements are mutually supportive and each is indispensable to the other. It’s also
clear that the conditions we apply at individual level for inner peace and contentment, apply equally
to the success and health of a collective or a company. A company that has low expectations and high
aspirations is arguably healthier and more flexible than one where expectations are high and
aspirations low. Equally important are the perceptions of reality that each stakeholder group has.
The best example we have in South Africa is the destructive and extensive platinum mine strike.
After the longest strike in the country’s history (three months) at the time of writing both parties were
no-where near closing the gap. Some R20-billion had been lost in mine revenue, workers losing some
R7-billion of that, and the impact has been felt in the national and local economies.
Here’s where it matters to have effective communication both internal and external.
Communication is about much more than public relations or spin; it’s about raising awareness of the
reality and encouraging aspirations while containing expectations. Amazingly, most communication
efforts achieve exactly the opposite, perhaps because they have been guided by the advertising
agencies and their PR cohorts, who largely run external as well as internal communication.
We shall now examine how the criteria of maximum wealth creation and optimum wealth
distribution apply to the different groups.

Labour as a beneficiary of wealth creation
The essence of success as an employee is not to see yourself as being used by a collective or a
company to achieve its ends, but rather to see the collective as an instrument for unleashing your true
value. This lies in your capacity to make a contribution to the good of others. Anything in the
workplace that detracts from this is reducing your value. Anything that shifts your focus from “give”
to “get” ultimately does the same thing. The extent to which you fall into these traps, or allow yourself
to be drawn into them, is the extent to which you hand over your true power to another. There are
many of these seductive elements in a company. One of them is the way that pay has been structured.
Institutionalised pay structures have firmly entrenched labour as a cost rather than as a contributor –
even though, as we have seen from the Contribution Account, labour is generally by far the biggest
contributor to wealth creation.
The broad postulate that for most companies labour is the biggest contributor to wealth is true, but
what the commodity expression of labour does is to muddy this expression. The coercive nature of
determining wages and salaries in an atmosphere of conflict between labour and capital breaks a
fundamental link between true value and price. It rides rough-shod over the reality that even an
engineer receiving a minimum wage in a company is vastly overpriced if that company itself is adding
no value or is running at a massive loss. Ultimately all rewards have to be linked to what the ultimate
buyer or customer finds valuable, not to self-determined extortion.
This questions many of the current measurements on labour productivity. There are several within
two approaches based either on volume or value. For example, if say 10 workers produced 20
widgets at R10 each a month, and the following month 22, their productivity in volume terms would
have increased by 10% to R220. But if, say the price obtained for each widget dropped in that month
by 10%, the value of their production would be less at R198. So labour productivity has increased in
volume but fallen in value. Of course, the converse would also be true – productivity in volume could
fall, but in value increase. Another productivity calculation makes use of a ratio between volume
output per work and capital employed.
Value-added or wealth created is probably still the best method of monitoring labour
productivity. It is simply the ratio of wealth created to number of workers – thus: WC = R100m;
divided 1000 employees gives R100 000 per employee. Like all other measures of productivity it
does have some paradoxes, e.g. if the share of the total wage bill of wealth created increases from
say 50% to 60% it most likely reflects a decline in labour productivity, especially if there’s been an
accompanying decline in profits or tax. On the other hand if the ratio between wealth created and
number of employees increases then labour productivity has increased – thus: WC = R110m; divided
by 1000 employees gives R110 000 per employee.
What this all shows is the huge pitfall in “aggregating” labour productivity on a national or
country basis. It is also very questionable to make company or even country comparisons because a
number of things such as mechanisation, relative technology deployment and capital deployment itself
in terms of plant, age of plant and depreciation can all impact on that calculation. Labour productivity

is subservient to the key requirements of sensible distribution: meeting the legitimate expectations of
all of the stakeholders and encouraging continued contribution.
If labour productivity is to have any merit as a company indicator, it clearly has to be measured in
value and not volume. In turn, this value has to be linked to value-added or wealth created as
determined by the value of the product or service to the customer. This makes the case for flexible
pay even stronger, because then it will also reflect true value, and not an extorted price by organised
coercion.
We live in a changing and dynamic world in which little is guaranteed. The income of a company
may be influenced by numerous events, many of them beyond the control of the company itself:
changes in interest rates, economic booms and busts, a new competitor, and exchange-rate
movements, to name just a few. Outside costs are likewise not set in concrete. They can be influenced
by the very same factors that influence income.
Let’s refer to the Contribution Account in Figure 9. It is obvious that wealth created, being the
sum of two potentially erratic numbers, will itself have a propensity to expand and contract beyond
the control of company owners, leaders or staff. It therefore makes sense to say that if wealth created
is itself variable, all components that depend on the wealth created should be as well. And so they
are. We know that profit itself is a variable number, entirely dependent on the performance of the
company in a given period. The size of the profit determines how much a company pays as dividend,
or whether it passes it altogether, or whether it adds anything to its savings. Indeed a loss has to be
funded from savings. Tax is also highly variable: the percentage of profit might not change, but the
amount obviously will. Not only will a company avoid paying tax if it runs at a loss but that loss will
be carried forward to reduce its tax burden the following year.
The employee group disturbs the balance, however. Salaries and wages are for the most part set
in concrete – except that in actuality they tend to increase each year. So they are a constant within an
otherwise variable structure. This is illogical. It’s tantamount to nailing down one’s deck chair so as
to secure one’s position on a sinking Titanic. Unless a company grows exponentially ad infinitum, the
employee share will in time crowd out the share of other parties. That crowding-out has never
happened so far as we know; indeed the evidence worldwide suggests that employee shares have
changed very little over the years despite constant increases in pay. The reason is obvious:
companies are paying more and more to fewer and fewer people.
Payroll-cutting is perhaps not too damaging in a country with full employment, a low birth rate
and a high level of social security, but the effects are truly punitive for a country such as South Africa,
which has a surplus of low-skilled people, a frightening unemployment rate and inadequate
unemployment benefits. For years organised labour has argued that pay increases are employment
generators because they encourage consumer spending, which in turn encourages production and
employment. Basic mathematical logic should tell us, however, that for a country to absorb (say) a
3% increase in job seekers, its economy would need to expand at about the same rate, and the growth
would have to be at least twice that in order for the unemployment rate to be lowered, let alone
brought anywhere near to zero. To accommodate increases in salaries and wages without claiming
these increases from other stakeholders would be to strain resources to breaking point. Admittedly
there are many other factors that could impact on growth, such as rates of interest and exchange, but
we have simplified the issue as a way of emphasising that the price of labour is one of the most
important prices in an economy and it cannot be deliberately engineered without distorting the

economy as a whole.
While there has been a slight drop in the rate of unemployment in South Africa in the past year or
so, it remains at a level of nearly 40% on a broad definition which includes people who have simply
stopped looking for work. A 10% level of unemployment in developed countries is viewed as
dangerous, with a potential to topple the government of the day. Yet these countries have high levels
of social security to prevent poverty and starvation. Unemployment is without doubt one of South
Africa’s key issues, ranking with, if not higher than crime and social discord. Arguably the three are
closely linked.
Scientific evidence over an extended period has confirmed a direct link between increasing
wages, labour unrest and unemployment. Although poverty and malnutrition in South Africa are
matters of concern, they are alleviated to some degree by “ubuntu” and the concept of the extended
family; the simple reality is that the employed more than the state, feed the unemployed. The trouble
with wage increases is that they are invariably accompanied by lay-offs.
The employee lucky enough to be retained barely has time to celebrate his (say) 10% pay increase
before the reality hits him. In the first instance inflation swallows nearly half the increase – or more,
depending on the make-up of the consumer price index. Because fuel is a large component of
consumer costs, it would impact on one of his biggest expenses: transport. Another bite of the
effective amount would be swallowed in tax. What’s more his newly-retrenched brother and his
family may soon be knocking at his door and asking to be fed (it has been reliably estimated that the
average worker in South Africa feeds 10 mouths). The net effect is that this employee’s real
disposable income has fallen, not risen. He has little option but to agitate for another increase
markedly above current inflation in order for him to recover to where he was before. This selffeeding circular effect adds to income disparities in measurements such as the Gini co-efficient which
measures household incomes and includes unemployed members of that household.
Labour flexibility, in which pay is probably the most important issue, is a worldwide criterion in
assessing a country’s growth prospects. South Africa has ranked very low in a World
Competitiveness Report on labour flexibility.
Variable pay, gain-sharing, profit-sharing, and incentive bonus schemes have become popular
across the world. We believe most fail in the most critical aspect of all: promoting the idea of
common fate in companies. They are mostly about incentive rather than involvement. In most cases
they have done nothing to prevent lay-offs at the behest of those who want maximum profit.
In most developed nations, the power of organised labour has been substantially eroded. In South
Africa the power of unions has been eroded further by the loss of membership through the loss of
jobs, and this sector is now turning some of its attention to the struggle for the unemployed. Even so, it
has largely failed to recognise the new opportunities offered by the shift to being market-driven.
Without doubt early working conditions, especially in one of South Africa’s biggest employers,
the mining industry, bred strong and radical unions which could rescue workers from their plight. At
the same time the government at the time hastened its own downfall by adopting the rather curious
stance that, because blacks were politically disenfranchised, they should have an escape valve in the
workplace – hence the legitimisation of unions which were previously not recognised. This
politicised the workplace overnight; it was the beginning of a movement similar to the British model
of intensive labour involvement in politics.
This explains the growth of a mostly adversarial relationship between capital and labour in South

Africa which is further fed by out-dated ideological paradigms, powerful competitive unions with
political clout, and big, powerful capital formations.
No employee can be content with working in a collective whose primary aim is to enrich the
owners and which will employ any means, seductive or threatening, to ensure that he/she remains
compliant. In such conditions of implicit conflict, it’s natural for another collective to form within the
company so as to protect workers’ interests.
But the winds of change in business will also inevitably affect the conventional role of organised
labour. Until now this role has been about protecting members and “taking” from the employment
environment. As we have argued earlier, however, a collective that is fixated on its own interest
becomes little more than another what’s-in-it-for-me grouping and sows the seeds of its ultimate
demise.
The inwardly-focused purpose can last only so long as its members are perceived to be
victimised by others around them. Power is something one earns by contributing to the good of the
world around one; control is something one imposes through threats and intimidation; the two should
not be confused. Power can be permanent, depending on the behaviour of the ones who hold it;
control eventually crumbles in the hands of those who think they have power. Organised labour has
always had a measure of both, but often reverts to control through intimidating tactics. These tactics
do work for a while, especially if the other parties’ slates are not clean. But the situation cannot last.
The trend worldwide has been a diminishing control capacity on the part of organised labour, to be
replaced by a greater degree of participative management.
The participative models in Japan and others such as Taiwan and Korea were one of their
greatest strengths; job security outranked pay security. With the possible exception of Taiwan, these
countries have shifted towards the capitalist model – and, ironically, have lost a lot of their growth
momentum. The German model of having labour representatives serve on the boards of companies
has its limitations. It may be a good device for keeping shareholders informed of grass-roots
concerns, but the labour board members have less power than one unhappy employee in the
workplace that is prepared to throw a spanner in the works. The worker on the board can easily be
outvoted by his peers; but a disgruntled group at the coal-face can bring the entire production to a
halt.
Before examining the challenges now being faced by organised labour, we need to reflect on
those unclean slates. The raw logic of the market that is often applied to labour is inappropriate to say
the least and some of its shortcomings have already been highlighted. And if we accept that perfect
markets reflect all imperfections, it follows that these imperfections themselves can be addressed
only through laws and conscience, of which the latter is more powerful. Despite all the capitalist
clamour for labour flexibility, few people can condone sweatshops, child labour and slave wages. In
this, organised labour, together with world bodies such as the International Labour Organisation, will
always have to play a role.
The other mark on the slate has been executive pay. It’s hard to believe that this is a true
reflection of market forces. Differential pay linked to the supply and demand for skills and
qualifications cannot on its own account for the huge disparities. Rather, the pay seems to be linked to
a basket of dubious criteria underpinned by the philosophy of maximum shareholder value. The trend
started a few decades ago when it became fashionable to recruit the professional executive as a
trouble-shooter. This company gunslinger would be rewarded on short-term turnaround criteria. After

achieving these, she/he would move on to the next ailing victim, and then the next. The mercenary
rewards far outweighed the risks that one’s reputation would in time collapse. Soon, the pay of
“home-grown” executives ballooned to similar proportions, the thinking being that if they were any
good at achieving maximum shareholder value they’d no doubt either be poached by other
organisations or set themselves up as mercenaries. Another point in their favour was that they could
in many cases write their own cheques with no deference to shareholders. A further factor in
countries like South Africa is the defence of executive pay on the grounds that these people are an
“international commodity” qualifying for pay similar to that of their counterparts in other countries.
And the virus spreads: central-, local- and semi-government organisations start viewing “executive”
as a professional category, implying that heads of departments and other organisations qualify for
similar levels of pay.
If George Soros is to be believed, markets that reflect imperfections and imbalances cause
bubbles. These bubbles inevitably burst. The needle to do that with executive pay is the new scrutiny
that executive behaviour is being subjected to.
From an employee point of view, executive pay levels do little to enhance morale. Organised
labour has also found a new and legitimate bone of contention. It has always been so that large
income disparities cause resentment and unrest, and a company cannot be different. At a national
level, the importance of income differences is recognised by the Gini Coefficient. The differences are
measured on a scale of 0 to 1, with the lower end reflecting smaller differences and the higher end
reflecting larger differences. South Africa has a startlingly high coefficient of .58 and executive pay is
we dare say a burning issue second only to unemployment itself.
We believe that some kind of Gini index can be applied to companies. Of course it would have to
take into account the fact that a company doesn’t have unemployed people in the way that a country
does, and there would have to be some adjustment for this factor, as well as for sectoral differences
and surpluses and shortages of skills, to arrive at a norm for national and international comparison
purposes. Union agitation against executive pay levels are seldom based on the executive pay itself,
so much as on the strongly emotive comparison between multi-million Rand pay-outs at one end and
near-minimum wages at the other. A scientific norm will add to the unions’ armoury, besides giving
shareholders a benchmark for executive remuneration.
Organised labour’s greatest opportunity lies in becoming outward-looking. If it’s true that at a
personal, private level our value lies in our capacity to contribute to the wellbeing of others, then it’s
equally true for an employee. As an employee one must find this contributory capacity in the
collective’s effort to be of service to the customer. A labour union leader that honestly has the
interests of members at heart will rise to the challenge. Nothing could be of greater service to union
members than ensuring that they are afforded the maximum opportunity of contributing, thereby
unleashing their true value. If a labour union decides that it too has as fundamental interest in ensuring
that companies never neglect the customer, that union won’t only be revolutionary, but will also earn
a kind of power surpassing that of any party that’s inwardly-focused.

Labour and a new World economic order
Two words, one concept, is all it takes to produce a revolutionary and exciting potential blueprint for
a new economic model that breaks free from hackneyed ideological rhetoric, yet is rooted firmly in
logic and accommodates best known practices. And they have come from an unlikely but authoritative
and widely experienced source: that of Bobby Godsell, Chairman of Business Leadership in South
Africa.
Singing the praises of labour in an article in Times Live, he used the term “wealth creators” in
referring to the 50 million people in this country. “Work” he says, “has always been a central and
valuable part of the lives of men and women. From hunter-gatherer societies, to settled agricultural
communities, through the industrial age, and now in the knowledge society, the capacity to create
value in a way that improves the individual’s life circumstance has been central to the human story.
Homo Faber – man the maker – is as central to this story as Homo Sapiens – man the knower.”
He then puts labour at the very heart of wealth creation: “Work is about creating value. The best
definition of entrepreneurship is the process of combining resources in new ways to make more. This
more, in order to be sustainable, must create goods or services for a customer in a way that brings
acceptable benefits to the provider. This, indeed, is what real wealth creation is about”.
My interactions with Godsell go back to the days when he was Human Resources Chief at Anglo
American and when he and N.U.M. founder Cyril Ramaphosa were regular guests on TV news and
actuality shows. It does not surprise me that despite his subsequent “capitalist” public image he has
always held a somewhat different view about labour from his executive colleagues and contemporary
capitalist moguls. But what has surprised me is his denunciation of the current economic model and
its “side-lining” of labour.
He writes: “In the past few decades, a mind-set has developed, particularly in Anglo-Saxon
capitalism that has viewed employment in precisely the opposite terms to those described above. As
we moved to fund-manager capitalism and a focus on short-term returns, companies that cut costs
dramatically were seen as winners. Often the easiest way to cut costs was to reduce employment.”
We first used the concept of labour as “wealth creators” in our earliest basic economic courses
for company employees. But it was not even our idea. It came from a barely literate participant in one
of our pilot programmes who made the connection after we explained the process of wealth creation
or adding value in the most basic of terms. It showed us once and for all not only how simple the
concept of wealth creation is but how easily the mantle is adopted by employees—and with pride. It
is not only “an entrepreneur” that creates wealth, but entrepreneurial behaviour, a willingness to make
a contribution, which can be displayed and unleashed at all levels within the labour ranks or as
individuals, self-employed or unemployed. In this context, the term “labour” means all “doers”, from
sweeper to chief executive.
Ultimately, only doing something (including rational thinking), and not simply owning or
investing, creates wealth. For it means transforming one situation, circumstance or set of resources,
into another. It is the oldest economic concept known to mankind – predating even trade and dating

back to purely self-sufficient individuals or families. When barter and trade became part of social coexistence, then a “value” or price could be placed on the process itself.
Since the beginning labour (both as human beings and human activity) has been the centre of
creating value. Yet, only in rare pockets, or time frames in some countries, have we seen labour adopt
this central and dominant role. Under the known systems, labour has been enslaved either to capital or
governments.
Today still, the concept of “labourism” is not broadly defined as potentially another economic
model, but rather as an activist movement within the understood ideologies, as a class war, as a
struggle for worker’s rights. Despite his criticism of capitalist behaviour in modern times and some
useful suggestions on social and individual behaviour adjustments for a better employment
environment, Godsell understandably does not offer an answer to the need for breaking down current
ideological paradigms and putting labour onto the pedestal it deserves.
The hurdles are quite daunting. We have to at least start with recognising the huge deficiencies in
the labour market which in its present commoditised form simply cannot capture the three
dimensional essence of labour. One dimension is skills and qualifications; the second is willingness
and passion, and the third, the most important by far, is simply that the value of labour, as in all things
is not determined by its own needs, ability to mobilise, haggle and extort, but by the usefulness to
someone else of what it collectively does – for the customer, the market.
The conventional labour market places most emphasis on the first commodity dimension, and
rather crudely. Some recognition is given to the second dimension, again mostly inaccurately by
focussing on shareholder rather than tangible customer value, through bonus and merit schemes. But
the third and most important, that the value of those efforts is ultimately determined by what the end
customer, or market, is prepared to pay, is largely ignored. We will suggest some practical ways this
can be done, even if only moderately and at an individual company level, through concepts such as
common purpose, common fate and fortune sharing.
Labourism implies the unthinkable to most labour champions at present: embracing as a collective
a market orientated approach. It has to be willing to allow its collective value to be determined by its
usefulness to others, the contribution and difference it makes, the value it adds to other people’s lives.
This, we know, is volatile and seldom set in stone. Real labour flexibility implies an ability of
collective adjustment. This can be done while still accommodating a differentiating template for the
supply of and demand for skills and qualifications.
Capitalism has (falsely in my view) claimed to be the exclusive champion of free markets. The
real essence of capitalism is not market led but profit led and capital dominated, to the extent that it
has created devious instruments for delinking wealth creation from tangible value based on
contribution to the broader market.
We have made a huge leap when business leaders such as Godsell, entrepreneurs, investors and
others, can acknowledge the basic tenet that labour is at the heart of all wealth creation.
All it needs to give expression to a new world economic order is for labour itself to accept the
risks, responsibilities and accountabilities that go with claiming this position.
Having worked with thousands of employees, we can say with conviction that the failure to
recognise their contributory potential is a demoralising factor. They feel shunned and powerless to
shift the hierarchy above them. In some cases, organised labour has tried to remedy matters with
additional training on its own account. But such action remains secondary to the primary role of

unions as they themselves perceive it: ensuring enhanced material benefits. In our view of the
problem, a number of legitimate grievances can actually be restated in the perspective of service and
customer interests. For example, instead of deploring the unfairness of executive pay, one could argue
that it’s unfair for customers to have to foot the bill for such extravagance.
Organised labour has annual negotiations on pay and working conditions. It should insist on
another annual or even more regular event to discuss how company service and employee
contribution may be enhanced. To us it seems completely wrong that the largest contributor to wealth
created has a scheduled mass representative meeting only to discuss what it can get, rather than what
can be given.
A further role for organised labour is the development of labour cooperatives. Empowerment
issues in South Africa have tended to focus on changing ownership of companies by using pension
and provident funds. This has done little more than create a new black elite whose behaviour has
been cloned from that of its white counterparts; by far the greater part of previously disadvantaged
groups has been excluded from this empowerment. Even preferential recruiting under affirmative
action is inhibited by considerations such as lack of skills.
We believe that labour cooperatives are the single best way to loosen the grip that conventional
ownership has on economic enterprise. This is the most powerful way of showing that the capitalist
emperor has no clothes. As we saw with the Spanish Mondragon cooperative, there needs to be a
redefinition of the relationship between capital and the enterprise. We also need a different way of
accounting and a shift away from the traditional income statement. Contribution Accounting is ideal.
Indeed Mondragon applies something very close to this format with some interesting additional
features. Its treatment of profit is based on the philosophy that capital is a resource, or a means to an
end: 10% of annual net profits goes to charity, and 40% is allocated to a “collective internal
account”, which is collectively owned and managed for the common good. If the cooperative ever
ceased to exist, that 40% would be added to the 10% that goes to charity. The remaining 50% would
be available to owner-employees for use as collateral for a loan from the Working People’s Bank.
Such an arrangement would redefine “profits” in the Contribution Account. The other categories
such as employees and tax can likewise be redefined for consistency with the spirit of a cooperative.
The collective needn’t ignore external pressures such as market-related pay, but it should be flexible.
Variable pay is essential in a labour cooperative. Labour cooperatives should be able to qualify for
special tax dispensation – although this should be kept to a minimum so as to avoid accusations of
subsidy by government and unfair competition with other companies. The South African government’s
Black Empowerment criteria could be applied to labour cooperatives, irrespective of their ethnic
make-up.
We have already suggested that the most important shift in modern economics is the understanding
that it’s all about giving and not about getting. While the two are as closely related as the sides of
coin, it’s the focus on contribution that makes economics the enabling and empowering environment
that it is. This is true at individual and collective levels, whether the collectives are countries,
companies, or any other organisation. Companies are rapidly coming around to the idea, hence the
changes in statements of purpose, mission, vision and values. But unless each grouping – the primary
stakeholders: labour, capital and state – understands its involvement as being about contribution and
service, the words remain just verbiage. Meanwhile, regardless of mission statements, the people
most closely involved in a business, and therefore best suited to lead the revolution, are employees.

Organised labour can show no greater service to its members than to arm them for rebellion against
whatever hinders them from contributing and serving the customers.

The state as beneficiary of wealth creation
For decades we subscribed to the view that the smaller the state’s claim of economic resources the
more prosperous that nation would be. To argue this point, capitalist champions often use a Disraelitype statistic called Government Participation Rate (GPR). Our own position is that a low GPR is no
guarantee of prosperity. What is unarguable, we think, is that a vacuum in values-driven behaviour
will be filled by controls, rules and regulations. In that case GPR is likely to be high. But the country
wouldn’t necessarily be poor.
Political scientists draw a distinction between the government and the state. The former normally
refers to the central or federal government or civil service, and other public authorities such as
provincial, state, city or municipal authorities. The latter is a broader definition covering social
structures generally and institutions such as semi-state bodies, non-governmental organisations
(NGOs), etc. Our current generation comes armed with considerable experience in these matters. The
collapse of the command economies was an important lesson about government involvement in
national economies, yet much of the detail is unclear and still causes debate.
This chapter is intended merely to explore the role of the state in wealth creation and its
relationship with companies as one of the beneficiaries of their wealth creation. As an institution,
government is by far the biggest single actor in the economies of most countries. What it does in terms
of spending and income collection has a profound impact on inflation, interest rates, exchange rates,
economic growth, jobs and many others.
In addition, we have noted that government’s dependence on companies has to do with more than
company tax. It also relies on them to collect indirect or spending taxes such as value-added tax,
general sales tax, and customs and excise duties. Personal income tax is deducted from an employee’s
wage and then passed on to the government, although ultimately the individual is still accountable for
personal income tax. Without companies governments would be hard put to have an income base in
the first place and to have a means of collection in the second. The full benefit to the government is
not immediately clear from the Contribution Account. But it is quickly and easily revealed. Let’s use
the fortune-sharing case study figures in figure 14 of chapter 19 below.
In South Africa there is a 14% value-added tax; exports are exempt. R428m went to the company
in the form wealth created, and roughly a further R60 million collected from invoices was paid to the
government in VAT.
The employee profile points to an estimated average personal income tax rate of 25%. This
would amount to about R60 million. Not all of the benefits are taxable so that figure could be reduced
by (say) R10 million, leaving R50 million. Adding the above to company tax of about R40 million,
we can say that the government’s total benefit from this company was about R150 million in that year.
Discussion on the government’s relationship with a company as portrayed in the Contribution
Account generates some heated debate. I had a very hard time while presenting a programme to a
group of lantern-jawed steelworkers in Cape Town. It made me realise the degree of confusion and
the assumptions that abound in what is probably an even more emotional issue than the behaviour of

companies or other stakeholders. The first point raised at this meeting was that by not showing
government’s further take from employees, the figures are prejudicial, suggesting that employees get
more than they effectively do. The explanation is based on one we made earlier: the Contribution
Account reflects company tax alone as the government’s share; the tax on the employee share is a
reflection of the employee’s personal relationship with his/her government. Understandably perhaps,
what makes this idea stick in certain people’s craws is the fact that government budgets aren’t, and
could not conceivably be, split into functions that serve individuals and ones that serve companies.
Do companies pay tax? President Ronald Reagan, in defence of supply-side economics, argued
that ultimately only individuals pay tax, and company tax has to be recovered in the company’s selling
price of goods and services. Effectively company tax acts like an indirect tax similar to value-added
tax or sales tax. This logic explains why in many countries one would find a lower tax rate on
companies than on individuals. Some also differentiate between the tax payable on the portion of
profit that is retained or saved, and that which is paid out as a cash dividend. A link between
company tax and personal income tax has to be maintained because owners of small and medium
enterprises in particular can choose between drawing income as a salary or as a dividend.
If we were to adjust the proportions of distribution to reflect personal income tax as part of the
government share, they would change quite markedly to about 37% labour, 35% capital and 28%
state. The argument that labour still makes the biggest contribution is intact, but considerably
weakened. I believe such an approach would be totally invalid. I ran a gauntlet of near-lynching in
that Cape Town steel factory but I won the day and am more than prepared to defend the position in
more genteel forums.
The positioning of the state as a contributor to wealth creation gives rise to vehement protest. The
assessment of whether the share given to government truly reflects its contribution to wealth creation
is a matter of judgement rather than mathematics, and the judgement is influenced by numerous
assumptions besides the one about capital as the biggest contributor to wealth creation. The issue is
highly charged and we suspect that in most countries in the world, presenting the state as a giver
rather than a taker is viewed as a total nonsense. History shows too that many revolutions were
sparked by tax burdens. Even today it is easy to inflame emotions in a discussion on tax. Indeed the
state has a much harder time defending its share than other stakeholders do; it may have the advantage
of coercion but relying on that alone wouldn’t be sustainable in a democratic society. We propose to
put its case in principle, in an attempt to show that it does earn its reward.
Government’s contribution to wealth creation consists in two important and interrelated functions:
to create the conditions in which others in society can create wealth, and to correct socio-economic
imbalances. The first of these implies that government isn’t there to create wealth in its own right.
This doesn’t mean it cannot be involved in wealth-creating ventures.
For a government venture to qualify as wealth-creating it must first and foremost obey the rules of
legitimate transaction. This means simply that it subjects itself to the forces of supply, demand and
price and those four supporting conditions we mentioned at the outset. There are many government
services which follow the user-pays principle. They function on the income they get from people who
use and then pay directly for that service. In that sense such services are legitimate wealth-creating
ventures. If they fail to earn the title it’s because they face no competition and customers don’t have
the option to go elsewhere.
This raises the matter of privatisation. We have never quite understood the hysteria around the

issue. If it’s based on the Milton Friedman logic that maximisation of profit is the key driver that
creates efficiency and prosperity, then the transfer of ownership to the forces of greed makes sense.
However, we have argued that this theory has been substantially discredited. Putting the customer
first is the key driver of good companies and we believe we have shown that it’s associated with all
of the techniques of business sense and operational efficiency for maximum wealth creation based on
maximum contribution. It comes back to the fundamental principle that ownership does not create
wealth; doing something in service to others does.
We will concede that a government-owned enterprise finds it hard to obey this principle. The
need for a change in purpose is probably less of an issue than the need for a change in behaviour. The
very foundation of government activity is that of service, yet its employees have often acted very
differently in terms of both attitude and delivery. State ownership of enterprises is normally defended
on the basis of national fear, insecurity, job creation, protectionism, political lobbying, or an inability
by private enterprise to provide the product or service; sometimes it is a blatant attempt at income
generation. These motives put customer service at the bottom of the priorities list.
State ownership of assets presents another difficulty. Should a government own tangible capital
assets when it should be focusing on other services? Is it appropriate for a family to own Rolls
Royces when its children are starving? If the purpose of selling these assets is to generate income for
a state to focus on more appropriate activities, then privatisation has a different slant. But
privatisation cannot simply be defended from the point of view that the motive of one collective is
more appropriate to business than that of another. If that motive is customer service, the composition
of ownership shouldn’t matter.
Even market orientated economies recognise the need for state intervention “when markets fail”.
This is clearly open to wide interpretation and will forever be a subject of debate and opportunistic
agitation including political power play. State involvement through direct or part ownership is
generally justified when government alone has the necessary resources to provide essential services.
Add BEE into the mix and you have a toxic contaminant.
State owned enterprises exist throughout the world, including highly developed Western
economies, and some are just as productive and efficient as their privately owned counterparts. They
are mainly to be found in infra-structural sectors such as transport, communications, energy, and
health care.
South Africa’s biggest and most influential SOEs are in energy (Eskom), Telecommunications
(Telkom), Broadcasting (SABC), and transport (Transnet; SAA, and Sanral.)
After the wave of privatisations worldwide from the 70’s, continuing today in many previously
communist regimes, these enterprises also largely adopted “commercial” practices, giving due
recognition to the need to generate earnings and not rely on taxpayer funding. This is the perfect
example of the vital role of profit, not as an end in itself (which would be unacceptable given their
largely protected monopoly status) but to ensure maximum efficiencies and productivity.
On the surface, then, SOEs should perform as well and as efficiently as their privately owned
counterparts: servicing their markets through the best use of resources. Yet they don’t, particularly in
South Africa. It may be a sweeping generalisation, but few would disagree that they are among the
worst performing businesses in the country. It was ironic that a mere few weeks ago, we faced forced
power outages. My pet peeve at present is with Telkom, whose large promise, and exasperating,
dysfunctional call centre has left me involuntarily twitching my ears.

So much has been written about their failures that it would be superfluous to go over them again.
Of course, everyone has a view on the cause. Perhaps in part it is their “commercialisation” which
has made them adopt many of the bad behaviours of their survival peers in the private sector,
including outrageous levels of executive pay and marginalisation of labour. But paradoxically it has
not prevented many of them from being on the edge of insolvency.
Without the profitability mandate being met, one would at least have expected their service
mandate to be impressive. But it is the worst. Then one can only hold the owner, the government,
accountable. If a state owned enterprise fails in profitability and above all in service, the motive
behind and validity of government ownership becomes highly questionable.
Yet, the populists want more.
While nationalisation, particularly of mining, may be a dead subject to the elite, it is very much
alive in populist politics. In order to underscore its stupidity even to those who want ownership, we
extrapolated a contribution account, reflecting wealth creation and distribution for the industry as a
whole.

As figure 11 shows, nationalisation of mining will bring the state only the 8% from dividends (5).
It cannot escape supply costs (1) and capital expenditure (2) which is the lifeblood of mine survival.
It most likely will succumb to labour pressure which will increase the employee share, obscuring
efficiencies and ultimately forcing taxpayers to sustain operations.
Nationalisation may nearly double the government’s revenue from mining but in return it has to
manage the mine, run all the risks associated with mining, and use taxpayer’s money for development.
The latter demands high risk private capital and not what would be tantamount to reckless use of
taxpayers’ money.
As they say: “Be careful what you wish for. You may just get it!”
The capitalist obsession with state ownership of assets draws attention away from many other,
perhaps more harmful manipulations. Trade protectionism is rife; exports are subsidised; tax and
other concessions are used to support inefficient and vulnerable ventures such as in agriculture. The
logic is seldom based on more than the strength of the political lobby. Some may say: “So what? the
buyer benefits and is this not in the interest of the customer?” Absolutely not, as William Boetcker
would have responded: “You cannot help men permanently by doing for them what they should be
doing for themselves.”
If a nation decides to use taxpayers’ money to subsidise a cheaper price for its customers it may

be a different matter. That would be akin to the Swiss Red Cross. As a rule, however, the motive is
very different: it’s tied in with some selfish purpose, whether at a group or national level. Artificial
influences on normal market forces seldom benefit customers in the long run. They may revel in the
cheap prices of clothing sourced from sweatshops in the Far East. But the hangover comes in the form
of a loss of local jobs and difficulty in affording even cheap shirts. In the long run, cheap imports
destroy domestic competition and then they are no longer cheap.
The whole issue of government involvement in domestic economies rests on Boetcker’s “cannot”.
Just as important, however, is the recognition that even if markets are perfect, the people using them
are not. Market perfection is nurtured by values-driven behaviour. Its imperfections are shown up by
self-interest.
Interestingly, the two primary government functions of encouraging wealth creation and
addressing social imbalances can broadly be mirrored against wealth creation and wealth
distribution. They are also coincidental and mutually supportive. These functions have never been
disputed. Throughout the world, tax is structured in such a way that the rich pay proportionally more
than the poor. In spending too, much of the state’s emphasis will be on uplifting the poor and caring
for the disadvantaged. The difference in emphasis will give a particular government the stamp of
either socialist or capitalist. The latter school of thought says that encouraging wealth creation is
more important than equality; socialists on the other hand put equality first. We will hide behind
Soros’s view that no one possesses the ultimate truth.
The more fundamental question arising from the state’s presence as a stakeholder in wealth
creation has to do with behaviour. It does not have to deal with competition and freedom of choice; in
that sense we could say it’s at a disadvantage! We have seen that power is mostly earned because the
follower knows that the leader has his/her interest at heart. Controls are imposed. For a government
to be truly powerful, it has to move away from imposition and look for voluntary support. It may
believe it does so every four or five years through elections but we all know that on a day-to-day
practical basis most followers do not experience this.
The fact is that civil servants have a far greater responsibility and a much bigger task to be
customer-driven. The taxpayer funds entrusted to them are not freely given. Civil servants are the
custodians of public funds. They are in a position of trust where the pure and powerful checks and
balances of consumer sovereignty can’t be relied on to influence behaviour. In fact the individual
public servant has a far greater opportunity to adopt that ethos in terms of which his/her true value
lies in the capacity to make a contribution to others. Public servants’ lives aren’t complicated by the
profit hysteria. They have been appointed to serve and that’s that!
We have spent much time trying to make the Contribution Account relevant to state institutions, but
in the absence of the rules of legitimate transaction it becomes very difficult. The state is by its very
nature a beneficiary of the wealth created by others, and a contributor to that process. It’s not in itself
a wealth-creator and so a stand-alone Contribution Account won’t fit snugly. At best – an extremely
important best – we can measure the extent to which a state institution or government department
succeeds in enabling others to create wealth; the more efficiently the state can deliver its contribution,
the more wealth creation is encouraged and, in turn, the greater the state’s income. There is at least a
clear qualitative line of sight between its service to the nation and national prosperity. That line is
GDP.
In subsequent discussion with my colleagues, we realised that we could indeed apply the

Contribution Account to a state institution. The watchwords for maximum wealth creation, “sell the
most you can, get the best price you can and keep your outside costs to a minimum”, have to be
modified in two respects. Firstly, the “market” or customers have to be clearly defined and
understood. The particular need for a “serving” relationship based on trust has to be deeply felt. The
norm of “best price” clearly has to change to lowest cost, but the other two are just as relevant to
productivity.
Another obvious adjustment to the Contribution Account would be in wealth distribution. Labour
would be one beneficiary and government would fall away. Capital, however, should include that
part of the wealth created (as shown in the national budgets) that gets allocated for spending on infrastructure. This would be the same as “savings” but needs a proper definition of capital versus current
expenditure because infra-structure spend on structures such as dams and roads does not fully cover
expenditure for long term benefit such as education.
To some extent this enhances the potential for fortune-sharing. The trouble is, the taxpayer could
argue that discretionary surpluses from improved productivity reflect over-taxation. Over-taxation
previously could be argued in any case when the government decides, as it often does, to reduce taxes
in a particular budget year. We must confess that we have not yet applied the Contribution Account to
a state organisation. It would be much easier to do with NGOs such as charitable bodies.
The operational measurements we have developed as the Extended Contribution Account and the
Component Contribution Account are just as relevant to a state organisation as they are to a company.
We will examine these later.
The “state” category in wealth distribution by a company should include not only government
taxes but donations and spending on social investment. This is a murky area where philanthropic
gestures are often confused with marketing sponsorships. We can all agree that paying Tiger Woods
$5 million dollars for winning a sponsored golf tournament has little to do with social investment.

Capital as a beneficiary of wealth creation
Previous chapters have dealt with labour as a contributor to and beneficiary of wealth creation, and
we should now apply the same principles to capital. If we add the dividend and retained income, we
arrive at profits, and we could argue that these reflect both contribution and reward. In that case
capital in most companies is second to labour as a contributor to the creation of wealth. Of course, if
we were to confine the measurement to the cash payout – the dividend – we could argue that capital is
the smallest contributor. Even the concept that capital is the second biggest contributor to wealth
creation causes howls of protest among those with whom we have raised it. Protest turns to total
disbelief when we further propose that as the second biggest contributor they have less right to govern
companies than labour has. There’s an automatic assumption that shareholders should govern. The
classic definition of their role is that they are there to appoint company leadership and to provide
capital. The former implies governance and accountability; the latter ensures ownership and control.
The principle that contributors earn power, and power in turn earns the right to govern, doesn’t
seem to apply to the relationship between labour and capital in a collective. The absence of this
principle is explained not in the measurements, which prove that labour is a bigger contributor to
wealth creation, but in the behaviour. We have already explained this in part. But we need to test the
behaviour of capital and then determine whether that behaviour makes it a clear winner over the
others. First we have to examine some myths upon which the power of shareholders is based.
The first is based purely on a calculation. At a recent international meeting of accountants, one of
the speakers was adamant about the need, as he saw it, for the shareholder’s reward to be linked not
merely to profit; it should also take account of the initial capital. He was basing his view on the
assumption that capital is given, or contributed unconditionally, which is not so. In effect capital is
lent, and the lender receives an IOU in the form of a share certificate. The fact that this certificate is
associated with greater risk than a normal debt is not the issue; nor is the fact that it usually brings
more reward than a guaranteed loan. The contribution that shareholders make is not the capital itself
but the use of it. The money remains theirs and can be recouped at any time by simply selling their
shares. Apart from the organic growth that most companies experience, shares tend to increase in
value over time and shareholders receive additional rewards on their investment. This is similar to
the change in property values, appreciation of assets mostly has nothing to do with wealth creation or
adding value.
Another myth is that a few individual shareholders take all the risk. In most cases an analysis of
shareholding will show that this risk is spread over a large body of individuals. Certain high-profile
shareholders active in the company will have much more at risk than others. But one must be careful
not to exclude the possibility that the holding companies have been structured in such a way that
control is ensured with relatively little at risk. This is called a pyramid structure and is outlawed in
many countries. Through two or three tiers in a holding structure, one can maintain control with
relatively little at risk. For example, Joe and his mates can form holding company A, keep 51% of the
shares and sell the remaining 49% to others. Holding company A buys 51% of company B, which

means that Joe and his mates own half of half, which is 25%, of Company B. But they control the
holding company, A, which in turn controls company B. So they have effective control over company
B although in practice they own 25% of the shares only. The more tiers you add the more you reduce
the shareholding while still keeping effective control.
As a rule share structures substantially dilute risk for the broadest number of shareholders. In
many cases large blocks of shares are held by investment, pension and provident funds, which in turn
represent thousands of smaller investors, many of them employees. This is one answer to labour’s
argument that, although capital gets less than labour in the sharing of wealth, capital’s share is split
among far fewer people than the employee share is.
We will admit that the above remarks are generalisations. The situation clearly varies from
company to company and is very different for smaller, privately owned companies from that of a
large public corporation. However, it is the latter that is most clearly in the public view and the cause
of much of the current soul-searching in business.
In addition to diluted risk there is relative risk. A minimum-wage employee arguably has far more
at risk in a company than a multi-millionaire shareholder in that company. An employee who loses his
job may have little prospect of getting another, have no social security and have to feed 15 mouths.
Most individuals who own large blocks of shares would seldom have these investments all
committed to one company; they will no doubt have hedged the risk with other investments. In
addition they have probably amassed a large personal fortune and would suffer only temporary
discomfort should their interest in a company prove worthless. Unless they have been totally reckless
or imprudent, they are unlikely to join the queue at a soup kitchen. Again, we are generalising and
oversimplifying, but we are doing so in order to show that levels of risk aren’t comparable. Wealth,
like beauty, is in the eye of the beholder. To paraphrase Seneca: a person is poor not because he has
little, but because he wants more.
Then there is the matter of accountability, which has become closely tied to that of governance.
Shareholders as a group are notoriously unaccountable for anything. Limited companies have become
legal bodies with (as their name suggests) limited accountability for what has been committed to the
collective in terms of money, although admittedly an extension of accountability is implied in the
current wave of measures to improve governance and make directors more directly answerable for
the behaviour of the company. The provisions are also gradually becoming applicable to advisers
such as auditors and consultants, but so far governance has been an issue largely among shareholders
who may as a group have become upset with the behaviour of their executives and are crying “foul”
because they have been losing money. If they can put a finger on fraud or some other felony, they
insist the perpetrator must be flung in jail. Ironically, they themselves were the architects of the
conditions that encouraged the crime.
The problem with shareholders is that, vociferous though they may be about their own money, they
are still not broadly accountable for the behaviour of their companies. They can limit their
accountability to a loss of share value, pass on the blame to one or two of their kind or pin it on some
official. Indeed full-time functionaries are held far more directly accountable for the behaviour of
companies than shareholders are. An individual employee caught in the act of “creative accounting”
could end up in prison.
A stockholder in Union Carbide could easily sell his shares after the Bhopal tragedy in 1984, take
a bit of a knock on his portfolio and wash his hands of the death of 3,800 people and injuries to

thousands more. We are not suggesting that all the thousands of stockholders in Union Carbide should
be in jail, but one certainly has sympathy for an Indian orphan who feels that justice was not served
by monetary compensation alone.
I have myself observed the iniquities of being able to hide behind limited accountability. Decades
ago, before asbestos became a health issue; I was approached by two intimidating, CIA-looking
“suits”. They came to inform me as Economics Editor that as part of the international assault against
the South African regime, there was a conspiracy to ban the use of asbestos, which was an important
South African export at that time. They represented the holding company of an operation that was
mining asbestos in the Northern Cape of South Africa. I was reminded of this visit many years later
when the courts were deciding on compensation for the many victims of asbestosis and had difficulty
in laying the blame at the appropriate door. Not only had the holding company undergone a number of
mergers and unbundling since the “crime”, but where there was a traceable link to a holding group, it
argued that it was the operating company that was to blame, and that no holding company could accept
liability. Eventually all of those involved settled out of court. I remembered the “suits” because it
showed that the dangers of asbestos must have been known to the shareholders at that time.
The concept of collective accountability conjures up visions of Hitler saying it was Eichmann and
Eichmann saying he was merely following orders.
All of the above is intended to point out the shakiness of the argument that shareholders should
govern because they take all the risk and this risk includes being held accountable for the company’s
actions. It’s very difficult in the best of circumstances to hold a collective accountable for anything. In
fact it becomes remotely possible only if it can be proved that everyone in the collective had the same
information, the same veto power and the same part in a collective decision. But that’s not how
corporate hierarchies work.
The final and perhaps most important argument for shareholder governorship is philosophical.
The Western capitalist model has deeply entrenched the belief that if one owns something one has full
control of it. This is an automatic assumption which we seldom examine closely. Ownership doesn’t
give anybody the right to allow misbehaviour in or concerning his/her property, least of all where the
property can affect others or the community as a whole. Ownership implies responsibility and we
have seen that society is increasingly calling to account the owners of assets on the use of those
assets. Company ownership is certainly something that has been in the firing line. The fact that in
companies the link between ownership and accountability has been weakened should mean that the
right to control and govern has been weakened as well. But in fact it’s less straightforward than that.
For one thing not everybody thinks property rights are fundamental rights – many societies exist and
have existed with far milder forms of property use than holding permanent title. We have already
argued that ownership doesn’t create wealth; doing something does. And the desire to own things is
increasingly being recognised as less of a motivator than the desire to do something meaningful with
one’s life.
It’s a pity that empowerment is so narrowly focused on ownership. We are seeing in South Africa
a substantial transfer of assets to black-owned companies under Black Economic Empowerment, but
many people say that all BEE is doing is changing the “colour” of the elite. It’s a simplistic view that
is perhaps relevant only to medium and big companies. But it’s also damaging, insofar as it ignores an
important aim of the BEE programme: to encourage smaller businesses and the preferential treatment
of suppliers made up of previously disadvantaged groups. The E of Empowerment surely shouldn’t

stand for ownership per se, but for enhancing the ability of an individual to make a contribution to
her/his fellow humans’ wellbeing. That, rather than the wealth, comfort and status of the owner,
should be the point of having assets in the first place.
The emphasis on ownership also lies behind many of the silly SIPs and ESOPs or employee share
schemes we have argued against earlier. But further flaws are revealed in one of the first big
employee share transfers in South Africa which occurred in the gold mining industry. Hundreds of
thousands of employees were given shares valued in total at about R250 million. This represented
less than 5% of the mining company’s share capital.
Whatever the motives were, the scheme had many shortcomings. It gave employees little power
on the board because of the minimal holding: voting power relates to the number of shares held, not
the number of shareholders. As an incentive it was very dubious because each employee got a
certificate of only a few shares and the six-monthly dividends represented much less than a monthly
wage. As a gesture of generosity or a gift it was questionable because in a relatively short time the
share price had fallen. It would have been better to give each employee some mutual fund units.
Ultimately it also failed as a device for ensuring commitment and loyalty, for shortly after the share
issue the mining industry slumped and the company had to retrench thousands of workers.
I remember the irony of a picture that formed in my mind at the time, of an employee packing up
his meagre possessions to go home to an extended and starving family, and coming across this piece
of paper that he probably couldn’t read and about which everyone had made so much fuss, saying how
good it was going to be for employees.
We dare say that most of the shortcomings of the earlier gold mining issue apply to employee
share schemes generally. A series of corporate collapses, spectacular failures and executive
misbehaviour at the beginning of this decade has led to generalisations which have hardly been
helpful in addressing the issues of behaviour and accountability. The one about governance will no
doubt give rise to a whole new set of laws and requirements on companies. Whether that will ensure
greater and more appropriate accountability – the two obviously go hand in hand – is another matter.
For as long as owners as a collective of shareholders fail to accept accountability for the behaviour
of their companies, their strength as “governors” will be compromised. We all love to be in control.
We are less keen to accept the responsibility that goes with that.
An important reason for the entrenchment of the idea of shareholder governance and control is the
amount of attention this body of stakeholders receives relative to the others. Company reports, stock
markets, company laws and the business media are regular features in our daily lives. They all focus
nearly exclusively on shareholders, their rights and things that affect them.
We can conclude from the above arguments that it really is a moot point whether shareholders
have earned the right to govern and should be governing companies.
Yet for the most part they do govern. There are a number of reasons for their governance but we
still believe the most significant one is relative behaviour. Given the behaviour of the three direct
stakeholders – labour, capital and state – we have already seen that labour’s position in relation to a
company has been defined as that of taker and not contributor. This may or may not be a traditional
aberration, covertly enforced or otherwise, but it’s one that only labour can correct. Where the state
has been in control of companies, the track record is not good; also it’s the smallest contributor of the
three. We can therefore rule out the state for governance. That leaves shareholders as the obvious
candidates.

Governance and control are deeply affected by the principle that the less we are driven by our
higher values as human beings, the greater the need for rules and regulations. If governance and
control are not supported by appropriate behaviour, they will move to where this behaviour is
present.
The governance issue has focused mainly on the felons and people have perhaps too readily
disregarded the well-meaning majority who go about their daily business of service to customers.
This group will be equally affected by whatever new legislation is passed and it’s by no means a safe
bet that these businesses or their customers will benefit from it. When governance and control are
benevolent they should be left alone to do their job of serving and being creative and innovative.

Owners and executives
No discussion on shareholders can be complete without examining their role, their relationship with
executives and pay disparities. Pay disparity has two perspectives: a rational one that relies on
empirical and quantitative supply and demand theory; and an emotional one based on ethics, morality
and socio-political premises. These perspectives have become part of immovable ideological
stereotyping.
But even the rational argument has major flaws. For one thing, it assumes that there is a functional
“market” in executive skills and that a severe shortage explains the mind boggling levels of pay for
these positions. The fact is that the broad term “executive” is far too vague. In years of dealing with
business leaders, we came to identify three distinct, albeit sometimes overlapping groups: the
creators, or virtuosos; the Corporate builders or real entrepreneurs, and the professional managers or
deliverers.
The creators or virtuosos are the real and more tangible value creators. They mostly bring
something completely new or a much improved product or service to the market. Apart from the IT
legends, South African examples are Raymond Ackerman, Koos Bekker, and Adrian Gore, to name
but a few.
The corporate builders are those who create big “empires” sometimes from scratch or from a
modest organic company. They may not get the acclaim of their virtuoso compatriots, but we would
argue that they are as talented, awe inspiring and significant. They add considerable value in
mobilising capital, giving virtuoso’s a platform for vast expansion, and promoting efficiencies and
global competitiveness. Corporate builders very often have a strong sense of ethics and a very clear
moral compass. Names such as Warren Buffet, Johann Rupert, Brian Joffe and G.T. Ferreira , come to
mind.
Others, such as Donny Gordon, Bill Venter and Richard Branson have elements of both creators
and builders. Unfortunately the latter category can also attract rogues such as Jeff Skilling, Bernard
Ebbers, and South Africa’s own Brett Kebble, who put together a paper circle of capital conveyor
belts with huge spillages filling their own bank accounts.
We should not begrudge people in the above categories their wealth or rewards (apart from the
rogues of course). Given its popular definition, we should not demean them by calling them
“executives”. They are autonomous, independent and beyond the reach of any head hunter. To think
that you could “recruit” them is the same as believing you can get Oprah Winfrey to open the
Swellendam High School fete. There is no “market” for these people.
However, there is a “market” for the third category – the professional managers or deliverers. In
most cases, they are the captains of a ship and sail to the co-ordinates of shareholder value. Without
detracting from their contribution, their “price” should be thoroughly scrutinised against supply and
demand because, unlike creators or builders, they are recruited and appointed as employees.
Implied in demand for them is that they have the same passion, fortitude and aptitude as the
builders or creators. This is seldom true. Creators and builders attract investors by their independent

and creative thinking, not by submitting to shareholder whims. By exception do they stay in the
corporate cocoon. If a deliverer possessed the same qualities as a creator or builder, he or she would
most likely leave to become that. Indeed many do.
It’s been said that deliverers are offered the same rewards as the others to make them “think like
owners”. The logic of paying someone huge amounts to think like an owner, escapes me. You can
only think like an owner if you stand to lose everything, not merely a part of a fortune where the
remainder is enough to retire comfortably. The most telling attribute of creators and most builders is
their ability to take risks and look beyond immediate self-interest. Executive incentives do the
opposite and will attract opposite attributes.
Incentives divided into short and long term deliverables or guided by Balanced Scorecards and
Triple Bottom lines have arguably had little effect, certainly not more than public pressure or Mervyn
King have had. As Alan Greenspan discovered, people orientate towards short term rewards. In any
case, much of shareholder focus is on short term results. Generally, there is a growing perception of a
disconnect between reward and actual performance, seriously eroding the credibility and validity of
incentives themselves. The modern large corporation seldom relies on the outstanding attributes of
one person, but on a whole team who can legitimately claim to have contributed as much as the CEO
without sharing in the rewards to the same extent.
The third fallacy of demand is that there is a “global” market for executive skills, so called “peergroup benchmarking”. This is really by exception and most of our executives are simply not
exportable, even in our multi-nationals. The “brain drain” of professional and technical skills is far
more serious. The tendency to make peer comparisons in all sectors, down to local government,
spreads pay inflation like a computer virus.
Then there is the grey, if not murky area of cronyism, where appointments are made on the basis
of who they know rather than what they know. Some see it simply as buying significant lobbying
skills, especially with government. We may be a bit naïve, but we see a very thin line between this
and “tenderpreneurship” or even corruption. Such attributes should be restricted to non-executive
directorships at best.
The biggest distortion in the executive skills market is on the supply side. It is common cause that
BEE has failed. In addition, by putting a premium on available black executive skills it not only
narrowed supply considerably, but generally inflated executive pay structures. Perversely, one of the
main intentions of BEE of narrowing the income gap has had the opposite effect.
But the real problem in the supply of executive skills is the artificial walls against entry. This was
highlighted by the pod-cast financial journalist Alec Hogg had with leadership recruitment expert,
Johan Redelinghuys. The insistence on a “track record”, sometimes not even an impressive one,
excludes not only the many senior and talented people from other ranks such as academia, but also the
thousands of qualified and experienced younger talent from both within and outside the company. The
best way of bringing down a price is to open the gates of supply. Head hunters and selection
committees can play a significant role in honing their aptitude finding skills, casting their nets a lot
wider and finding those less costly but equally talented gems beneath the surface.
It is clear that the rational response to pay disparity in South Africa has some severe flaws.
Unfortunately it has gone far beyond an interesting topic for columnists, conferences and academic
treatises. The emotive and behavioural dimensions have pushed the issue to crisis levels and the
negative perceptions around the more transparent levels of executive pay have to inform remuneration

policies. We simply don’t know what the cost of pay disparity and its often accompanying “bling” is
in social unrest, crime and distrust. It must be significant.
History has shown that classism, whether by blood, status or economic circumstances, is a highly
dangerous condition in any society. Add a perceived or real racial context and it becomes explosive.
Something clearly needs to be done if we wish to avoid enforced economic egalitarianism. It is
far better to address imbalances by correcting supply or demand than it is by fixing a price.
Many of our assumptions about owners are based on confusion about who they really are. Most of
us tend to view shareholding as a generic concept that applies as much to a Bill Gates or any other
entrepreneur active in his own company as it does to an outside investor holding 100 shares or even
“odd lots” of a smaller number. This is clearly illogical. An entrepreneur active in his own company
is also an employee of that company, but his commitment to that company is total, and the risk for him
is very much higher than for someone regularly buying and selling shares in various companies.
Shareholders who are actively involved in the day-to-day running of an enterprise behave very
differently from others, even if those others have big holdings. There is also a difference between
major shareholders and “minorities”. Major shareholders tend to be focused on company
sustainability rather than on short-term yields.
One confusing feature in ownership is a holding company. Holding companies are different from
normal investment companies because for the most part they own operating companies outright or
have at least a majority stake in such operations. Investment companies tend to be broadly-based and
hold smaller parts of a number of companies. We need briefly to examine the behaviour of holding
companies because they tend to attract shareholder interest, being large and influential, and most
people judge overall business behaviour by the way these giants behave.
So far we have tended to define business and the market-driven model in terms of operating
companies. This is where basic business principles apply. The principles are less well defined for
holding companies. Certainly holding companies have customers – in the form of shareholders. These
people may not themselves be buying goods and services from the operators behind the holding entity,
but they are generally well aware of where the value lies. Terms such as “profit maximisation” and
“enhanced shareholder value” would not be out of place in the mission statement of a holding
company, but most of us who own shares in a holding company realise that the true value is in the
operating companies. Their value in turn lies in the capacity to serve their customers. Warren
Buffett’s “best holding is forever” approach is the essence of good shareholding. It’s based on two
key criteria: the strength of the company in its consumer market and the visionary qualities of its
leadership.
As an exercise for a South African publication, Mindset for New Generation Organisations, I
approached a number of South African analysts and asked them to list the five criteria that they would
use to test investment value for their clients. The first two were the same as Buffett’s: market standing
and visionary leadership. Two further criteria were: standing in the community and labour stability or
industrial peace. The former is being more clearly understood today as “sustainability” and covers
the company’s approach to corporate social responsibility, its relationships with the government of
the day and its position on the environment. In South Africa, furthermore, a company would be judged
in terms of issues such as affirmative action and support for Black Economic Empowerment. The fifth
point that analysts said was important was the company’s financials, adding that these would have
had to be tracked over a five-year period.

The striking feature of an expert view on good investment is that it favours the same behaviour
that we believe adds up to business sense and sound economics: a long-term, market-driven,
customer-focused, values-based and contributory approach to the world. Financial performance is a
supporting factor of that approach and ranks only fifth among criteria for good investment and then
over a five-year period.
Without doubt there are many sharks out there, intent on the biggest return in the quickest time
possible. They are not entirely to blame. For many this is the remit shareholders have given them in
their short term thinking. Over and over we have seen how such behaviour leads to disaster for both
the sharks and obviously the prey. This is not what sustainability is about. And the tarnished image of
this kind of shareholder shouldn’t be allowed to spoil the concept of sound shareholding, despite the
constant shortening of horizons and increased reporting frequency. During my broadcasting career I
met many a corporate leader who paid scant attention to the share price; I also met many who were
totally obsessed with it. As a rule the former were determined and visionary, but their bearing was
serene. The latter seemed stressed, agitated and insecure, and no wonder: they had handed their fate
to a fickle master whose demeanour could change almost instantly, depending on whether a portfolio
manager had had a good or bad lunch or just happened to feel like manipulating a share price.
Contributory behaviour on the part of shareholders is also shown in the way they treat profits.
Normally only about one third is paid out in a cash dividend. The remainder is reinvested in the
company in the form of retained income. In business parlance this would be referred to as a dividend
cover of 2:1. This is surely a reflection of continuing commitment and risk on the part of the owner.
These savings are done in the interests of all of the stakeholders because without savings everything
would be vulnerable, including jobs. And yes, it also enhances the value of the company and the share
price.
The lack of sensitivity to this shareholder far-sightedness is reflected time and again in our
workshops. We do an exercise designed to illustrate sensible wealth distribution, where teams are
given different scenarios and are instructed to play the roles of three stakeholders in negotiating
wealth distribution for a given period; the goal is to attract a potential investor. In most cases the
teams are bent on paying out the highest dividend possible, even at the expense of jobs and savings.
This shows the depth of people’s perception that shareholders are, without exception, fixated on
getting the most money they can in the shortest possible time. It is a sad reflection of modern day
short-termism.
Some investment writers encourage their readers to use the dividend yield as a criterion for their
share portfolios. We hold the opposite view. A company that pays a dividend that it cannot afford is
clearly stripping its assets and doesn’t expect to be around for much longer; at best a company that is
over-generous with a dividend is telling the investor that it doesn’t know what to do with his/her
money. The legendary Donny Gordon is a case in point. He always had a very conservative dividend
policy. Liberty Life shares were highly sought-after because investors understood that Gordon
probably knew better what to do with their money than they themselves did. Those shareholders who
kept their Liberty Life shares despite the initially small dividends were rewarded with spectacular
increases in the value of their shares as well as the occasional pay out of a special dividend.
An important development in recent years has been the clearer definition of shareholder
expectations. For decades the concept of profit maximisation meant that there was no maximum
expectation: the more, the merrier. But the concept of maximisation is giving way to the notion of

“reasonable” expectations and it’s not uncommon nowadays to argue that something is
“unreasonable” and therefore excessive. There are a number of external factors impinging on profit
maximisation, such as corporate social investment, ethical behaviour, the environment, increasing
global competitiveness and of course the fact that, ultimately, customers pay for profits.
Profits beyond reasonableness could become the next bone of consumer contention. Apart from
the standard cost of capital calculation, (cost of debt +profit required weighted according to
debt/equity ratio) the definition of reasonable shareholder expectations has been made easier by
American economist Joel Stern’s Economic Value Added. In simple terms this calculates the
difference between actual shareholder returns and what they could have reasonably expected
elsewhere. Of course, Stern’s intention was never to “restrict” profit to EVA, but rather to encourage
achievements beyond that by linking executive incentives to the excess. This in itself must mean that
there is a point beyond which profits become discretionary. In terms of common fate we would argue
that that this is a discretionary surplus to which all stakeholders should have access. We would also
argue that, in terms of market-driven behaviour, at least part of the discretionary surplus should be
given back to customers in the form of lower prices.
Well-behaved or otherwise, shareholders will continue to govern, despite all the dust that has
risen around governance. What the dust has done is to give labour an opportunity of changing their
behaviour and asserting their position of power and control. But in the end those people in turn will
fail if they don’t realise that what they are wearing is not a conqueror’s crown but a mantle of
custodianship and service to the customer. Ultimately the customers are in control.

The sharing of fortunes
The common purpose that binds people in a collective is the contribution which that collective makes
to its outside environment. In the specific case of a company, contribution is about customers in the
first place and the broader community, society and humanity in the second. All other benefits are
consequences of this. The multiplicity of motives among individuals in the collective is not of major
importance. What does matter is that they take second place to the common purpose. The extent to
which individual purpose, motives and deeper intentions are aligned to the collective purpose will,
however, determine the degree of ultimate success and strength of the collective.
The future of organised labour will depend heavily on an ability to align itself with this cause.
Labour’s traditionally inward-focused raison d’être was valid until a few decades ago. It is no longer
so. The participative practices of the last few decades have eroded its base internationally. Bonds
with political organisations have likewise been all but broken in most countries. Even in South
Africa, the tripartite understanding between organised labour, the South African Communist Party and
the ruling African National Congress is under severe strain. The biggest challenge is yet to come. We
have already seen that the development of technology and increasing mechanisation, as well as
globalisation, open societies, strong trading blocs, international trade agreements, freer movement of
capital, goods and services, and the need to attract investment, are putting pressure on rigid labour
structures.
At the same time, ironically, American-style capitalism is at its most vulnerable; never before has
there been such an opportunity for labour to align itself with those who challenge the unbridled-selfinterest and profit-driven model and are concerned about the destruction of nature, the plight of the
poor and unemployed, corruption, crime and unethical business behaviour. For this alignment to
happen, however, the unions must first champion the cause of the consumer and customer, since they
not only belong to that group but are also there to serve it.
Ultimate survival is going to depend even more heavily on the ability to adopt the idea of common
fate. To foster common purpose in a company is easy enough and facilitates the empowerment of its
members – indeed we believe employees make better custodians of customer interests than most
managers do, especially the executive. Alignment with common fate is where it seems the biggest
sacrifice is called for. Yet here is where true power lies. It will blow away the smokescreen around
labour, the idea that it takes no risk because wages are fixed and the only real purpose of a union is to
ensure, through control and coercion, a regular increase in material benefits. This has been a bizarre
fallacy that has led to heavy job losses and therefore of members. It’s time to recognise that the threat
of retrenchments and dismissals far outweighs the threat of work stoppages and strikes. No amount of
legislation can force private enterprise to run companies at a loss, and if labour becomes too
bothersome, there are always “ways and means”… including figure-fudging and closing down the
business to open elsewhere, complex mergers, pyramiding, takeovers and mechanisation.
Employees should not wait too long before seizing this opportunity. Since the beginning of the
1990s many common-fate instruments have been developed from the massive retrenchments which

followed processes of “containment” and its ugly sisters of re-engineering, rationalisation,
restructuring, reconstruction, deconstruction, and similar terms in consultant-speak. The initial
intention of variable-pay instruments was arguably not to protect jobs so much as profits, and to
maintain a semblance of morale among punch-drunk staff. As they developed it became very clear that
without some kind of employee participation they would fail. Indeed many have, for that very reason.
The instruments go by many names under the broad banner of “gain-sharing”. This is something of
a misnomer because it implies sharing in the gains only, which in turn implies that if there are no
gains, and indeed if there are losses, then the management reserves the right to cut heads. As long as
this is implied, the employee initiative is removed. For labour to recapture this initiative it has to take
the courageous step of offering a full fortune-sharing dispensation in exchange for reasonable
guarantees of job security.
There is an element of risk here. But it’s probably less than the risk of job losses. Acceptance of
it will earn labour the right to be fully informed and fully involved in all aspects of the business.
Labour will automatically switch its role on an organised level from taker to giver. This is true
power.
In fact it was labour that introduced one of the more successful and lasting gain-share
programmes. It is known as the Scanlon Plan, named after its founder, Joseph Scanlon, who was the
president of a local branch of the United Steelworkers Union in the USA. He developed the plan to
help save the failing steel company of which he was an employee. That was in the mid-1930s when,
interestingly, trade unions were at their mightiest in America. The Scanlon Plan worked, and the idea
is alive to this day. The essence of its success is to be found in a statement by Scanlon himself:
“What we are trying to say is simply this: that the average worker knows his own job better than
anyone else, and that there are a great many things that he could do if he has a complete understanding
of the necessary. Given this opportunity of expressing his intelligence and ingenuity, he becomes a
more useful and more valuable citizen in any given community or in any industrial operation”.
As we saw, the greatest measurable part of wealth in most organisations is created by labour. It
deserves every opportunity to enhance this contribution, to control it and to put some of it at risk
rather than lose jobs altogether. Organised labour merely has to know that it has the initiative and to
seize it. No variable-pay system will work without labour’s full cooperation. Given this guarantee,
unions need not fear flexibility and should come to see it as a new instrument for enhancing their
power. In all our workshops, employees have universally and firmly supported the concept of pay-atrisk in return for a higher degree of job security. Why have unions and management done so little to
explore this mood? We suspect that unions are afraid of losing the only real justification for their
massive structures: the assumption of an inherent conflict, mostly about wages. For managements, the
prospect of losing outright control on hiring and firing is equally daunting; it’s far more comfortable
to work with labour as a cost than to recognise it as a valued contributor.
There is also the fear that a failing company won’t be able to attract highly qualified staff unless it
can guarantee a competitive package. This fear has no basis in actual experience. For as long as
differentiated pay is supported within a variable-pay system, there is some obedience to the market.
Not even the staunchest of unionists can in all conscience propose equal pay or rates of pay that
take no account of supply and demand. The supply-demand-price argument, however, is often taken to
extremes when applied to an individual human being. It ultimately has less impact on commitment and
loyalty than one may think. For the more highly skilled, the prospect of closer involvement in a

company’s fortunes may be a far greater attraction. This is particularly true of people who are
predisposed to taking a risk. Finally, there is of course a macro argument: the supply-demand-price
mechanism may not always be appropriate to labour, but it’s not a bad idea to try applying it. The
best talents belong in the best ventures; failing companies shouldn’t be attracting the best talents. If
such people can make a significant difference in terms of a turnaround, their prospect of reward in the
future will remain attractive. If they cannot, then the pay is wasted and will only hasten the failure.
This is all the more reason to deplore exorbitant executive pay in poorly-performing companies.
The International Labour Organisation is an active participant in research and guidance on
variable pay or gain-sharing. Gain-sharing has become a whole new branch of knowledge in
organisational theory, covering highly complex processes as well as simple profit-sharing schemes
which date back to 1835 when Edme-Jean Leclaire, a Parisian house painter, decided to share his
profits with his employees. Because gain-sharing should be a labour initiative, it’s up to organised
labour to develop its own expertise and processes, bearing in mind that this can never be a one-sizefits-all approach.
With the growth of gain-sharing has come a whole new confusing language and terminology.
Reams have been written on it; thousands of case studies already exist. We shall attempt only to make
a few points that most experts agree on and to introduce some consistent terminology to fit in with
Contribution Accounting.
The first is that gain-sharing or variable pay has not yet developed fully to the point of fortunesharing. This may be because it’s necessary always to ensure some form of guaranteed or basic pay
for employees. But the proportion at risk varies, especially in different countries, and it’s this
proportion that tends to be a bargaining issue. The options range from “all-at-risk” in exchange for the
guarantee of no job losses and an assured lay-off package, to minimal risk for a large measure of job
flexibility. Numerous checks and balances can be built into an agreement, such as one whereby the
union is the final arbiter in any dismissal. The simple principle involved here is the same as what we
discovered applies at an individual level: the most powerful act of giving is one that is unconditional.
Full fortune-sharing by labour will elevate it to its peak of power.
A useful analogy for fortune-sharing is marriage. A fully participative fortune-sharing company
will need the same circumspection as one needs before marriage and will undoubtedly need the same
degree of constant work, communication and trust-building to ensure its survival. Not all of us will be
suited for marriage to begin with. But labour has to be the suitor! Few marriages succeed if the
partners are focused only on what they get out of the arrangement. The principle of fortune-sharing is
about involvement of labour – Joe Scanlon understood this – and not about incentive. This is where
many schemes go wrong. No doubt there are incentive programmes that have worked. They are mostly
driven by greed and the desire for self-enrichment and are part of the wage-slave chains. A valuesdriven company should be beyond such puerile things. Of course, involvement is a process requiring
many supportive actions such as a common purpose, understanding the business, transparency,
communication and servant leadership.
Research has shown that variable-pay systems do as a rule enhance productivity and rewards both
for the shareholders and employees. That is not to say that all have been successful; some have been
dismal failures. The cost in terms of lay-offs, low morale, stress and employee discontent under
variable pay based on incentive is simply not known. Ironically, most organisations that have
variable pay also have a more highly paid workforce than their fixed-pay counterparts. This is

understandable on a simple risk-versus-reward principle. One need only examine the experience of
Japan and other Asian countries where they progressed from guaranteed employment at little more
than a bowl of rice a day to the highest-paid employees in the world a few decades ago. Up to that
point employees were represented largely by what their more belligerent Western counterparts would
call “sweetheart” unions. This “family” commitment within Eastern companies seems to have waned
in the workforce with the entry of the first post-war generation. In addition, one mustn’t forget the
pressures that grew in that cosy relationship as these countries became increasingly capital-intensive
and involved in the capital shenanigans of the West.
As a broadcasting editor of business news I was invited to visit my counterpart in Taiwan in the
late 1980s. At one point we were comparing salaries and I was a bit peeved to hear that he earned
nearly 75% more than I did. Moreover he was living in a country with a relatively low personal
income tax rate and a fairly low cost of living. When he explained that only one third of his pay was
fixed or basic, the rest depending entirely on the fortunes of his organisation, I became sympathetic –
unduly so in terms of what I now know and think. Another fact that emerged in the discussion was that
most employees preferred to work for a company where the variable proportion of the pay was high.
They saw this as a reflection of a successful company, one that was therefore good to work for. In
addition, most Taiwanese took an intense interest in the performance of the company and its fortunes.
Another way in which they differed from the West was that a struggling employee, instead of being
subjected to condemnatory peer pressure, would be helped by his colleagues to improve. In a macrocontext, Taiwan has always had high levels of personal savings; national reserves are also high. This
has been attributed partly to the fact that the average employee was encouraged to budget and
calculate debt-servicing needs on the basis of guaranteed pay, rather than factoring all, or even a
portion of, the variable pay into his/her spending needs.
We have seen that variable pay is a very old concept. Its modern complexities may be at least
partly due to our fascination with measurements and measuring tools such as computers, spreadsheets,
databases and other software programs. In this too, we suspect, much of what is being counted does
not count and much of what counts is not being counted. The survival of gain-sharing through decades,
if not centuries, seems to show that its logic is based on much more than the measurable.
The doyen of gain-sharing experts in the United States, John Belcher, has put variable-pay
systems into three categories, each with a different formula for arriving at the rewards.
The first is cash profit-sharing. It is clearly determined by shareholder expectations being met,
although not necessarily only according to the standard headline earnings.
The second category is gain-sharing. While this term is often taken as applying to all forms of
variable or flexible pay, Belcher defines it as a system where the pay-outs represent a share of
financial gains. These are associated with improvements in group or organisational performance.
Thirdly, there is goal-sharing. Here a predetermined amount is paid for the achievement of group
or organisational goals. These goals can be anything from monetary values to production output.
Historically, gain-sharing has been developed from four roots:
•
•
•
•

profit-sharing
the Scanlon Plan
the Rucker Plan
Improshare

Variable pay can apply to an individual, team or group, or at organisation level, for example in
companies.
We have already defined profit-sharing. An estimated one million firms in the United States have
some kind of profit-based variable-pay system. It clearly can be best applied at group or company
level. The biggest drawback is that it’s seldom fully understood by employees, especially at general
staff and worker level. In most cases “line of sight” is difficult to achieve and “line of effect” even
more so. We will explain these terms more fully later on, although they are fairly self-explanatory.
The image of profit-sharing schemes is severely dented at times when company reporting, with or
without complicity on the part of the auditing profession, reflects less than the truth about company
performance. Puzzling executive pay-outs add to the distrust. In addition, bonus triggers such as EVA
(economic value-added), EBIT (earnings before interest and tax), or RONA (return on net assets) and
ROCE (return on capital employed) are often complex.
My own biggest problem with profit-sharing is that it’s unrelated to common fate. As long as
labour is viewed as a cost in accounting, shedding employees is the easiest way to improve profits.
And if the purpose of incentives is to raise profits, then labour remains the instrument of profits and
the profit-sharing scheme in effect only exacerbates the divide between labour and management.
Some remuneration and gain-sharing consultants in South Africa actually suggest that profit incentives
be confined to senior management and executive staff, and productivity incentives be applied at a
lower level.
Most productivity incentive schemes ultimately have a bearing on the individual and tend to cause
internal competition and “angst” among colleagues that very few favour over time: even those who
run away with most of the accolades. One scheme that we know of proposes that groups be divided
into teams where the top 10% receive impressive bonuses. The pay-out decreases from there down to
the point where the bottom 10% can actually be dismissed. South African trade unions vehemently
oppose these kinds of incentives. Rightly so, because they are imports mainly from America, where
unemployment and job security are less of an issue.
Many companies have introduced share-ownership options for staff. These have been given
different names such as SIPs (share incentive programmes) or ESOPs (employee share option
programmes). Experience has shown that they work better at the executive level and less well at
general staff level. We will defer a more detailed examination until we come to discuss the role of
shareholders.
The Scanlon Plan is closely focused on cost-saving. Any reduction in costs is shared with
employees as a gain. But one may well ask: gain in terms of what? In most cases, simple debit and
credit bookkeeping will translate cost-saving into a gain in profits. The scheme could be quite unfair
but what softens it is that the measurements usually apply only to those areas where employees are in
direct control. This feature adds substantial benefits in terms of understanding, credibility,
communication and perceived fairness. But again, so long as labour is accounted for as a cost, some
employees could benefit by lay-offs among their colleagues. The reason for Scanlon’s survival to this
day and indeed for being reinvented in various forms, is that it has tried to address these issues.
The Rucker Plan was designed by American economist Allen Rucker shortly after the Scanlon
Plan came into being in the 1930s. Despite many references to it in organisational theory, we could
not find a case study showing where Rucker’s plan has been successful. Nor did John Belcher
provide any in his writing. Scanlon supporters Paul Davis and Majel Maes have concluded that

Rucker’s plan simply ground to a halt after the death of its founder. It’s nevertheless worth examining
because it’s triggered by value-added or wealth created, it comes closest to my idea of a labourempowering system.
Rucker toyed with the idea of a value-added statement (VAS) long before it became part of
traditional reporting. That his gain-share system and the subsequent accounting format did not merge
is quite surprising. Rucker’s critics argue that it’s the difficulty of the reporting format that made the
plan vulnerable. We think we have already demonstrated that nothing is further from the truth. It is the
most logical of all accounting conventions and the least susceptible to butcher-bookkeeping. The real
potential of Rucker was in relation to common fate, which he unfortunately failed to recognise. Under
his method, although the bonus pay out is calculated at an organisation level, it’s still quite feasible
for employees to be given bonuses as a result of lay-offs of colleagues. This immediately detracts
from common fate. The difficulty is not insurmountable, however, and it may be time for a Rucker
revival.
We must emphasise that although Rucker trademarked his process, we have been working with
and refining the VAS for decades primarily as a business awareness and communication tool for
labour. The development of Contribution Accounting and the concept of fortune-sharing was an
outflow of this work and was totally independent of research on gain-sharing.
Improshare was developed some time after Scanlon and Rucker. Whereas Scanlon and Rucker are
based on monetary measurements (although Scanlon can include other physical accountabilities),
Improshare is based for the most part on physical productivity measurements calculated at team and
individual levels. This meets a key requirement of “line of sight” and “line of effect”, and again
makes for credibility, understanding and perception of fairness. However, when things are not
measured in terms of monetary value one has no indication of how useful they really are. As we saw
earlier the concept of value-added puts a monetary value on the contribution one has made to the good
of a customer. If the customer stops buying a product, the contribution ends – no matter what “inputs”
of time, effort and mind are present. Physical measurements therefore have their limitations. You
could be measuring and rewarding things that are adding no value.
There is nothing so useless as doing efficiently that which should not be done at all.
—Peter Drucker
A South African goldmine had an experience of this. It decided to pay its underground teams
bonuses based on the number of cubic metres mined. People had the incentive to work long and hard
hours, breaking mining records and being called into the office month after month to receive their
production bonuses. The day came when they were called in and the entire staff was laid off. Why?
because although more rock was being produced, the grades had fallen – relatively less gold was
being extracted from every ton of rock. In addition the gold price had fallen, so the value of each gram
extracted from the ore was reduced. One analyst calculated that the mine could have been saved had it
not paid out the production bonuses! The harsh reality is that you cannot only reward people on the
basis of things within their control.
At a practical level, the overriding message of variable pay today is that there really isn’t a
generic template or formula that fits all circumstances. Consultants working in the field should avoid
and be prevented from imposing their pet projects on a company. The system must be home-grown

and be constantly polished in every detail. Design and implementation are less important than policy
and intention. As always the “why” far outweighs the “what” and the “how”.
We have seen that variable pay can act as an incentive, or encourage involvement, or both. The
two are not the same thing, however. What is true is that involvement will act as an incentive. But
incentive will not always promote involvement by all; indeed it very often has the opposite effect.
Involvement is about being focused on the contribution, whereas incentive is about reward. Variable
pay can be empowering, compassionate and generous, but it can also become just another tool in the
“what’s-in-it-for-me” kit.

Fortune-sharing and Contribution Accounting
We have clearly not covered the subject of variable pay in any useful detail; that would be another
book – and meanwhile there is enough written material on the subject to enable anyone to design
something useful for their circumstance. What is perhaps different in our approach is the concept of
fortune-sharing, taking the risk-transfer notion further than what has hitherto been broadly considered
or implemented. It also implies a far greater degree of participative management and a deliberate
policy of involvement by labour. The adoption of common purpose and common fate as the principles
underpinning the stakeholder relationship is possible only if that ethos is supported by the account
used to measure the enterprise. To the best of our knowledge the only one that fills the bill is the
Contribution Account.
The plethora of writing on variable pay has created many terms that are being used
interchangeably. This makes for confusion and difficulties in defining one’s terms for a given
argument. For this work we will stick with Belcher’s definitions of profit- and gain-sharing as given
earlier. Profit-sharing does what it says. So does gain-sharing – it’s about sharing in a set of financial
gains at any level. Gain-sharing therefore means paying out only when performance has been
relatively good. Goal-sharing is very similar to gain-sharing, the only difference being the definite
link to pre-set goals. But none of these three entails a sharing of misfortunes, beyond the waiving of a
bonus.
Fortune-sharing means sharing in both the good and the bad. The extent to which it is shared is
part of the design based on the Contribution Account. Fortune-sharing doesn’t necessarily mean
letting go of basic pay. This can still be guaranteed, but the bigger the guarantee and the stronger the
similarity between basic pay and market-related pay, the more fortune-sharing is diluted and
compromised. Fortune-sharing would discourage the existence of a cap – that which puts a limit on
the amount payable to employees under the system. As we proposed earlier, the greater the risk, the
greater the trade-off should be in other employee benefits such as job security.
That part of pay which is neither guaranteed nor unconditional is flexible or variable. We will
refer to it as pay-at-risk. A trigger is the point at which employees qualify for a bonus. The term is
more applicable to the standard gain-sharing sharing schemes than to fortune-sharing; fortune-sharing
implies constant flexibility. Fortune-sharing also doesn’t mean abandoning conditional pay, a type of
reward which is mostly incentive-based; it literally says, “If you achieve this, I’ll pay you that.”
Conditional pay has been popularly based on a family of measures. Consultants working in the
field prefer a family of measures to one or two triggers. They point out that effective productivity
improvements have to be measured on a broad front and the commitment to paying out bonuses is
subject to the company’s ability to afford it. A family of measures normally underpins merit bonuses.
In general, conditional pay and merit bonuses erode the concept of common fate. But they can be
retained as an instrument of reward for exceptional performance. Few would quibble about that.
To reduce merit pay erosion of common fate, one could make a distinction between recognition
and reward. Recognition can be anything from the proverbial pat on the back to a trip to Disneyland,

whereas reward is usually in the form of money or pay. Pick ’n Pay rewards outstanding performers
with a Disneyland visit during which they are given customer-care training; they are also entitled to
wear a badge recognising this achievement. A common-fate approach is not comfortable with
punishment that implies a reduction in pay. Censure is preferred, in the form of warnings in private,
or other ways of expressing displeasure with behaviour or performance. Common fate should
promote peer support rather than peer pressure. But consistent and deliberate misbehaviour will lead
to peer pressure and eventual censure. One doesn’t abandon discipline – all of the standard
procedures can still obtain. The confident hope is that they will become less necessary with the
adoption of common fate.
Common fate also does not imply the abandonment of differentiated pay based on supply and
demand for skills and qualifications. One can still maintain common effect with differentiated pay.
Common effect means that each member of the group is equally affected, by way of percentage of pay
or a nominal amount. The flexible and variable part of remuneration can be guided by differentiated
pay, in that surpluses can be apportioned as a percentage of pay or as an equal division or both. Equal
division means every one receives the same amount. For example, if the surplus was R1 million, each
of 1,000 employees would get R1,000 dollars.
Surplus is an amount in the collective as a whole that exceeds the expectations of all of the
stakeholders. The definition of stakeholders for the purpose of this book is restricted to the three
contributors to wealth –labour, capital and state. Surpluses can be defined as discretionary, meaning
that they can be distributed either partly, fully or not at all. For example, if a company is running at a
loss and expects another in a given year, a profit in that year would be a surplus, but not
discretionary. It would have to be used to restore the balance in distribution to meet the legitimate
expectations of all the stakeholders. Conversely, if the company has been recording acceptable
bottom-line results and achieves better-than-expected profits in a given year, then the surplus over
and above the expectation can be described as discretionary. This means it can be deployed in any
manner negotiated between labour and capital.
This brings me to some other features that need to be clearly defined. Instead of using the term
gain that is popular in variable-pay theory, we would rather speak of surplus and discretionary
surplus as defined earlier. The extent to which a surplus is defined as discretionary should be
informed by reasonable expectations identified by the Contribution Account. It should not be set in
concrete, but the way it is treated must be clearly understood by all, preferably ahead of the results.
A surplus will be determined by an improvement in value-added or wealth created. The share to
be allocated to the primary stakeholders (labour, capital and state) will clearly first depend on the
extent to which it is discretionary or not. If there’s a severe imbalance in the way wealth is being
distributed, this simply has to be addressed. It need not be done fully in a given period but it has to be
borne constantly in mind when negotiating a discretionary part of the surplus. While the share defines
that part of the surplus than can be allocated to each stakeholder, this share can in turn be split into
different components. This is understood in the term “profits” – they are already split into retained
income and dividend. When there is a discretionary surplus that has improved the owners’ share
above their legitimate expectations, there could be a further split. The collective may decide to pass it
on to one of the other stakeholders, improve the company savings further or increase the dividend.
It may seem odd that we have included the state in the beneficiaries of discretionary surpluses.
The reason will become clearer later on, but is explained by the fact that the “state” is not restricted

to tax. It can include corporate social responsibility spending – or, to use a currently popular term,
corporate social investment.
The share of the discretionary surplus allocated to employees will most likely be split in
percentage bonuses or equal division. In most cases, for it to be aligned with differentiated pay, it
will be split as a percentage of current salaries. Say the share of a discretionary surplus translates
into R1 million and the payroll is R10 million. This would represent 10% of current wages (perhaps
with some adjustments for allocations to pension and medical insurance funds). This in turn becomes
a bonus of 10% on each salary or wage.
The split need not be confined to a percentage of pay. Half of the 10%, – R500,000 –can be
allocated to equal division. The other half can be allocated to a percentage of pay. That converts into
a 5% bonus calculated on pay. If the population included in the scheme were 500, then each would
get a further R1,000 from an equal division.
That’s not all! Despite the caution required in merit calculations, a fully understood merit bonus
system can live fairly comfortably with common fate. If there is a system in place, it can be financed
from the employee share. There are two critical elements involved. The first is that any system,
including a merit bonus system, has to be self-financing and preferably through discretionary
surpluses. No company should be threatened by the need to pay bonuses that it cannot afford (which is
why it’s iniquitous to give executive bonuses when a company runs at a loss). The other is the extent
to which the family of measures needed to underpin merit bonuses are understood and fair. By their
very nature merit bonuses detract from common fate.
Common fate is unashamedly socialist in nature. But it’s also fully market-driven in terms of the
collective’s relationship with its society. It performs at its fullest and best when the employee share
is split in equal distribution. We have seen this work even in a highly capitalist environment. A
former goldmine client had in place a simple system based on operating profit: a huge barometer was
placed at the entrance of the mine, reflecting an accumulation of surpluses up to the point where the
mine could afford to pay out a certain minimum bonus. It then reflected a “spilling over” and each
employee got exactly the same. This was seldom less than R20 and not more than R100. The
remarkable feature of the system was not the amount involved, but the extent to which it fostered
camaraderie among all employees from the general manager to the lowest-skilled worker. We suspect
it was also partly due to the fact that the mine was relatively low-grade and “marginal”. A pay-out
showed that it was still viable.
We believe the power of common fate gives the lie to many arguments that supposedly support the
self-interest culture. It is indeed possible to find an employee group offering part of its split for social
service ventures in its community such as a school or a day nursery. It is also feasible for a committed
and loyal group to offer some of its split for company savings – in return, perhaps, for shares.
Common fate, like any pay-at-risk scheme, is a process and not an event or a simple one-off
conversion. A case study will illustrate this later. One has to move from a fixed, basic pay structure
which may already include some form of conditional pay or merit bonus system. Throughout its life,
the system will need maintenance and adjustments.
The proportions between basic and flexi-pay can range through phases from an initial 5% at risk,
85% basic and 10% merit, to 50% at risk and 50% basic with merit pay being phased out or made
part of the split over four periods. Of course, the ultimate flexible pay system would have 100% at
risk.

Because market-related basic pay is guaranteed, there has to be some kind of a contingency fund
to ensure that this commitment can be met by a self-financing fortune-sharing system. This fund also
has many names in gain-share theory, including bonus reserve, contingency reserve, deficit reserve or
simply the bonus back-up. The difference between fortune-sharing and other forms of gain-sharing is
that with the former, jobs are supposedly more stable. The reserve is needed to cushion the effect of
misfortunes in the initial stages and to maintain market-related pay. For example, the participants may
agree to put at risk 10% of their current market-related pay. To ensure a smooth transition, one would
try to maintain market-related pay but finance the shortfall from the contingency fund at the initial
stages.
With most other forms of variable pay, basic pay is a given, and a contingency fund is needed
only to finance bonus pay-outs that were not covered because of previous losses. Gain-share experts
differ on how much of the employee share should be allocated to a contingency fund. Most believe
that at least a quarter should be saved.
If the fund has a shortfall at the end of the year this should simply be written off. The first of two
variables under fortune-sharing that will determine the size of such a fund is the portion at risk against
the guaranteed portion: the bigger the risk proportion, the less the need for a reserve. The second
variable is the frequency of payment and it applies to most systems. An annual system clearly needs
no reserve: if there is no surplus, there is no pay out. In fortune-sharing one may want a reserve in any
event; but if there are consistent losses in the initial years the company’s position may for some time
be little changed from a normal basic-pay dispensation.
A fully supported fortune-sharing programme can achieve the near-impossible and accommodate
monthly swings in pay levels. Most gain-sharing programmes lose their efficacy if the pay-out is less
than twice yearly. Most schemes other than fortune-sharing cannot tolerate a frequency higher than
quarterly.
This raises the issue of timing for a fortune-sharing programme. If there is a solid commitment by
all of the stakeholders, then fortune-sharing can be launched at virtually any time. If there is some
distrust and hesitancy, then it’s perhaps best to introduce it in fairly good or stable times, and that
would also enable the contingency reserve to build up so as to cater for possible swings later. There
is some contradictory logic in timing. Arguably, if one introduces fortune-sharing in the good times,
one has raised expectations that may not be met later and this could lead to disenchantment.
Conversely, if one introduces it in bad times and expectations are not met or some income is
sacrificed, one may have killed the system at birth. The key to both problems, and indeed to the
ultimate success of any variable-pay system, is understanding, communication and commitment. That
is why organised labour is the most suitable champion of such a system.
Fortune-sharing appears from the above description to be highly complex. We agree that the
theory itself is full of definitions, complex arguments and counterarguments. Any variable-pay system
becomes vulnerable unless fully understood and kept as simple as possible. One difficulty with
variable pay is line of sight – an employee’s understanding of the impact his/her functions and
performance have on the group as a whole. Experts insist that line of sight must be present in any
system, otherwise one is inclined to veer away from an organisational trigger in favour of a family of
measures at smaller units or even at individual level, and this removes the focus on common fate and
lessens the prospect of self-financing. We believe that those who take the purist view are ignoring the
difference between qualitative line of sight and quantitative line of sight. Most functionaries can be

made to understand how sweeping a floor helps put a man into space, but to quantify that effect is
impossible. We are tempted to break up the concept into line of sight and line of effect.
Line of sight is qualitative and is based on behaviour. Line of effect is quantitative; it means being
able to measure those things within the control of the functionary, and being able to hold that person
accountable – provided of course that she/he has been given the means and has the ability to perform
the task. Our intuition says the complexity of pay-at-risk is overstated. Much of that is the fault of
experts and consultants unable to resist the temptation to create new jargon, either to make the matter
seem esoteric or to parade their own expertise. We have been as guilty as the rest in the foregoing
paragraphs; we too have wallowed in verbiage. Our defence is that we felt the need to address
current theory in the terms commonly used but not always understood. The principle of fortunesharing is in fact very simple: the bigger the contribution, the bigger the pie; the bigger the pie, the
more there is to share. If an overall concept is logical and clear, then details should not be allowed to
cloud it. And indeed it seldom does, so long as we refrain from pomposity and over-cleverness.
One of the devils in the detail is the accounting format. A final accounting format that is not
understood, is suspect, reveals little of interest to functionaries, is inconsistent and can be fudged by
policy changes explained in very small print as notes to the accounts, is no way to inform people on
fortune-sharing or any pay-at-risk system. Profit-sharing schemes based on the income statement don’t
as a rule say much to the general workforce. They make sense only to those in the upper echelons of
the corporate hierarchy. In developing countries in particular, this produces systems that have little
basis in common fate. Not so with the Contribution Account or even its less refined associate, the
value-added statement.

Fortune-sharing: a scenario
We were once asked to propose a fortune-sharing system for a client in the chemicals industry. The
proposal went cold after the company sold most of its manufacturing activities to another company
and the holding company introduced an EVA-based profit-sharing system for all of its subsidiaries.
This was a pity as we had progressed beyond theory in the proposal.

The Contribution Account at the time of design is shown in Figure 12. We used a far more visual
illustration based on Figure 9 from which the comments were explained. For the purposes of this
book, however we have converted it into a table. This account shows clearly that the first step needed
for this company is to ensure equitable distribution. Employees had been put through a two-day
training programme called “People and Wealth” which has a proven retention of 85% at illiterate
level. This was followed up with an intensive communication process using whiteboards and
magnetic pictures and numbers. The instruments were used at supervisory and team level and
included team performance figures showing the line of sight to the Contribution Account.

The restoring of a distribution balance in this company was made relatively easy because of steps
that had already been set in motion which made the forecast figures for that year look as in Figure 13.
For a number of reasons it became easy to design a fortune-sharing programme for the above
company. One of them was the fact that they had already begun to address inequitable distribution
through conventional rationalisation. Had this not been in place we would, in terms of common
purpose and common fate, have aggressively pursued the idea of increasing wealth so as to address
the imbalance. As we shall see later, this wouldn’t have been an impossible task. The second
facilitating factor was that the shareholder had a clearly defined expectation of continuing to hold this
subsidiary. Shareholder expectations are often quite elusive, based as they are on “maximising
profits” rather than “so much is enough”. So while our hands were tied in one respect, the steps taken
to address the imbalance would in any case have been necessary to sustain a fortune-sharing system.

Looking a year ahead, the company projected a further cutback in staff (Figure 14).
Because the shareholder expectation had been met, we argued that any further saving should be
used to improve employee morale. The client had a merit system in place but this would have reached
a limited number of employees at the plant; it would not have benefited all. Again, we couldn’t rely
on or pursue an increase in wealth created, because of the disruptive effects of rationalisation.
We also felt that a 55% employee share of wealth – R236 million – was fair, sensible and
appropriate. However, with a further reduction in staff, the projected payroll was calculated at R230
million. This gave a R6 million discretionary surplus equal to less than 3% of the total payroll. At the
general workforce level this would hardly have made an impact if it was paid out as a percentage of
wages. We suggested that the surplus be deployed on a one-for-one (equally divided) basis.
This would have meant that each employee got a “thank you gratuity” of R5,000. For some it
would have equalled if not exceeded a monthly wage; for others it would have amounted to less than
10% of their monthly pay. But the rationale here was that the lower echelons experienced the greater
discomfort in the event of lay-offs. The impact on camaraderie of equal division outweighed the
monetary incentive possible with such a limited amount to work with. As a general statement, we
believe the attraction of greater involvement far outweighs the attraction of monetary gain.
The other option open to this company at the time was to put the R6 million into a contingency
fund to support a more fully developed fortune-sharing programme.

We argued that pursuing fortune-sharing was quite feasible once the dust had settled after
reorganisation. Indeed that is what we proposed in the next year (Figure 15), on the basis of the
client’s determination to refocus on its market and productivity measures that were bound to contain
outside costs. Conservative estimates were that income would rise by 5% and outside costs would be
reduced by a similar amount despite increased cost of sales. The impact surprised everyone when the
simple calculation was made that this would increase wealth by more than 20%.
The true dynamic of focusing on wealth creation is that for most companies it means that a
relatively small increase in income and a relatively small reduction in outside costs have a
substantial impact. Often this will not be easy because in most people’s minds an increase in income

implies an increase in outside costs. We have been surprised at the extent to which this is sometimes
viewed as an immutable, with little effort being applied to some zero-base thinking to address outside
costs.
In the above proposal we used, as the base, the first year after the rationalisation was completed
and shareholder confidence was restored. This meant that the 55% employee share was still valid at
R236 million. But then we also assumed that the payroll would stay at R230 million, despite wage
increases in the meantime. The increases would have been offset by further planned staff reductions.
However, we again argued that this should be allocated to staff. Wealth had increased by R96 million
to R524 million. This meant that there was a R58 million discretionary surplus sourced from the
labour share alone. Now in normal circumstances there would be no question that this belonged to the
shareholder to boost profits after paying a further R20 million in tax. (It is often forgotten that fortunesharing pay-outs are subsidised to the tune of the company tax rate. Admittedly some of this burden
then passes to the employee.)
In our proposed fortune-sharing approach we argued that the R58 million discretionary surplus
from the employee share represented the difference between legitimate expectations and the reality or
actual. We proposed that R19 million be allocated to the shareholder. This amounted to a quarter of
the discretionary surplus.
A further R19 million should be allocated to a contingency fund to support a quarterly pay-out of
fortune-sharing in the months following. That left R20 million for an employee split. As mentioned,
this company had a merit system in place for workers in the plant but recognised the need to capture
all of the staff in a fortune-sharing system. So we proposed that half of the R20 million should be used
to finance merit bonuses and the other R10 million be allocated to an equal division pay-out. This
again was based on the continuing need to enhance involvement and camaraderie rather than monetary
incentive. The amount was too small to divide further into a part for a percentage of pay and a part for
equal division.
Theoretically, from a shareholder point of view they could have allocated the full discretionary
surplus of R58 million. The increase in wealth alone would have ensured that their after-tax profits
would have risen by more than 23%. The additional R19 million boosted the increase to 36%. We
simply felt it necessary to meet shareholder expectations.
We must emphasise again that as complicated as the above explanation may appear, once the
Contribution Account is understood, the process of fortune-sharing becomes easy to explain. In our
training programmes we made effective use of role plays with some participants wearing labels
depicting the stakeholders and “funny money” to illustrate the allocations under fortune-sharing.
A few parameters had been agreed upon before the process was side-lined. These were the
acceptance of common fate at group level, and of wealth creation as the common-fate trigger. The
calculations were to be based on improvements on the past and not on budgets. It was also accepted
that the company would maintain fair wealth distribution as a priority in fortune-sharing. We did
some further calculations that illustrated the impact of changes in wealth creation, both positive and
negative, over time. These showed that the system could be maintained without resorting to further
employee cutbacks in all but the most disastrous circumstances. It showed further that one didn’t need
constant allocation to the shareholder of discretionary surpluses sourced by labour, to maintain a
steady improvement in the standard shareholder value acid tests such as headline earnings, EVA,

RONA, ROCE and price-earnings ratios.
Those informed on gain-sharing may recognise similarities between our fortune-sharing process
and the Rucker Plan. They are purely coincidental. Of all of the earlier plans, Rucker comes closest
to a common-fate philosophy. Given the growth of participative management styles in recent years, it
is inexplicable that Rucker did not experience a revival. We suspect Rucker didn’t quite offer what
most companies wanted from gain sharing: cost savings, including employee lay-offs. In that case
Scanlon is more appropriate than Rucker. If the emphasis is on individual and team productivity,
Improshare is more suitable. Allen Rucker found that the employee share of wealth created remained
relatively stable over time and he could propose a three-year historic average to determine a norm for
the employee share. While this may have been relevant in an environment of uncapped profits, through
formulae such as EVA shareholder expectations can be scientifically pinned at appropriate levels
today. Still, a three-year average can be useful to the mix.
To recap on the preceding chapters:
Involvement and not incentive is the key purpose of fortune-sharing. Involvement can act as an
incentive. Incentives do not guarantee involvement. Involvement requires understanding, constant
communication, transparency, honesty, generosity, servant-leadership, caring for staff and employee
development. The important underpinning philosophy of fortune-sharing is that it places salaries and
wages in transcendent transaction, and recognises that our true value is in the contribution we make to
others. This is determined by our customers, not by a piece of paper certifying a certain skill or by
agitation and strikes. This value is reflected in the value-added measurement.

Strategy, operations and Contribution Accounting
Strategic planning must be one of the most written-about subjects in organisational theory. It’s also
the one best calculated to excite company leaders – an executive eagerly packs her/his bags to go off
to some exotic venue and spend ten or so days designing goals, action plans and outcomes in great
detail, down to the role of the smallest operating unit, based on complex what-if scenarios. We
suspect many of these people see themselves as war heroes in the mould of Alexander the Great.
Indeed the very word “strategic” has military connotations. It is amusing to see the number of
company chiefs who see their undertakings as an army, the business environment as a battlefield and
the employees as the troops. Is all of it a myth? Collins and Porras in Built to Last seem to think so:
“Visionary companies make some of their best moves by experimentation, trial and error,
opportunism, and – quite literally – accident.”
The strength of strategic planning also contains its weakness. The urge to design the future, to
remove uncertainty, is a natural one. But there is a tendency to sacrifice flexibility in the name of
goals, action plans and prescribed outcomes. Conversely, what should be inflexible often becomes
flexible, such as common purpose, a core ideology and core values. “A visionary company almost
religiously preserves its core ideology – changing it seldom, if ever,” say Collins and Porras. “Core
values in a visionary company form a rock-solid foundation and do not drift with the trends and
fashions of the day.”
With this caveat, we are going to assume that strategic planning is more than a game for the top
brass, although perhaps not very much more! The conventional wisdom of the 1990s, “short-term
profitability for longer-term wealth creation”, gives one a big enough canvas. For me the definition of
wealth creation is the broader one of value-added, and not the narrow “shareholder value” which
was probably implied in the original premise.
If Collins and Porras are correct, then the focus in a strategic plan should be much more on
consistency of behaviour than on outcomes and measurement. Much of the process of strategic
planning is questionable because of its heavy emphasis on “what” and “how” rather than on “why”.
Purpose and core ideology should be the foundation of any strategy, which means that a strategic plan
should first of all re-examine mission and values. Many in fact do start out that way. But then the
focus becomes blurred as attention is drawn to profit maximisation and away from the need to be
market-driven and customer-oriented. One has seen this happen even with well-intentioned
programmes such as the Balanced Scorecard and, when it does, an opportunity is lost – a chance to
forge common purpose and common fate. Here again we believe that the fault lies mostly with the
final form of accounting, which is the income statement. By its very nature the income statement
cannot capture behaviour and is aloof to any purpose other than profit maximisation. Reliance on the
income statement as the acid test tends to push the strategic planners towards short-term goals.
It gets worse when the chosen tool is the “reverse income statement”. In this process, one begins
by defining a desired level of profit or earnings. The gaps, such as resources needed and their costs,
are then filled in to give an indication of sales and income needed. The strategic plan, including the

design of a mission, vision and values, is then moulded around that. The fallacy of such an approach
must be clear even to a novice. It ignores a simple lesson which most of us learn very early in life:
we make plans but life has other plans for us. Life is what happens when we are making other plans.
Or better still: the only time God laughs is when he sees our plans. To cast a strategy in the concrete
of outcomes is clearly foolish and puts reliance on things totally out of our control. It makes about as
much business sense as it does at a personal level.
The revival of the concept of sustainability will no doubt have a marked influence on strategic
planning. If it works, the shift will be away from short-term profitability to longer-term wealth
creation. My mild scepticism relates to the underlying purpose of sustainability and the means of
reflecting this. So far, the disciples of sustainability have done little more than generate more paper
and measurements. Without a shift in the underlying purpose and ideological core, today’s efforts at
good governance and sustainability are treating symptoms and not causes. One can only hope that the
focus on these symptoms will eventually point out the causes as well, in addition to raising questions
about the validity of the income statement and “shareholder value” as key drivers.
A sustainable strategy requires appropriate behaviour. Those qualities of contribution that unleash
individual potential have to be promoted in the collective. Today more than ever a sustainable
company will need the attributes of values-driven common purpose and common fate. The
Contribution Account then becomes by far the superior measurement of performance and the template
for a sound, sustainable strategy.

The five elements of maximum wealth creation and optimal wealth distribution create the
conditions for perpetual and exponential growth (Figure 16).
Remember, maximum wealth creation means being led by the market to sell the most you can, get
the best price and keep outside costs to a minimum. Optimal wealth distribution is about meeting
legitimate expectations and ensuring continued contribution. Optimal wealth distribution creates the
capacity for service and makes it possible to continuously create wealth in a sustainable way.

The depth of the approach becomes clear in unpacking each strategic area into what we call subscores (Figure 17). These may also be informed by the scorecards or dashboards designed for use in
the Balanced Scorecard.
The sub-scores are obviously company- and site-specific. Figure17 shows a few examples such
as OTIF (on time in full), quality measurements, customer complaints, production volumes, TVA
(throughput value-added), etc., in creating wealth. Distributing wealth could include training,
leadership diagnostics, operational value-added, etc.
There are two categories of sub-scores. There are those that reveal more of the summarised
Contribution Account and which are mostly to be found at company level, and we have called them
the Extended Contribution Account. Those at operational and team level reflect internal activities and
efficiencies, and are shown in the Component Contribution Account. Their use will become clear
when we deal with the Contribution Account as an operational framework.
Most of the strengths of the Contribution Account that we have outlined earlier apply equally to
the account as a strategic template. They were:
• Forging a common-fate focus on service excellence.
• A method of sensibly linking the smallest operational activity to the overall performance of the
company in a way that everyone can understand.
• Coherence in all measurements, translating into strategic objectives and the company’s
mission and vision.
• A practical way of holding people to measurable outcomes that make sense.
• Enrichment of operational meetings.
• An easily-understood convention for employee reporting and information-sharing.
• Forming the base for a flexible pay system such as gain- or fortune-sharing.
As we mentioned earlier, having a common-purpose, market-driven understanding of a company
fundamentally affects its strategic approach. There must be absolute clarity about the mission, and
people must identify with it at all levels.

Figure 18 is a summary of how one develops a strategy for common purpose and common fate.
Because of the simplicity of the concept and the Contribution Account it is possible to involve a large
number of staff at all levels.
The final design of the plan will have to rest with a senior group. For the most part the process
does follow standard strategic-planning conventions. You will note, however, that we have portrayed
vision as the final outcome of the process, rather than putting it up front. We believe this makes more
sense because vision tends to reflect a destination, which has to be based on some realistic
assumptions to be valid. This reality will become clear at the end of the strategic plan, rather than at
the beginning.
From the assertion in Collins and Porras that visionary companies seldom engage in detailed
strategic planning, it follows that those that do find it necessary have probably reached the point of
inertia, mediocrity and staleness. A company with a clear vision and ideological core will seldom
need a fresh and detailed strategic plan. At most it will apply such a template to new projects or
ventures. The shift away from being profit-driven to being market-driven and the adoption of
Contribution Accounting as the driving measurement may require use of the template, even if it is
merely to restate its components from a different perspective.
We have found it useful, before defining the mission, to condense the passionate beliefs of
leadership into a superordinate goal. We begin by identifying five points at individual level and then
at group level. The five points are discussed and participants arrive at a single overarching concept.
If there’s more than one, they are prioritised repeatedly until they can be distilled into one. Sometimes
one can boil it down to a word: “innovation”; “invent”, “quality”, “serve”, etc., but it could also be a
phrase such as “quest for zero defect”; “intolerant of mediocrity”; “determined to add value to
others”; “driven by others’ needs”, “we know the value of values”, “transcending transaction”. In
many cases the result may appear to be a cliché, or a statement associated with another company. So
long as the result represents a concept about which all are or can be passionate, it’s easily reworded.
It needn’t detail the product or service offered. The result of this exercise is moulded into a slogan
that represents the superordinate goal of the company, which in turn will inform a succinct mission
statement. We have found it useful to invite suggestions from the general staff and there are usually
enough repetitions or similarities to make the conclusion obvious. General and sectoral scenarios
from external experts can usefully augment the process and bring us to the next step: market
identification.
Each suggestion for creating more wealth is tested against its impact on the Contribution Account
and critical components such as those of wealth distribution, capital expenditure, outside costs, etc. A
final prospective Contribution Account can then be used to inform the standard actions of a strategic

plan such as the SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats) analysis; the BHAG design
(big, hairy and aggressive goals); action plans and deliverables. From this a realistic vision can be
extracted.
The important advantage of strategic planning based on Contribution Accounting is that it can
draw all in the collective into common purpose and common fate. It does so without compromising
the norms of sound planning and business sense. More importantly, it does so while encouraging
values-driven behaviour and transcendent transaction.
Operational and process improvement is another subject in organisational theory that has
consumed lakes of ink and mountains of print cartridges. A new managerial science grew out of
previously spontaneous and sporadic process and operational innovations, and its development can
be traced back to just after World War II and the emergence of management guru’s. For decades
thereafter and perhaps still largely today, the understanding of management has been based on the
concept of “managing resources” within a given environment such as team, division or company.
These resources include the human resource.
There are so many techniques and practices, a large number of them branded and franchised, that
to delve into even a few would be beyond the scope of this book. They include Total Quality
Management (TQM), Six Sigma, Seven S, Continuous Process Improvement, Theory of Constraints,
Self-directed Work Teams, 20 Keys, Integrated Management Systems, Work Structure, the Balanced
Scorecard and hundreds more. The most charitable thing one can say about them is that they
undoubtedly work – for a while. The array of branded approaches encourages the consulting industry
to claim a uniqueness of insight that surpasses others’. This is the fallacy. No structured process will
last beyond a few years if there aren’t many more critical elements in place. And almost any process
will work if those elements are in place: service, common purpose and common fate.
The danger of structured processes and approaches is the same as that which has bedevilled the
entire field of macro-economics. It is the view that the human spirit can be shaped by systems; that
structure, systems, processes and policies determine our behaviour. Too often we have witnessed the
tragic consequences in companies that subject themselves to one or other outside-driven reengineering intervention where the structure is transformed and people are expected to fit in with it.
The much wiser approach, and one with lasting effects, is to change the hearts and minds of people
and then force the structure and processes to fit in with that.
Most of the operational-excellence “franchised packages” that waft across the oceans to find
fertile soil in countries where their track record is less known, are based on a promise of weight loss
without dieting. The package often becomes an end in itself and not a means to an end. Even if the end
is implied it’s seldom clearly defined as an overall common purpose, let alone a serving purpose.
Also, the links between the routine requirements of the process and serving the common purpose are
lost. Often there is much hoopla and hype around these processes – competitions to find “the best
team to achieve Key 19”, and so on. For months nothing else is talked about, until someone becomes
bored with the “stuff” and starts to wonder if the emperor is actually wearing any clothes. We’re
suckers for fads and it’s relatively easy to instil new flavours of the month into a collective. But until
the meaning behind the form is fully revealed, understood and championed, the form will decay and
die. Without meaning no form is sustainable.
In hindsight and with the fraying of fanaticism, we have come to appreciate that “what” and
“how” are always incidental to “why”. Indeed, any process will work if it is there to support common

purpose and common fate. Contribution Accounting is compatible with any of these templates. If a
piece doesn’t fit, it can easily be made to.
The real power behind Contribution Accounting is the alignment of expectations, aspirations,
understanding and commitment to a serving common purpose and common fate. This will impact in a
chain from individual behaviour to country behaviour.
Clearly, behaviour change implies different activities at different levels. It’s important for
behaviour to change at an individual level independently of any coercion, manipulation or social
engineering. The point of my non-systemic approach is that real and lasting change comes from inner
individual conviction and not from external forces. This is not as difficult as it may appear. Our
experience in the use of various tools at many levels has shown that such a change is indeed possible.
Realignment at even one or two levels already has a marked effect. In all of our workshops we have
found a natural inclination on the part of the individual to subscribe to contributory behaviour; most
people spontaneously buy into the concept that service excellence is synonymous with excellence in
the self.
It is useful to apply four questions to the different levels in a collective:
•
•
•
•

attitudinal changes needed?
the process of achieving these changes?
what would be measured in Contribution Accounting?
what tests would be applied to assess adherence?

At a personal level, the first and obvious task is to change one’s habits. Volumes of motivational
material exist to help one achieve this. Our behaviour as employees will show little genuine change if
there hasn’t been at least some change at a personal level. Yet our professional activities are easier to
work with because the criteria are clearer cut. The behaviour shift leads to an understanding of
meaning behind form, and of the link between the task and the company’s overall objective in terms of
service. Processes for achieving this are now more readily accepted by companies and would include
service-excellence workshops and other customised company interventions. The Contribution
Account would reflect design of standards, adherence to standards and appropriate accountabilities.
It also becomes possible to design tests for adherence to behaviour agreements (SLAs or Service
Level Agreements), Customer Relationship Management (CRM), and Employee Relationship
Management (ERM) standards.
At team level, forging the link to company purpose is part of effecting behaviour change.
Servant/leadership models that include appropriate accountabilities are an essential ingredient.
Processes of implementation could include workshops, team-building exercises, coaching and
servant-leadership training. From an organisational point of view the team is perhaps the most
important link to overall common purpose and common fate alignment. Of particular significance is
the team meeting, where agendas can be set for reinforcing service concepts and contributory
behaviour. The Contribution Account can already come to life at this level. In some cases, with
appropriate and consistent transfer pricing it may be possible to reflect a full Contribution Account at
a team level.
At some of the sites we have worked at, there was a strong desire to create a full Contribution
Account for teams. We often cautioned against it. The requirement of valid and consistent transfer

pricing in which central or company costs can be allocated to teams is a major obstacle and has
frustrated many an attempt at clearer “value-creation” measurements at team or sometimes even
divisional level. Without it the measurements become meaningless. The difficulties in applying such
measurements to support functions such as human resources departments and accounting functions are
legion. Yet wherever possible such measurements should be explored. They become more
appropriate when they are expressed in values rather than in volumes. For example, a team producing
a record number of widgets has added little value if they had to be sold at a loss.
What is at least possible, relatively easy and desirable at team level is adherence to team goals.
Team scores also form the heart of the Component Contribution Account and acid tests include wealth
created (if possible); CRM, ERM, efficiency measures, innovation measures, training and
development and servant-leadership criteria. A shift of measurements from profit/loss and production
volumes to value-added and contribution measurements sets the foundation for an overall shift in
company behaviour. If it doesn’t happen here it’s unlikely to have an effect elsewhere.
Desired company behaviour is contribution based on common purpose, common fate and common
values. Establishing these principles would imply an alignment of strategy and structure. Further
elements are adoption of a service excellence model such as the Service Gaps model as a strategic
and operational template. Executive coaching and executive mentoring are key elements as well. The
Contribution Account should become the focus of all activities and the Extended Contribution
Account the guiding template for strategy and operations. The Extended Contribution Account is a
breakdown of the key categories of the Contribution Account itself. For example, turnover can have
sub-categories for geographic regions or other relevant sectors.
The tests applicable at company level answer most of the concerns one may have about using the
Contribution Account as the key driver. For example, typical shareholder measurements such as
HEPS, EVA, RONA, the income statement and the balance sheet are all contingent on wealth
creation. They become critical tests of sound wealth creation, but are no longer the exclusive purpose
of the collective. Indeed they shouldn’t rank higher than, or undermine the importance of, other tests
such as wealth creation itself, indices of customer satisfaction and employee satisfaction and market
share.

A graphic illustration of the above linked to legitimate transaction may look something like Figure
19.
When hearts change, minds invariably follow. When minds change, our behaviour and habits
change. When this happens to a company it affects everything from mission to organisation and
measurements. As a consultant of many years in dealing with the fuller dimension, we have come to
accept that few companies still subscribe to the overall, massive and highly expensive outside
interventions that were a feature of the 1980s and 90s. The beauty of changing behaviour is that it can
be done piecemeal and in stages until a critical mass is achieved. There is no prescription in terms of
where change should happen first; all that is needed is a commitment by the company itself to its
overall intention. But at the same time as its behaviour changes, a company will find itself beginning
to address key issues that have plagued business for centuries: ethics, customer focus, company
reputation, sustainability, governance, employee development, labour flexibility and staff
contentment.
Changing the dialogue in companies will really entrench contributory behaviour and commitment
to common purpose and common fate.

Communication and Contribution Accounting
My first entry into consulting was in employee developmental communication. Sound communication
starts at an interpersonal level and is the keystone of effective leadership. We are going to limit our
scope to communication within the collective or company and merely touch on aspects of external
company communication, also sometimes called corporate communication. The two dimensions of
corporate communication that we will touch on are external and internal; and we’ll look at how
Contribution Accounting can be applied to both; but with emphasis on the internal activity.
Corporate external communication is itself a very wide subject covering branding, advertising,
promotion, customer relations, investor relations, government relations, disclosure, transparency and
governance. Most companies make a clear distinction between “selling” such as advertising and
promotions on the one hand, and social and statutory communications on the other. Communication as
a whole has undergone revolutionary change with leaps in information technology and the pressing
need now is for a change in terms of content. Demands for greater disclosure are increasingly focused
on areas previously viewed as sensitive. This has created the danger that information is taken out of
context, and huge efforts are then needed to put things into the desired perspective. At a time when
most people are prepared to believe the worst about companies, the only real beneficiaries in the
frenzy are sensationalist reporters, spin doctors and public relations consultants.
Of course the battle rages over a much broader front than individual companies. The real
challenge for spin doctors is not to cover up or repaint the ugly face of capitalism but to reveal the
real face, the kinder, generous and values-driven face implied in everything we have written so far.
Making a reasonable profit is acceptable, indeed crucial. Preoccupation and obsession with profits
are not. They are obscene. Not even “reasonable greed” should be excused in a values-driven
business society. There is no such thing as a reasonable rascal or rogue. Any defence of bad business
behaviour on the grounds that “the business of business is business” is becoming increasingly
unacceptable.
The three important dimensions of communications are why, what and how: in other words,
purpose, content and technique. It is clear that all three have to be seriously considered in each case.
Technique has a tendency to overwhelm the others. This is certainly true in advertising. Multithousand-dollar productions are the norm in advertising, particularly in the electronic media. While
the agencies may win awards for their thirty second epics, consumers are often left confused about
what the message was, or who or what was being advertised. In statutory and social reporting, the
mass media are seldom used. At best, investors are addressed through the business pages of
newspapers or business programmes in the electronic media. Company financials spill over into
general news only when there is some implication of excesses. In South Africa, for example new
disclosure rules are making executive pay a favourite “tabloid” topic.
Apart from major new developments, other routine and less newsworthy events in a company are
left to be covered in annual reports, employee reports, social reports and a more recent feature, the
sustainability report; the latter is often simply included in the annual report.

Of course, there are other social reporting activities that are used to disseminate information.
They are mostly in the form of lobbying, road shows and promotional events. But routine non-investor
information seldom reaches the public at large through readily accessible media.
I remember that as a journalist I found very little news in annual reports. Most figures were dated,
owing to the legal requirement to publish annual figures ahead and separately. Under South African
company law, any information which may affect a share price and which is obtainable by someone
other than a board member, has to be shared immediately with all shareholders. Insider trading would
be rife if annual reports contained vital information that could affect the share price, because the
reports are available to a host of people who may be less than scrupulous about confidentiality,
including copy-writers, proof-readers and graphic designers. Announcements of new developments
are also seldom made in annual reports. Again, if it could affect the share price, it would have to be
disclosed immediately after the decision has been made. Even if the share price were not affected,
most companies would disclose such news in separate media releases, in hopes of getting exposure.
Annual reports, then, are not particularly newsy. Yet they are required by law (in the case of
listed companies anyway). Most of them are costly to produce, unnecessarily so considering that they
aren’t widely read and are often ignored even by the target market, the shareholder. Social reports are
not compulsory but have been around for decades all the same. Here too the style is glossy, as
companies try to capture their social activities in a publication that is distributed through company
outlets and selective mail-shots; to appeal to a wider readership the report may include generalinterest items, and indeed many companies with high consumer profiles publish magazines that are of
largely general interest besides focusing on company products. For the most part, however, social
reporting – or sustainability reporting as some now prefer to call it – is included in the annual
reports. Guided by recent developments such as the pressure for transparency and governance issues,
as well as the need to convince investors of the sustainability of a company, the content requirements
for social reporting have become clearer and more specific.
But they are still a long way from being universal and consistent. There is no generally accepted
guideline for such reporting. There have been the Global Reporting Initiative Guidelines that give
some framework. There is also a certain familiarity with the Triple Bottom Line – profit
performance, social responsibility criteria and human development activities. But we have already
argued that the compatibility of the ingredients is questionable, not only because of the conflict
between short-term and other motives but also because quantitative and qualitative data aren’t easily
blended.
Even a cursory glance at sustainability reports will leave the reader somewhat bewildered by the
plethora of information of the “did you know” kind that is being thrown into the brew. We have
examined quite a few and in all truthfulness cannot imagine that very much of the information is
relevant even to specialists in that field. For example, an electricity utility’s statistics on water
consumption per power station are meaningless without some context and universal benchmarks. I
attended an international sustainability accounting conference at which a senior accountant in a retail
holding company grumbled about having had to record the average number of daily toilet flushes in
the head office building. The content of sustainability reports, in other words the “what”, is clearly
nowhere near coherence. So far there seems little point in sustainability reporting beyond giving
auditing firms a field day in establishing new divisions and giving public-relations consultants a new
market. At the same time there are signs of growing rivalry about who is best suited to give advice

on, process and distribute this kind of information.
It’s doubtful whether, even if the content gained greater coherence, the problems of disseminating
this information, in other words the “how”, will be eliminated. There seems little to be gained by
gathering all this non-statutory, non-financial information, only to have it buried in an already
overloaded annual report that has a limited readership to begin with. For too long companies have
accepted that being “in the public domain” is the same as being “in the public’s mind”. We have not
seen any notable degree of media interest in the contents of sustainability reports. One could argue
that sustainability reports are of greater public significance than the financial information, but the
reality is that business pages and business broadcasts remain closely focused on those figures and
their implications for shareholders.
Obvious reasons for this include the lack of coherence and universal benchmarking; there is no
such thing as a “company sustainability index” and the subject has not developed to a point where we
have sustainability specialists of the likes of investment analysts. There are no academics or qualified
practitioners who can say that company X is less sustainable than company Y; or that company ABC
has “improved its sustainability”. It is doubtful if we will ever reach that point. Companies and their
environments are so different that one could never establish benchmarks that make sense and are
applicable to all. There may be some limited value in taking a cue from the changing world of
statistics. Methods such as the HDI and Gini Coefficient could be useful for a company, not
necessarily for peer review purposes but at the very least as an internal progressive comparison. The
Gini index for example may be useful in putting some perspective on executive remuneration and
setting acceptable norms of differentiation.
Ultimately, it seems to us, all of the current misgivings have to do with a simple omission: that of
the “why”. We have seen time and again that “what” and “how” should be completely subordinate to
“why”. We dare say there are very few company boards that can clearly articulate the purpose of a
sustainability report beyond the vague response to external pressure, a sense of “have to have”. Faced
with the difficulty of auditing qualitative factors, even those companies that are scrupulous about their
financials can hardly be expected to handle these sorts of data effectively. In any case cheaters will
cheat, and in the current climate of distrust it wouldn’t take much for the sustainability report to be
relegated to the status of a whitewash.
Clearly, however, some form of social reporting and accountability to society is here to stay. For
all its faults, the sustainability report has at least served a useful purpose in making us move away
from the “greed is good” ethos. Whatever method of measurement and reporting is used in future,
however, it won’t change behaviour – only purpose can do that. One can only hope that these
measurements have the effect of raising awareness of the need for a behaviour change.
The Contribution Account best and most suitably addresses the need for a sensible framework for
sustainability or social reporting. Already some companies are including the conventional valueadded statement (VAS) in their sustainability reports. The Contribution Account is the only
comprehensive format that can be of interest to all stakeholders. We have already touched on its
suitability in employee reporting and will be exploring that further. The framework offers a layout
from which other relevant information can be extrapolated. This can be particularly useful for
creating underlying layers of information in a hyperlink web format.
But more importantly, if adopted it offers an accounting convention that will guide and encourage
the information provider to consider all information that could possibly be relevant. To the reader it

will present a uniform, credible, comfortable and easily understood format. The standard headings of
the Contribution Account – Turnover, Outside Supplies, Wealth Created, Employees, Savings, State,
and Capital – can be expanded to reflect sustainability criteria in similar fashion to the Extended
Contribution Account.
TURNOVER/INCOME/REVENUE: This reflects the customer interface and the amount of possible
information is limited only by one’s imagination. The concept of sustainability cannot ignore one’s
standing in the marketplace. It will always be of vital interest to most stakeholders. Obvious
information to include would be the usefulness of the products or service, market profile, number of
customers, volume increases, market share, competitors in the industry, innovation, new products and
new markets being explored. Less obvious but very reassuring information could be about customer
complaints and what has been done to address them, and other activities such as championing
consumer rights. As uncomfortable as some of this disclosure may be, admitting one’s mistakes is
better – especially if one is also able to show that measures have been taken to correct them – than
professing perfection. A reflection of mission and values and the extent to which these have guided
actions against (say) corruption fits in well under this heading.
OUTSIDE SUPPLIES: While strategically and financially it may make sense to view outside supplies
as a cost and a drag on wealth creation, outside suppliers are an important party in wealth generation.
Most pragmatic companies see them as stakeholders, although we personally prefer the definition of
stakeholder to cover only those involved in wealth distribution. This heading is crucial in
sustainability reporting because it covers less obvious matters such as air, water and other natural
resources. The category includes all environmental issues. Simply by being the customers of others,
companies play a far greater role in wealth and employment creation than they are given credit for.
The nurturing role that a company plays in regard to small and medium enterprises and adherence to
Black Economic Empowerment criteria in countries like South Africa are clear topics to be included
under this heading. Prescriptive moral demands on suppliers are becoming more commonplace and
should be reflected.
Political and emotional issues often cloud the relationship with outside suppliers. There is the
temptation to “do everything oneself” because it seems to imply organic growth, control and
employment. On the other hand, the concept of outsourcing is becoming more popular as it usually
relieves the employer of the need to “care” for a large number of employees. Not that the idea of
“contractualisation” isn’t strongly resisted by labour unions. But there really is only one predominant
criterion: what is in the customer’s interest. Even policies for promoting employment growth and
empowerment of others cannot ignore this principle. With that one important proviso about the
customer, a big company can nevertheless play an important role of “older brother” and protector in
supporting suppliers.
WEALTH CREATED: This slot should consistently emphasise that the amount represents the
collective’s contribution to the country’s gross domestic product or national prosperity. Larger
companies could indeed play on the proportion of GDP that the amount represents. Generally a
sustainability report should avoid being bombastic. Rather, it should reflect changes in wealth
creation and set these against the national trend. For example, a 5% real increase in wealth created
compared with a 2% national economic growth rate warrants explanation, as will an increase in

wealth created that is less than the national economic growth rate. The effect of mergers and
takeovers will impact on wealth created and needs to be explained. An important opportunity that can
be used under this heading is to reflect on whether the size of wealth created is sufficient for sensible
wealth distribution: to meet the expectations of stakeholders (as we have narrowly defined them), and
to encourage continued contribution. If it’s not, then it will beg the question of what is going to be
done about restoring a balance. If it exceeds expectations, then likewise it will demand an
explanation of what will be done with the discretionary surplus. In both cases, the explanation will
obviously be found in the headings under wealth distribution.
Because wealth created is the sum of turnover and outside suppliers, there is a limit to what it can
reflect in a sustainability report. Most of the information will be reflected under the other headings.
But one can explore much more than the obvious. For example, this could offer a space for comment
on broader issues such as national and international economic policies and events.
EMPLOYEES: This category is of course indispensable in a sustainability report. Policies in human
resource (HR) management, staff development, affirmative action, pay policies, differentiated pay
and employee benefits would be routine inclusions. Consecutive labour productivity statistics
measured as wealth created per employee are already often included in the standard VAS.
Less obvious and perhaps more risky information could include a company Gini index; lay-off
statistics, measures to soften retrenchment trauma; results of surveys on employee trust and
satisfaction; disciplinary actions and union affairs. We have clearly only touched on a small part of
the array of information that could be included under employees. The category has already been
comprehensively covered in the fledgling sustainability-reporting styles and it need not be covered
again here.
STATE: This is also a fairly obvious category that can generate a wealth of relevant information.
Bland figures such as tax paid, and the broader impact of tax collected by the company in terms of
VAT and employee income tax can be made interesting by showing how many houses it could have
built for the homeless, or individual state pensions it could have paid for. These figures are
particularly useful in parliamentary or government lobbying. Corporate social investment is another
obvious category. All of the current suggestions covering a company’s relationships with the state,
including central and local governments, NGOs and philanthropic pursuits are relevant to this
heading. As mentioned, we would not include environmental issues here, but rather under outside
supplies. Some sponsorship may fall under this category, but are probably better suited for inclusion
under marketing and advertising to avoid provoking public scepticism. The latter could be included in
outside supplies or even in turnover. There is little doubt that some sponsorship such as multimillion-dollar golf tournaments raise eyebrows among the lesser informed and disadvantaged.
CAPITAL: The broad category of profits can be exploded into a variety of currently relevant
shareholder measurements or acid tests. The ideal is for companies to see the Contribution Account
as the consolidated primary account and all other accounts such as the income statement, cash flow
and balance sheet as secondary and consequential.
The two aspects under the “capital” heading – savings (retained income) and dividends – should
be reflected as separate headings because of their substantial differences.

SAVINGS: We have often found a lack of understanding and appreciation among general staff of the
extent to which shareholders commit themselves to the future of the company through the retention of
income. No greater financial proof of sustainability exists. A sentence such as “for every dollar paid
to shareholders in cash, we put two more back into the company” has a strong impact. What happens
to savings can reflect many balance-sheet items and certainly a sustainability report would be
incomplete if it didn’t reflect expansion plans to be funded or at least backed by savings. The main
significance of savings is its link to the balance sheet. This statement is one of the most underrated in
accounting and can be made very relevant to employees. Further shareholder information such as net
asset value, dividend cover and market capitalisation can be included here.
DIVIDEND: This subheading provides an opportunity for shareholder profiling, clear unravelling of
pyramids and final ownership and, in South Africa, for finding out the real state of Black Economic
Empowerment by tracing dividends to Empowerment groups. Executive share options can also be
revealed here.
Much as some company executives may baulk at my disclosure suggestions, it can’t have escaped
their notice that the boundaries of corporate confidentiality are being steadily pushed back. Only a
few years ago, the disclosure of an executive pay package would have been unthinkable. Many of the
reservations have little substance. For example, market share secrets make the ridiculous assumption
that competitors have less information than the company has about who has what share of the market.
There is much to be said for an attitude of candour and transparency that takes the lead.
We have touched on only some of the information that can be included in a Contribution Account.
In time standards will develop to inform the different categories. We cannot think of any current or
possible requirement that won’t fit snugly into the format. The adoption of it will facilitate media
involvement, which is currently non-existent in sustainability reporting. The media are seldom
comfortable with haphazard and non-standard forms of company reporting. Familiarity with a
particular convention will help clear this hurdle.
The media are influential but are also easily influenced. If companies emphasise the Contribution
Account and consistently reflect it as an integral part of their public profile, the media will follow
suit. Some companies might like to use the technique – which we find questionable – of placing
Contribution Account ads and then insisting on some editorial coverage. This works particularly well
with magazines. Companies should regularly brief their public relations on the Contribution Account
and these consultants should be encouraged to apply their creative talents and media-lobbying efforts
to ensure coverage. Forums such as analyst and press briefings should dedicate some time to the
Contribution Account. Ultimately the logic that the Contribution Account contains information of
greater public interest than the standard reports being churned out today should not escape notice. The
conversion from “in the public domain” to “in the public’s mind” is where the spin doctors have to
earn their keep.
The sustainability report is arguably something of a misnomer. One is not sure whether the
information is needed as a reflection of the sustainability of current world economic activity, which
appears to have spawned the idea in the first place, or whether it is necessary as a way of showing
the sustainability of the company itself. No analytical processes exist to draw conclusions either way
from current sustainability reporting. A far better term for the kind of social reporting implied by the
current approach would be either the familiar “social report”, or the “empathy report”. The latter

would probably be more useful to reflect the true nature of the content and to get away from the
current confusion.
The Contribution Account also has the great virtue of reflecting behaviour. Behaviour is the
foundation of sustainability. And if sustainability is about the long-term survival of companies, then
the recipe has been around for a long time. It certainly needs no special report to inform interested
parties on the sustainability of a company. If it’s about the current issues of ethics, values and rampant
consumption, then likewise an official report will have little or no effect without a genuine
conversion of the heart. Sustainability, longer-term wealth creation, prosperity, abundance and
collective and individual contentment are inextricably linked, besides being tied to the principle of
adding value to one another’s lives. The true measure of company sustainability is its dedication to
service.
Ultimate “sustainability” is about always – always, always, but also always – acting in the
interests of your customers, seeing yourself through their eyes and knowing that they are always
watching you.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Your customers want you to be around for a long time.
Your customers want you to make a fair profit so that you won’t close your doors on them.
They want you to treat your staff fairly so that they deal with happy, serving people.
They want you to be driven by sound universal values.
They want you to be a good “corporate citizen” but not to the extent that they have to pay for
most of it.
They want you to pay your taxes so that the government can provide them with services.
They want you to be involved in their communities.
They don’t want you to destroy the bounty of nature.
They want you to be around for their children and their children’s children.

Not for your sake…. but for theirs.

Goebbels in the workplace
Apart from journalists and students of history, there are possibly few who are familiar with the name,
Paul Joseph Goebbels. As the architect and captain of Hitler’s mighty propaganda machine in war
time Germany, he has become a lasting case study in communications theory.
Two things stand out as lessons for any aspiring dictator or autocrat: repeating something often
enough increases its believability, and controlling all sources of information is the ultimate weapon
of subjugation. The refrain “Goebbels, Goebbels, Goebbels”, comes to mind when confronted with
incessant repeats of adverts on TV. His second rule: that of controlling communication sources,
explains our deep devotion to freedom of speech as an absolute of freedom itself and its revered
status in democracy.
Few events in South Africa in recent times have illustrated this more powerfully and perhaps
tragically than the platinum mine strike. It reached something of a milestone when trade union AMCU
threatened court action after the employer communicated directly by cell phone with Union members.
The company subsequently withdrew that effort. Whatever the merits for and against the content of
that message, closely guarded jealousies about who should talk to workers and what they are allowed
to say are a serious problem in South African industrial relations.
Against this background, one has to take one’s hat off to AMCU and its President, Joseph
Mathunjwa as an agitator and champion of worker grievances. The “R12500” slogan has been
broadly branded and endlessly repeated. Even the neutral perhaps less aware observer that at first
could have baulked at its excessive level, may have thought: “why don’t they just pay it!” Such
sentiment is based less on the viability of the increase than familiarity with the figure. Employers
have conceded the strength of the brand by agreeing to that level of entry pay, albeit spread over three
years and inclusive of bonuses and other benefits.
Organised labour has always had a rallying strength far exceeding that of employers through
ideological solidarity, chanting, dancing, marches, intimidation, a propensity for violence, and
focussing on a specific grievance that can be repeated regularly as a clarion call. All of this goes
some way to explain the puzzling paradox that workers will fight to the death for their freedom, but
are quite willing to subject themselves to the authoritarian rule of a Union.
Organised labour is extremely adept at integrating genuine issues with worker grievances as
AMCU has shown by linking extreme levels of executive pay to the plight of hard working
underground miners. Those who up to now may have scoffed at pay disparities being a real issue
need to take note. It is becoming a regular subject in wage negotiations and no doubt will increasingly
give fuel to this highly destructive economic fire.
But organised labour’s greatest triumph has been to virtually monopolise communication. As
stated later, this has been forged more by history than the barriers of language, culture, ethnicity and
awareness.
Despite subjective assessments about whether his and his Union’s actions are in the interests of
its members and indeed labour as a whole, Mathunjwa is simply a superb example of our war theatre

expression of the workplace. That expression is cast firmly in an acceptance of the inevitable conflict
between labour and capital; the commodity expression of labour, ideological paradigms of
capitalism, communism and socialism; and huge, mostly inexplicable pay differences.
Those stark battle lines were drawn many years ago, going back to the Wiehahn commission in the
late seventies, and the absence of broad political franchise. In this vacuum it was simply inevitable
that political and ideological drivers that were reaching a crescendo in the Cold War would be
strongly transferred to the workplace. Indeed, despite the collapse of the Berlin wall and the demise
of communism, these out dated and counterproductive ideological differences are alive and well still
today, exacerbated by capitalism’s own crisis.
It was something that I had not fully understood when I decided to leave broadcasting in 1990 to
promote economic awareness in the workplace. Having lived through the consequences of Wiehahn
and the tumult of inter union and union/management power struggles in the 80s’, I believed the key
was simply awareness and communication. I was appalled at the extent to which management had
already surrendered much of the communication task to organised labour. In part this was because
they had never fully appreciated that it was an important management accountability. As one large
store manager told me: “What do they expect me to do; run the store or communicate with staff!”
Direct communication with staff was mostly seen as much less of a priority than engaging
organised labour and being part of the war game. For the most part, in- house industrial relations
formed part of a strategy to take on the unions, supporting some and neutralising others. Engaging
organised labour took priority over directly wooing individual employees to support a common
purpose, common values and a sense of common fate.
The barriers we spoke of earlier, especially of language and culture were mostly seen as
insurmountable, and the most important medium of all, that of direct communication between
supervisor and subordinate was simply side-lined. Management reverted to surrogates such as
electronic and print media, or ostentatious gatherings and walk-abouts by a mostly distrusted “sir” or
“madam” from head office.
Organised labour did not have to wrest control of communications from management. They were
simply given it. Goebbels could not have done better. Still today, as another of Marikana’s enduring
lessons, employee communications is largely the Cinderella to the sisters of shareholders and the
market.
Few things are more important to the South Africa economy at present than a greater degree of
industrial harmony. This cannot be achieved without some balance in communication and
improvement in employee awareness. Management simply has to regain full and effective
communication with its workers. One essential is that it has to develop first line supervisors as the
most credible and best armed source of information.
Above all, employee communication has to have more credibility. This rests on the understanding
that its main aim is the development and empowerment of the recipient. It is not about manipulation.
This was ultimately the undoing of the man called Paul Joseph Goebbels.

Employee communication
This subject is another of those in organisational theory that account for great bodies of literature and
discussion. It is recognised as the bedrock of sound relations in any collective. Yet in many
companies it’s something of a Cinderella compared with the attention paid to shareholder or external
communications. Employees certainly are not protected in law as much as shareholders are in terms
of information requirements. Without going into the futile argument over stakeholder rankings of
importance, we have to ask: What could be more destructive to a company – poor communication
with employees or with shareholders?
Internal communication in any collective is a multi-disciplined activity, but often the important
central and strategic information is left to a public relations (PR) department, and often to the tender
mercies of an inexperienced communications practitioner. My own experience as a journalist and as
an employee communication consultant is that companies are quick to employ the services of an
outside expert when it comes to external communication, but are loath to do so when it comes to
internal communication.
Internal or employee communication can be subjected to the same three-pillar scrutiny that all
activities should undergo: why, what and how. We have found this very useful in designing internal
communication processes and systems. It’s certainly helpful in getting back to the basics and placing
the activity on a solid footing.
Communication is one discipline where one all too often allows “why” to be superseded by
“what” and “how”. A friend of mine has a PR consultancy that has as its slogan: “It’s not what you
say but how you say it!” The belief in technique as the most important element of communication has
become more widespread with the development of new media and information technology. Here is
where the most money is spent and expertise applied. The standard approach of most PR
consultancies is to simply ask a client what she/he wants to say and then employ elaborate media and
techniques to get the message across. As we saw, “why” is in fact the most important of the three
elements. It’s the meaning. The others are form. It’s the substance. The others are consequential – they
follow on “why”.
What is the purpose of employee communication? The cause of many a failure of internal
communication processes is revealed in the response to this question, a response that says internal
communication is conducted almost exclusively in the interest of the collective. Seldom is it seen to
be in the interest of the one communicated with, unless this interest is wrongly interpreted as always
being the same as that of the collective.
The Machiavellian stance on internal communication is often not taken at a conscious level or
even fully appreciated. Clearly trust and internal communication are mutually supportive but the one
does not guarantee the other. We have observed clear suspicion of internal communications during
periods of company uncertainty, even though the company had a good track record as regards
employee trust.
The expedient approach to employee communication has been widely practised over decades. So

much so that when we propose to companies that they adopt a developmental communication policy
where everything has to be tested against the interest of the recipient, there is always much resistance.
A survey on corporate credibility and employee communication by the Society for Human Resource
Management in the USA found that companies in the North American continent had stepped up
communication efforts in response to the public distrust of corporations at the turn of the century. “By
doing so they hope to increase employee morale, productivity, performance and retention,” the report
said.
Research consistently reflects the following management reasons behind employee
communications:
•
•
•
•
•
•

good public relations
stop rumours, etc.
improve industrial relations
create loyalty and commitment
improve productivity and
moderate wage demands.

Development and empowerment of the employee seldom feature as strong motives in employee
communications. In most cases then, the content is invariably experienced and judged to be
manipulative and in the interests of management.
Levels of trust vary a great deal according to circumstances and the kind of information being
shared. But for the most part, as the global Edelman Trust survey has consistently shown, only about a
third of the respondents believe their employers were always open an honest, and less than half said
they were usually open and honest. But what does “usually” mean? Do employees expect that at times
a company won’t be open and honest? If I’ve come to expect even just occasional dishonesty, how
likely am I to accept information which is important and which it’s also important for me to believe?
Effective internal communication requires an alignment of employees’ information needs and
wants with those of the collective. This is highly unlikely in the absence of common purpose and
common fate.
A few years before the end of my broadcasting career, I developed a personal mission to enhance
economic literacy through the mass media. I soon discovered that broadcasting was the least suited
for achieving this. The most appropriate environment for enhancing economic awareness was in the
workplace, where people rubbed shoulders with business on a daily basis. Further research into the
subject revealed the minimal use of internal communication processes as a developmental and
empowering tool. This led to what even today is a unique approach: Developmental Employee
Communications.
It’s not good enough to say that employee communication is by nature developmental. A conscious
policy decision to adopt development, education and enlightenment as absolute goals leads to an
automatic reassessment of style, approach, content and technique. Once it’s understood that the
primary role of employee communication is developmental rather than manipulative – and once the
employer makes a policy commitment to that – content and technique become negotiable and
consultative. Students in educational institutions seldom have a problem with the syllabus. They
understand that the primary purpose of being taught is the acquisition of empowering knowledge. It’s

when they start to experience the instruction as propaganda that they will rebel. The student riots in
Soweto in South Africa in the 1970s and 1980s, which caused the death of 170 and injuries to many
more, were among the significant sparks that set fire to the citadel of apartheid and reduced it to
ashes.
The acquisition of broader knowledge in the working environment is as important as, if not more
important than, acquiring skills. Skills are “how to” and broader knowledge is about “why”, which
represents superiority of substance over form.
Developmental employee communication is particularly important in developing countries and
provides an opportunity to illustrate theory in practice. A broader approach to employee
communications in most countries can lead to a meaningful shift in the way internal communication
and the company itself are perceived.

The adoption of a developmental approach to employee reporting will guide its content. Clearly
content has to be informed by the three circles of interest illustrated in Figure 20.
This means that the needs and wants of both parties have to be assessed. In turn one will find that
apart from some routine and standard content, the “syllabus” will differ noticeably from one company
to another. Indeed it may even differ from one department or section to another – which in turn will
mean that technique has to be reassessed and cannot rely on a mass approach.
My communication clients found it useful to have a systematic approach to content. This suggests,
among other things, inclusion of employee reporting as a regular agenda item for executive meetings,
the establishment of a communication steering committee with direct access to the CEO, and the
latter’s participation as a member of the committee. In this approach, content of communications falls
into three categories: strategic, ad hoc, routine.
A developmental strategy opens up many areas of opportunity. For example, come personal-tax
submission day, a company can open its finance department’s doors for personal-tax queries. Or it
can use the occasion to inform staff about how the national budget works. Another example: with the

introduction of a staff housing scheme based on subsidising mortgage rates, comes a chance to explain
how interest rates work. But of course one is unlikely to stage such an event for the benefit of a
finance department consisting of qualified accountants! One must differentiate between company sites.
Strategic communication is not haphazard. It can be designed like an educational curriculum and
be informed by the three circles of employee and employer needs. The real departure from employee
reporting norms is in its broader view of content and the use of collective resources for sharing this
knowledge.
Ad hoc content is literally guided by events both within and outside the company. But the net can
be spread more widely. For example, newspaper headlines about one or other corporate fraud are an
opportunity for highlighting the company’s own values, whistle-blowing policies and views on
corruption. Routine information is self-explanatory and should be scheduled and diarised to ensure
appropriate treatment; “routine” doesn’t mean “less important”. For example, the publication of
annual figures is routine but highly significant for employees. Amazingly, however, we’ve noticed
that many communication functionaries are caught off guard by these events. All their energies go into
producing information for shareholders and internal communication goes by the board.
The above examples are not intended to dictate a norm, but rather to advocate a style that has
endless possibilities for enhancing knowledge and awareness. The style is crucial to creating
employee empathy with the developmental purpose, which in turn is a critical element of credibility
and trust. We are not underestimating the problem of information overload; indeed part of our work
with clients was to clean out overloaded systems. Invariably we found that overload was due to
incorrect choice of media.

The real problem of credibility lies at a deeper level. We have referred repeatedly to the problem
of conflicting messages that arises at different levels of discussion (Figure 21) in the absence of

common purpose and common fate. This starts at the very top, with mission and strategy. The purpose
of the collective may be defined in the mission statement as An empathetic one, but to determine the
real motives behind the purpose all one need do is attend the regular meetings of functionaries. The
topics of discussion are the ultimate reflector of motives and the more shallow layers of intent. We’ve
been privy to some executive meetings which we have reason to think are fairly typical of discussions
at board and senior executive level. The income statement is the driver, and the driver of the income
statement is maximisation of profit. So the mission may be a benevolent one, but the motive is the
opposite. Already at this level the “serving” message becomes distorted. The information that flows
from the board to the management contains the same language the board was preoccupied with: profit
and cost.
This gets broken down into greater detail so that it permeates all discussions as the information
cascades downwards along the hierarchy. Accountabilities are affected and often the most
fundamental message of all, that we are here to serve our customers, becomes blurred. The responses
we have had from employees, and even middle and senior management, are an overwhelming
confirmation of this feature: “They say one thing but do another.”
The first and most important task is to change the dialogue and information content flowing in
companies. To do this one must assess and perhaps even partly dictate the agenda of all operational
meetings. This is where communication really happens and it simply cannot be replaced by nonpersonal means.

Communicating financial statements

As the culmination of all measurable performance the financial figures are a good central focal point.
All operational activities can and should be linked to the final scoreboard.
But the link is very difficult to make if the scoreboard is the income statement (Figure 22).
Barloworld Limited has been one of the biggest industrial holding companies in South Africa for
decades and its annual reports have always been comprehensive and better than most. It does
however follow accepted accounting conventions, and some of these conventions make for less than
helpful statements. The income statement is useless as a reflector of activities and is of limited value
as a communication tool. The main and perhaps exclusive reader target is the shareholder. Even the
most knowledgeable company analyst will find little of real value in the statement without reading the
copious notes referred to in the second column. For example, the illustration in Figure 22 (we have

deliberately chosen rather dated figures) shows a turnover increase of nearly 6%, but operating profit
is down by 3%. The R19 billion difference between turnover of R20 billion and operating profit of
R1 billion is simply ignored!
The focus of the income statement is indeed very narrow. In addition, the jargon and terminology
of the various headings will be lost on most people, including a large number of shareholders. It
certainly will be hieroglyphics to most employees. And yet many companies insist on exposing their
staff to the statement and trying to get them to understand its importance. What we find amazing is the
assumption (as it seems) that nobody cares about the fact that the entire activity of Barloworld, R20
billion, resulted in that tiny bit of pulp squeezed out at the end – profits of R880 million. The message
coming out of the income statement is that the other R19 billion is not worth talking about compared
with that final bit that goes into the hands of the shareholder.

The Contribution Account or even the one we based Contribution Accounting on, the value-added
statement, gives a completely different picture (Figure 23). This statement contains more rows than
are needed for the standard VAS. The extra lines become even less necessary if the statement is
purified to a Contribution Account; the only absolutely necessary lines are the seven defined earlier:
turnover, outside supplies, wealth created, employees, savings, state and owners.
A notable point about the conventional VAS as used by Barloworld is that it’s shorter than the
income statement and yet reveals more. The fact that operating profit fell despite higher turnover is
explained by the 5% increase in outside costs, the 9% increase in employee share, the 28% increase
in interest and the 44% increase in depreciation. This last for example is so conspicuous that it should
at least have had a note attached. Interestingly, Worldcom’s manipulation of depreciation as a way of
overstating profit was part of the reason for its demise. One wonders whether it would have escaped
attention had the shareholders seen a VAS.
We are not for a moment comparing Barloworld with WorldCom. One of the reasons for selecting
an historic period for Barloworld was to avoid assumptions around the figures. The figures don’t
have to be current for purposes of comparing the two accounting methods.
Remember that in the Contribution Account, depreciation and interest would be reflected as

outside costs. One of the positive spin-offs of such an adjustment is the greater congruity between the
income statement and the Contribution Account. In the Contribution Account, for example, the
important figure of operating profit is easily calculated by deducting the employee share from wealth
created. Retained income in the income statement is the same as savings in the Contribution Account.
But by including depreciation in “reinvested in the group” in the VAS, one breaks the link with the
income statement.
So even from a shareholder’s point of view the Contribution Account is potentially a more
powerful analytical tool than the income statement. Where it really comes into its own is in
communicating with people other than shareholders, particularly employees.
In terms of a Contribution Account calculation, the Barloworld VAS overstates the real wealth
created. If one were to exclude interest and depreciation, the 1998 wealth-created figure would be
only 3% more than the adjusted 1997 figure. The fact that turnover was 6% higher meant in effect that
the company was adding proportionately less value to goods and services used by others. The 7%
increase in outside costs is more than the increase in turnover and this would, for example, require
some explanation of the depreciation increase. The 28% increase in debt servicing would also not
escape attention. While we are in favour of limiting the Contribution Account to seven lines, inclusion
of interest and depreciation as sub-categories of outside costs could be useful. At the very least they
should be reflected in notes or in the Extended Contribution Account.
The company created wealth 3% above that of the previous year but the employee share rose by
9% in money terms. This meant lower profits, resulting in less company tax being paid. These facts
would be the crux of an employee-communication event. However, instead of lambasting the workers
for demanding too much, the message could be about the need to create more wealth to sustain the
trend and ensure that the two conditions of sensible distribution are observed: meeting legitimate
expectations and ensuring continued contribution. It’s critically important for the Contribution
Account not to be used as a manipulative tool. This would not only defeat the purpose of
developmental employee communication, but also very quickly bring the account itself into disrepute.
The Contribution Account can be used as an interactive information display to illustrate how
virtually any development, event or action affects the content of information that shareholders and
employees expect to receive, and exactly how every such factor will affect the collective.
We have already shown how the seven domains can be the source of an almost endless stream of
information in general communication and in sustainability reporting. Most of what was mentioned is
also very relevant to employees. In addition, all tasks and functions can somehow be qualitatively
linked to one of the domains. This enables a unique line of sight which is simply not possible with
any other format. For example, the functions of a Human Resource department can be linked to the
employee domain, and in turn linked to turnover, which is the final reflector of customer service.
Both the Extended Contribution Account (a horizontal breakdown of the domains) and the
Component Contribution Account (a vertical breakdown) are a rich source of knowledge and
behaviour-changing information. A useful way of understanding the Extended Contribution Account is
to see it as a breakdown of the domains themselves. The Component Contribution Account is the
unpacking of things that impact on the domains. Broadly speaking, the latter could be defined as cause
and the former as effect, or activities and outcomes.
From an employee-reporting point of view, other Extended Account information could be a
breakdown, under turnover, of customer profiles, and geographic or divisional contributions. Useful

Component Account information would be customer complaints, customer satisfaction and company
quality information. It’s possible to establish a clear qualitative line-of-sight link between functions
and individual actions, and turnover.
Under outside costs, the Extended Account could show a breakdown of supplies and suppliers,
and how many suppliers are small and medium companies or BEE companies. The Component
Account could reflect waste and excessive inventory, again offering a direct link between
organisational activities and costs. The outside cost component is generally a good indicator of
organisational efficiencies.
Wealth created should be a visible and known figure throughout the company. It’s the measured
reflection of the total contribution that the collective has made via its mission to its market or
humanity in general, and the fact that it’s ignored in most working environments is simply
inexplicable. It is after all the final determinant of who gets what and indeed of the future existence of
the company.
The “employees” part of the Contribution Account represents a variety of matters and
measurements such as training numbers and medical and other benefits paid. Let me repeat that it’s
very important not to harp on the employee share as being the biggest without putting it in the
perspective of contribution. The only time the proportionate share of any parties should be an issue is
when there’s an imbalance in distribution that needs to be corrected. Then it becomes reasonable to
argue that the different shares are no longer a true reflection of relative contribution and that one
stakeholder is subsidising another.
The tax domain provides the same information for employees as one may find in a sustainability
report. This also applies to savings and dividend. We believe savings could be linked to the balance
sheet, which can be simplified and creatively illustrated to give employees an idea of company
strength and health. The principles of the balance sheet are very simple. Without coherent, trustworthy
and lucid financial information, employees cannot be expected to identify with common purpose and
particularly common fate. The most important ingredients of what employees are concerned about in
companies are influenced by the financials. Financial information is a critical element of
developmental communications. The SHRM survey done in a continent with almost full employment
(North America) showed that by far the greatest fear was losing one’s job. Lower down on the list of
fears were loss of retirement and other benefits, and the possibility that the company might go out of
business. The results of our own research in South Africa pointed mainly to concerns about
unemployment.
To recap: the ultimate aim of all communication should be empowerment; which in turn is wholly
dependent on willingness to be a contributor rather than a taker and a victim. Empowerment means
acceptance of accountability for oneself and one’s actions. Behaviour change is critically dependent
on communication. A compassionate heart will provide better answers to questions regarding
technique, content and purpose, than a mercenary mind.

Communication techniques
The leaning towards manipulation, away from transparency and empowering communications, has
been made worse by the ease with which we can use surrogate techniques; they are there for the
picking, thanks to technology. Sadly, the new techniques also make it easier to tell lies, which is less
likely when looking someone in the eye. People are fond of saying that the camera never lies, but as a
broadcaster I quickly learned that it can nevertheless be made to show what one wants it to see. An
upward camera angle for a close-up on a subject would make that person appear large and
intimidating, and the opposite angle would make her/him appear small and mild. Intense lighting and
the absence of make-up would exaggerate the complexion’s shine and make the subject appear shifty.
Focusing on beads of perspiration or fidgeting hands, makes the subject appear nervous and suggests
that he/she has something to hide.
Before examining some of the modern techniques and their uses, we’d like to emphasise a
cardinal rule about all communication. The most valid and effective way of transferring information
is on a one-to-one basis, from one person to another. All other forms are poor substitutes and are
there for the convenience of the communicator, not the recipient of the message; the coach, not the
player; the teacher, not the student; the leader, not the subordinate. Our research has confirmed that
where the front-line leader or the first-line supervisor is not trusted, this distrust will generally
undermine all efforts at communication, including the CEO’s open forum or walkabout.
The two most powerful media are the one-on-one interface between the subordinate and the
leader, and the team meetings. The smaller a meeting is, the higher the level of interaction and the
more effective the process. Ironically, while experience and research have clearly shown that
employees prefer word of mouth to other forms of communication, the trend has been the opposite. In
a world where technology (particularly information technology) has become all-pervasive, personal
interaction has been reduced and indeed is often seen as cumbersome and time-consuming.
Most of the traditional ways of conveying information are valid and useful – but only to the extent
that they are aids to personal interaction, not a replacement for it. These include physical posters and
notice boards which are visible to all and have the potential to start a discussion. Posters are good
for durable information such as mission statements, values and safety and for highlighting specific
projects, and we have found them useful for enhancing awareness of customers, particularly in
manufacturing, where the end user is often obscure. For example, in an explosives factory we
displayed pictures of the products being used in mining, road-building and demolition; at a steel plant
we put up posters of familiar buildings where the company’s products had been used. Slogans lend
themselves to creative display: for example, mirrors in restrooms and elsewhere tend to attract
attention, and a small slogan sticker on a mirror is effective.
In one company we introduced a large whiteboard in the team meeting venue, showing the
Contribution Account as well as the Component Contribution Account with its sub-scores. Further
information was added to left and right, ranging from elements of the Extended Contribution Account
and the Component Contribution Account to birthday reminders. The board had magnetic “smileys”

and “frownies” related to events, products or customers. What we found interesting was the extent to
which the Contribution Account attracted pictures. People would handdraw their smileys and
frownies in reaction to certain comparisons and interpretations of figures.
The board was a success particularly in the way that the line manager or supervisor used it for
sharing not only company information but also his/her own team information. It became a hub of
communication. We trained the line managers in the use of the board and when company leadership
wished to say something we would show them how to put the board to best effect. At times such as
the release of quarterly, six-monthly or annual Contribution Account figures, we would also have a
leaflet printed for handing out to staff, and brief the manager on what to read or highlight from it and
how to illustrate its content on the board.
For a big retail chain we used colourful posters to announce the VAS to employees at the various
stores. The bigger stores compiled their own statement to discuss with the release of the company’s
national figures. We have suggested to smaller companies that they use a poster with blanks for the
figures. The poster then becomes permanently visible to employees.
Most first-line managers welcome the opportunity to be the primary channels of information in a
company. In our experience such people are generally well aware of their role as teachers and
coaches; they also know that communication is among the critical performance areas of any
leadership position. But it isn’t always easy to hold supervisors accountable for employee
communication.
There is active communication and there is passive. Active involves personal time and effort.
Passive relies on surrogates, of which the staff magazine is the most popular and widely used. Its
success has been patchy. Some companies spend fortunes on extravagant replicas of Cosmopolitan
and achieve very little. Others publish a four- or six-pager, unembellished and printed in-house, and
achieve much more. Over the years, what we have gathered from research results as well as our own
surveys has confirmed that employees are least interested in the “happy snaps” and personal trivia,
and yet it seems the majority of compilers of this familial froth still see the fact that a colleague’s aunt
is having a baby as “news”. Others try to compete with the monthly magazines and include
dissertations by people seemingly aiming for a Pulitzer Prize. Another questionable feature has been
the use, especially in low-literacy environments, of the cartoon or comic strip. It all looks very
simple until you try deciphering the text balloons and wonder whether the talkers are trying to split
the atom; also the “action” is mostly restricted to talking heads spouting unintelligible postulates and
the illustrations do little to enhance understanding of the content.
The in-house magazine acquires a very different raison d’être if it becomes a teaching aid for the
first-line supervisor. If it doesn’t, it can’t pretend to be a source of company information. Important
staff developments should not reach the employees via the magazine; the first-line supervisor should
be told first and given an opportunity to share the news with subordinates. We’ve known supervisors
to trash information purely because they were left out of an important communication loop, or were
asked questions which they couldn’t answer. Of course the in-house magazine can serve a useful
purpose, but it has to be regularly reassessed in terms of information overload, readership,
comprehension, usefulness, cost and possibly more effective alternatives. Sadly, few people question
the validity of an extravagant staff magazine. Its status is invariably the exponential result of one
editor trying to outdo a predecessor.
Line-management briefs, including the CEO’s regular newsletter, have been rated highly in

surveys. Here again we would suggest involving first-line supervisors as the distribution source and
giving them additional explanatory notes to pass on to staff. CEO walkabouts are known to be
effective but are also substantially affected by trust in leadership. As we saw, trust is made or broken
at first-line level. Often CEOs with strong moral and human values are perplexed by the distrust they
personally experience on the shop floor, until they realise that it’s an attitude directly related to the
way employees are treated in daily interaction with their immediate supervisors.
The explosion of the electronic media has diverted the attention of communicators from the more
critical elements of purpose and content. It seems there’s a perception that with information
technology at everyone’s fingertips almost anybody can “do communication”. At the same time there
has been a shifting of the domain from the first-line supervisor to central departments, in most cases
PR because the people there usually have some communication techniques. Sometimes it falls under
the human resources department, which perhaps makes better sense since modern HR theory at least
suggests that they should act as advisors and consultants to the line. Few functionaries in central
departments behave that way, however. They tend to see their domain as an end in itself.
When I left broadcasting a colleague of mine, Martin Oosthuizen, suggested we form a production
company to produce corporate and employee-reporting videos. I had already decided that the
Contribution Account could be easily and highly effectively translated into video; indeed I have
produced many videos since. But Martin finally gave up on me because whenever we pitched for
production contracts I would invariably put my foot in it by insisting that the video should be used
only as an aid to line management in sharing information with employees. We lost out on several
accounts because of this. Martin went home to his family’s wine farm.
We remain opposed to the idea of regular and routine videos; all too often they deteriorate into
boring drivel, rescued only occasionally by creative visuals. But having seen how effectively the
Contribution Account can be shown in pictures, role play and video, we have become a champion of
the use of video at least at year-end. In a production for South Africa’s giant transport utility,
Transnet, we got the MD, Anton Moolman, to use stacks of coins on camera and run through the
sequences of wealth creation and wealth distribution. Because Transnet had shown a loss that year,
he ran out of coins after paying employees and allocating savings (we were using the old VAS, which
meant that depreciation was still reflected under savings). Dr Moolman was something of a natural
actor and his puzzled expression when he looked first at his empty hands and then at the shareholder
domain was priceless. It simply couldn’t fail to impress employees. These role-play illustrations are
extremely effective in training and can also be used for information-sharing at team meetings.
We have produced several videos to illustrate the Contribution Account, for settings ranging from
mining and manufacturing to retail and banking. We have always insisted that the video be given to
the line managers with a brief on what to say before and after, and asked for them to invite questions,
from which we could learn for purposes of future videos.
The evidence of the effectiveness of the video as a regular “company newsreel” is inconclusive
and we have scant faith in it. It seems like a nice-to-have idea based on insufficient research
regarding its true value. Even where research is indeed done and employees rank the video
favourably against other media, the show has few real benefits in terms of, for example, information
retention, comprehension and enhanced awareness. The conventional wisdom among television
producers and makers of employee videos is that the picture must tell the story, and what tends to be
forgotten is that pictures are costly, and often distract and detract from content. During my reporting

years I once resorted to a cheap tactic in order to protect a television news insert on South African
trade with Canada from being cut out of the main bulletin: I went and did a “stand-upper” in front of a
second-hand car dealer called Canadian Motors in a sleazy part of Jules Street in Johannesburg. I
thought it was the worst story on trade I had ever done. But the editor was over the moon and ran the
report.
Before recommending changes to an in-house video routine, we do our own research, albeit
anecdotal, into its overall efficacy. In most cases we have found that screenings of regular videos
aren’t much more than social events and the production itself makes for minimal discussion
afterwards. As time goes by the screenings attract fewer and fewer patrons, even when they are
compulsory. Seldom do they draw more than 40% of the complement. Of that, only about half say they
absorbed and understood most of the content, and most of the remainder will question the veracity of
the content, especially if it’s sensitive.
The same doubt can be raised about the value of business broadcasts, whereby companies hire a
channel from a local broadcast network and then have a poor man’s chat show with audience
participation. When questions are asked they are invariably staged and prepared, or the detail is
relevant only to the questioner. But these forms of communication do have a seductive power. People
love the idea of being pampered by a make-up artist and then going “on the air” like a Larry King.
And nobody quite has the nerve to point out the King’s nudity.
One form of electronic media not explored enough is radio or the taped message. Having worked
for both radio and television, I must say I found the former a more effective information distributor
perhaps precisely because it doesn’t rely on pictures; as the famous saying goes, “radio is the theatre
of the mind”. Taped messages can be effective in reaching shift workers in far-off locations.
Admittedly their strengths are being undermined by the falling costs of visual media such as DVDs
and CDs and Intranet and Internet distribution.
This brings us to the phenomenal rate of change in information technology. Most of the
conventional approaches to internal communication and communication as a whole are still in a state
of flux, and there’s no knowing how they will look in 10 or 20 years’ time. Use of the Intranet and
Internet is already well entrenched. So much so that these channels have become overloaded and
suffer from severe system constipation. The uses of IT in information distribution are obvious and we
won’t dwell on them except to say that they include being able to dump newsletters at destination and
the conversion of print and audio-visual material to CD-ROM, or the creation of streaming video
capability. The material can be presented in layer after layer of information, a near-endless stream
that can be accessed at will.
The Contribution Account is again eminently suited for such treatment. Instead of whiteboards or
posters displaying it and the Extended and Component sub-scores, one could compile the statements
on a disc or memory card with multiple links of underlying information and a localised search
facility. This comes a close second to interactive information-sharing with a real human being.
Recent developments that have put the communication fraternity into a frenzy include dedicated
websites, Facebook, Twitter, instant messaging, wikis and blogs. Instant messaging enables
employees to interact with the company via established electronic forums such message boards.
Wikis are dynamic websites where anyone can add and alter pages without the originals being lost.
Blogs are similar to chat rooms, where one can have a say or respond to someone else’s comment.
The world’s biggest employee communication consultancy, Edelman in the United States, has

recorded a growing use of blogging in companies. Microsoft, it says, has 800 bloggers that can set up
a website within seconds. Blogging sites are very cheap and can even cost nothing. They are also
useful for external or customer-response monitoring.
As is so often the case, technology is way ahead of our capacity to use it. Few companies appear
to have learned to administer and exploit the new approaches so as to get full benefit from them.
It would appear that the PC, tablets and smart phones have become the hub of communications in
making information available to everyone. Employees without computer access are increasingly
losing their voice and ability to be heard, especially when submitting ideas. The most telling result of
Edelman research is that the majority of employees (55%) believe in-person is the most effective
channel for employee communication. Yet only 7% of the companies surveyed were using this more
frequently than other methods.
The danger of relying on surrogate methods of communication was illustrated to me some years
ago, when a big South African group decided to introduce electronic information consoles at various
points in the working areas. Their first use was for explaining the company standpoint on a wage
issue. All of them were smashed.
We are being overwhelmed by technology. The sadness is that these techniques lead to an erosion
of trust. Electronic wizardry is not in itself a substitute for the kind of human interaction we so badly
need in the workplace. The technology will only really serve us to the extent that we stay focused on
the primary aim of that interaction: the empowerment of the other.

Postscript
Any work on management or organisational theory would aspire to redefining the business
environment and business theory itself. We make no such lofty claims. Rather, we have set out to
challenge conventional perceptions about business itself which have led to some serious challenges
in the global economic environment. We would argue simply that the key ingredients for sustainable
business success, ultimately impacting on sustainable national prosperity are an inherent part of good
business.
They have always been. It is simply a matter of returning to that logic and re-examining all current
systems, structures and practices to reinforce that logic. Many of our business heroes of the past and
present have known this, either intuitively or consciously.
One of these is Raymond Ackerman, founder of Pick ‘n Pay, one of the biggest retail chains in
South Africa, and an international award winner for his business acumen and contribution to society.
He wrote the foreword to “Value through Values ”, the book upon which “Common purpose;
common fate” is based. The following excerpt from that foreword best reflects the spirit of this work.
“More and more companies throughout the world are realising the importance of sound moral
values and that having a clear-cut mission statement which is followed meticulously is the
way to run a successful business. Profits flow from a values-driven business and Jerry has
given us a great lead to follow in this book, and that is to be more clearly accountable for how
we are trying to improve our people and our consumer society. We have in this book a
blueprint for the way business should be run – in a values-driven, ethical way – and I think
accountants and financial analysts should find the later sections in particular very interesting.
“Business at its best is driven by universal values and ethics and that is what Jerry
Schuitema is trying to impress on us all. We only have to look at what has happened in the
world in the last few years to realise how crucial it is for this message to really sink in. This
is the way of the future, this is the whisper of tomorrow, this is what business colleges should
be teaching, giving a clear understanding of how important values are in running a successful
business in the world of the future.”

Endorsements
People constitute Society and interact with each other in many different ways. Some interactions are
positive and add to the common good and some are negative and diminish society. But it is always
within the gift of the individual as to how he will interact.
So much of life is dominated by commercial interaction. The concepts of the smart deal, profit
and value are absorbed at an early age and then acted upon for the rest of our lives especially in our
dealings with others. Business is constituted by these very people – us – and it is we who choose its
character and determine its predilection to add to the common good. It is this value in a Business
Endeavour that will secure its legacy in Society and contribute mightily to a sustainable and coherent
proposition for value creation for shareholders, employees, communities – for society as a whole.
This book makes the case for this in a simple but powerful way”.
Mick Davis. Former CEO Xtrata Mining and Resource Group.
July 2014
“Economic structures around the world are changing, and in the complex, turbulent ‘business as
unusual’ environment we find ourselves in, there has never been a greater need for clear thinking and
constructive dialogue between all stakeholders. This should include a willingness to challenge
conventional thinking around sustainable wealth generation, together with a new roadmap to address
the inequalities that exist in our business and socio-political world. Common Purpose: Common Fate
is a refreshing, brave addition to this debate.”
Ketso Gordhan, CEO of PPC Group
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